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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The Legislative Parties adopt the citation formats and shorthands set forth in

the Preliminary Statement to Appellants’ Initial Brief. In addition, the Legislative

Parties will cite:

 Appellants’ Initial Brief as “(Br. at #)”;

 The Supplement to Appellants’ Initial Brief as “(Suppl. Br. at #)”;

 The Supplemental Appendix that accompanies this Brief as “(S.A. #)”; and

 The trial exhibits introduced by the Florida NAACP as “(Ex. NAACP-#)”.

The Legislative Parties adopt the following naming conventions:

Remedial Plan The redistricting plan adopted by the Florida Leg-
islature on August 11, 2014, and signed into law
by the Governor on August 13, 2014. See Ch.
2014-255, Laws of Fla.

Remedial CD5 Congressional District 5 in the Remedial Plan.

2012 Enacted Plan The redistricting plan adopted by the Florida Leg-
islature on February 9, 2012, and signed into law
by the Governor on February 16, 2012. See Ch.
2012-2, Laws of Fla.

Democratic Alternative The redistricting plan proposed by Rep. Perry
Thurston (D) and Sen. Darren Soto (D) at the re-
cent remedial special session of the Florida Legis-
lature.

Coalition Map The alternative map submitted by the Coalition
Appellants to the Legislature on January 6, 2012,
and filed by the Coalition Appellants in support of
their motion for summary judgment on March 26,
2012.
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Romo Map The alternative map filed by the Romo Appellants
on March 26, 2012, in support of their motion for
summary judgment.

Romo Trial Maps A and B The alternative maps presented by the Romo Ap-
pellants at trial.

Coalition Remedial Map A The alternative remedial map disclosed by the Co-
alition Appellants on July 30, 2014.

Romo Remedial Map The alternative remedial map disclosed by the
Romo Appellants on July 31, 2014.

Coalition Remedial Map B The alternative remedial map disclosed by the Co-
alition Appellants after the special session, on Au-
gust 15, 2014.

East-West CD5 Congressional District 5 in Romo Trial Map A and
Appellants’ three alternative remedial maps.

The Legislative Parties note that the Remedial Plan altered seven districts:

Districts 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 17. The remaining districts were unchanged from

the 2012 Enacted Plan.

In comparison with the 2012 Enacted Plan, each of Appellants’ three alter-

native remedial maps alters Districts 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11.

Romo Trial Maps A and B are identical to each other, with the exception of

Districts 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The Legislative Parties adopt the following abbreviations:

CD Congressional District
VRA Voting Rights Act of 1965, as Amended
VAP Total Voting-Age Population (18 Years and Older)
BVAP Black Voting-Age Population
HVAP Hispanic Voting-Age Population
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STATEMENT OF CASE AND FACTS

In November 2010, the voters of Florida approved Amendment 6, which ap-

plied new standards to congressional districts. Legislators who had opposed the

ballot measure understood that Amendment 6 represented a paradigm shift and that

the Florida Constitution now required a redistricting plan drawn without partisan

intent (T4: 388, 398; T5: 527; T9: 1035; T16: 1674).

They also understood that redistricting would generate immense inter-

est among political operatives (T4: 396; T13: 1617, 1626). Legislative leaders

deemed it essential to communicate unambiguously to the operatives the impact

of the new standards (T4: 388, 396; T5: 540, 544-45, 622; T13: 1617-20; 1623-27).

Thus, legislative leaders authorized two meetings with the operatives, both

held months before Census data were released (T7: 851; T9: 1012). At the first,

which no legislators attended, the operatives asked whether they might communi-

cate under a privilege (T4: 391; T13: 1625). At the second, Rep. Weatherford and

Sen. Gaetz advised the operatives of their exclusion from the process: “we took

that opportunity to bring clarity to the consultants that they could not be a part of

that process. We made it very clear” (T4: 396). The operatives were informed

they would not be a part of the legislative map-drawing process (T4: 392-401; T13:

1675-76), that they would have no greater rights than any other citizen (T5: 540-
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41, 544-45), and that their participation would jeopardize the Legislature’s work

product (T4: 396).

Leadership conveyed the directive to staff. Jason Poreda testified that, at an

early staff meeting, professional staff were informed that the operatives had been

directed to stay away from the redistricting suite and from professional staff, and

that professional staff should not discuss redistricting with outsiders (T24: 3043).

Speaker Cannon and Rep. Weatherford met with the National Republican

Campaign Committee (the “NRCC”) when in Washington, D.C., and delivered the

same message, advising the NRCC that members of Congress must not hire lobby-

ists or otherwise attempt to influence redistricting (T4: 350-52, 447-49, 458-59).

At the same time, the Legislature attempted to encourage public participa-

tion in the redistricting process. Soon after the U.S. Census Bureau released popu-

lation data, the House and Senate released their redistricting software applications,

called MyDistrictBuilder and District Builder (T9: 1010-13; T20: 2550). Both ap-

plications were publicly accessible and enabled members of the public to draw and

submit redistricting proposals (T9: 1010-13; T20: 2550). In all, members of the

public submitted 86 partial or complete congressional maps (T6: 651-52). Mean-

while, in the summer, the Legislature held 26 public hearings across the State and

received testimony from 1,637 of 4,787 registered attendees (Ex. LP-82-B at 5).
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Upon conclusion of the public hearings, professional staff began to draw re-

districting plans (T5: 555). The Senate and House released their initial proposals

on November 28 and December 6, 2011, respectively (T9: 1057; T20: 2562-63).

These and subsequent proposals were considered by committees in both chambers.

Rather than micromanage the drawing of districts, the Legislature conferred

broad discretion on professional staff to draw compliant districts (T4: 347, 370,

441; T6: 659-60, 662; T9: 1048-49; T16: 1670; T20: 2565). Instructed to follow

the law (T4: 371, 378; T6: 662, 727; T20: 2565; T24: 3031), professional staff did

not review political data, except to the extent the House analyzed minority districts

(T8: 989-90; T9: 1018; T10: 1130; T23: 2908; T24: 3029). Professional staff were

insulated from and did not interact or collaborate with the operatives (T4: 391,

474; T7: 887; T9: 1044-46; T10: 1108-09; T20: 2623-25; T23: 2876, 2918-19).

Excluded from direct participation the redistricting process, the operatives

devised other methods to influence the process. They recruited third parties to de-

liver prepared statements at public hearings (Ex. SCP-1418-19). They also submit-

ted two congressional redistricting maps through the public-submission process

under the name of Alex Posada (Ex. CP-586, 587). The operatives appear to have

created a sham email address and to have submitted these maps without authoriza-

tion—or even the knowledge—of the actual Alex Posada (SR22: 2989; 2995-96).
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All of these activities were performed without the knowledge or involve-

ment of legislators and staff members. Appellants presented no evidence that any

legislator or staff member knew that the operatives had drawn the Posada maps.

Appellants presented no evidence that any legislator or staff member was complicit

in the operatives’ scheme to launder maps through the public-submission process,

or that any legislator or staff member paid special attention to the Posada maps.

In January 2012, Rep. Weatherford and Sen. Gaetz met with professional

staff to reconcile the proposals then pending in the House and Senate. First, it was

decided that District 5 would be drawn as a majority-minority district (T4: 417).

The benchmark district (District 3) had a BVAP of 49.9% (App. 80). House staff

had performed a functional analysis and determined that a district with a BVAP be-

tween 47.5% to 48.3% (as in all prior House proposals) would not diminish mi-

nority voting strength (T7: 877-79). At the same time, some of the Legislature’s

attorneys and staff believed a 50% threshold preferable in light of the “majority-

minority rule” announced in Bartlett v. Strickland, 556 U.S. 1 (2009) (T4: 416-22,

469, 494, 496-97; T5: 560-62, 568-70, 575, 619; T6: 679, 763; T7: 806-07, 809;

T8: 985-86; T13: 1651, 1653-56, 1667-68, 1682; T20: 2585, 2588; T24: 3036).

The decision was made to draw District 5 as a majority-minority district

(T10: 1109-10). This could only be achieved by keeping part of Seminole County

in the district (id.). Seminole County had been part of the district since 1992 (T5:
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585), and part of all iterations of the district prepared and presented by Senate pro-

fessional staff during the pending redistricting process (App. 85-96). The BVAP

of District 5 was increased to 50.1%—0.2% above the benchmark (App. 76, 80).

It was also agreed that the Legislature would draw District 9—a new His-

panic-opportunity district in Central Florida—with a 40% HVAP (T23: 2905), sev-

eral points higher than in earlier House drafts (App. 97-152). Latino Justice had

submitted a 40% HVAP district through the public-submission process (Ex. CP-

532, 537), and Hispanic citizens and legislators of both political parties passionate-

ly supported the proposal (T4: 427, 429-30; T5: 588; T8: 966-67, 971-72; T9:

1032-33; T13: 1659, 1665-66). One effect of this decision, however, was that en-

acted District 10 included an appendage into Orlando, where a large white popula-

tion resided between two minority districts (T20: 2600-02, 2605; T23: 2907-08).

The Legislature enacted the new congressional districts, and, on February

16, 2012, the Governor signed the bill into law. See Ch. 2012-2, Laws of Fla.

Appellants sued, and the parties engaged in extensive discovery. Discovery

revealed that the alternative maps that Appellants presented to the Legislature and

the trial court were drawn by Democratic partisan operatives and political consult-

ants in Washington, D.C., and that the Romo Appellants’ litigation effort was

funded, directed, and controlled by the National Democratic Redistricting Trust.

See infra Part V.
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The Trial Court’s Final Judgment

The trial court conducted a twelve-day trial and, on July 10, 2014, issued its

Final Judgment. The court found that the operatives had conspired to manipulate

the redistricting process and “found avenues . . . to infiltrate and influence the Leg-

islature” (App. 186). It concluded that District 5 and 10 were drawn in violation

of the new standards and that the enacted plan was therefore invalid (App. 165).

The trial court identified two specific deficiencies in the enacted plan. First,

the court found that the Legislature’s agreement late in the redistricting process to

draw District 5 with an appendage into Seminole County—and thus to increase the

BVAP of District 5 to 50.1%—was made with the intent to favor a political party

(App. 184). The increase in the district’s BVAP was not constitutionally required,

the court held, and the appendage violated the compactness standard (App. 196).

The court recognized that the minority-protection provisions in Tier One

take precedence over compactness, but found that a “more tier-two compliant dis-

trict could have been drawn that would not have been retrogressive” (App. 182).

It noted that the House’s earlier drafts of District 5 “were all more compact” (id.).

It also noted the testimony of Alex Kelly, who opined that these earlier drafts—

which united minorities between Jacksonville and Orlando and achieved BVAPs

from 47.5% and 48.3%—would not have been retrogressive (App. 182-83).
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Second, the trial court found that District 10 included an unjustified append-

age between Districts 5 and 9 (App. 196). Because District 9 was not entitled to

tier-one protection, the Legislature’s desire to draw District 9 as a Hispanic oppor-

tunity district did not excuse District 10’s non-compactness (App. 197-98). The

court observed that the House’s earlier iterations did not contain the appendage and

were otherwise more compact (App. 197). Finally, the court explained that the ap-

pendage enhanced the Republican performance of District 10, supporting a finding

that portions of District 10 were drawn with improper intent (App. 198-99).

The trial court found that the Legislature’s upstanding professional staff—

Alex Kelly, Jason Poreda, and John Guthrie—were above reproach (App. 186).

Judge Lewis found them “frank, straightforward and credible” (id.). The court

concluded that professional staff were not part of a conspiracy, or directly aware of

it, and that their motivation was to draw compliant maps (id.). Because profes-

sional staff were “insulated from the political consultants,” the court found no fault

with their map-drawing decisions (App. 201), but faulted two specific deci-

sions made above the staff level near the conclusion of the redistricting process.

Thus, the court did not conclude that the Jacksonville-to-Orlando configura-

tion of District 5 was invalid. Instead, it found “problematic” certain features in

Central Florida that resulted from negotiations between the chambers (App. 195).

The court refused to order the Legislature to redraw every district (App. 205).
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At the same time, the court held that invalidation of Districts 5 and 10 prevented

enforcement of the plan, which was an integrated whole (App. 172-73).

The Remedial Process

The Legislative Parties immediately advised the trial court that they did not

intend to appeal and would fulfill their constitutional responsibility to enact a re-

medial plan consistent with the Final Judgment (R85: 11130). On August 1, the

court ordered the Legislative Parties to present a remedy by August 15 (SR3: 234).

On the same day, all legislators and staff were advised in an abundance of

caution to retain all records related to redistricting, including draft maps and corre-

spondence (SR7: 761-64). On the next business day, the presiding officers issued

a joint proclamation to convene the Legislature in special session (SR7: 765-67).

The presiding officers appointed redistricting committees. The Speaker es-

tablished a Select Committee on Redistricting and appointed Rep. Richard Corco-

ran as Chair. The Senate President established a Committee on Reapportionment

and appointed Sen. Bill Galvano as Chair. Jason Poreda and John Guthrie were

selected to be the staff directors of the House and Senate committees.

On August 5, Chairs Corcoran and Galvano issued memoranda to members

and staff of their respective chambers, describing the remedial process and estab-

lishing precautions to ensure that the new districts were untainted (SR7: 768-72).
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The Chairs met with House and Senate legal counsel and professional staff to dis-

cuss the Final Judgment and the modifications it might require (SR9: 1069-70).

On August 6, the Chairs again met with counsel and professional staff at the

Capitol (SR10: 1314). In a series of efficient discussions, the framework of a new

map was forged (SR9: 1058-59, 1069-70; SR10: 1232-33, 1313-14).

At the direction of Chairs Galvano and Corcoran, the Remedial Plan was

drawn by John Guthrie and Jason Poreda, in collaboration with Raoul Cantero,

George Meros, Andy Bardos, George Levesque, and Dan Nordby as legal counsel

for the House and Senate (SR10: 1218, 1232, 1327-28). It was drawn in one day,

in an environment impervious to improper influence (SR10: 1218, 1314, 1320).

House and Senate staff performed a functional analysis of District 5 (SR9: 1111,

1127-28; SR10: 1211-12, 1226, 1314), but did not otherwise examine political data

(SR9: 1133-34; SR10: 1222, 1230, 1304-05, 1332).

On August 7, the Legislature convened in special session, and the redistrict-

ing committees met jointly for a legal briefing (SR9: 950-1055). The Remedial

Plan was published before the meeting concluded (SR9: 1053). It removed from

District 5 the appendage into Seminole County and substantially increased the vis-

ual and numerical compactness of District 5 and adjacent districts (S.A. 1-2).

On August 8, the House and Senate committees met separately to consider

the Remedial Plan. The Senate committee reported the plan unanimously, as three
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Democrats joined four Republicans (SR7: 773-75). In the House committee, Rep.

Perry Thurston (D) presented the Democratic Alternative (id.), which also con-

tained a District 5 configured from Jacksonville to Orlando (SR20: 2680-84). The

committee reported the Remedial Plan by an eight-to-five vote (SR7: 773-75). In

both committees, the Florida NAACP spoke forcefully in support of Remedial

CD5 and expressed strong opposition to an east-west orientation (SR7: 776-81).

On August 11, the Senate considered Sen. Darren Soto’s Democratic Alter-

native—the same proposal Rep. Thurston had offered in the House committee

(SR12: 1681). The Senate then passed the Remedial Plan by a vote of 25 to 12

(id.). Sen. Audrey Gibson (D), an African-American member from Duval County,

and Sen. Bill Montford (D), who represents Tallahassee, voted for the Remedial

Plan (id.). The House then passed the Remedial Plan with the support of two Afri-

can-American members, Reps. Reggie Fullwood (D) and Mia Jones (D) (SR12:

1519-20). The bill was presented to the Governor and signed into law (SR7: 932).

Appellants did not appear before either committee to comment on the Re-

medial Plan (SR9: 1056–SR10: 1198). The Coalition Appellants sent letters to all

members, criticizing the Legislature’s actions and providing an alternative map

that any legislator might introduce (SR8: 933-48). Though the Chairs had request-

ed all members who offer proposals to identify “every person involved in drawing,

reviewing, directing, or approving the proposal” (SR: 770), the Coalition Appel-
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lants’ letters provided no information about the origins of their map, and they

found no member of either party willing to introduce their map for consideration.

The Legislature relied on professional staff—whose skill and integrity the

trial court witnessed—and on legal counsel to formulate an appropriate remedy.

A senior member of the House Democratic caucus graciously acknowledged at the

close of debate that there was no suspicion of impropriety in the remedial process:

I have to say, and I will say it, I would say it if I were called to court
in the future. I don’t think that Representative Corcoran’s intent was
to favor or disfavor any party. I don’t, I don’t think you personally
did that, nor do I think that Senator Galvano did. I don’t question the
staff today, I don’t question ours, I don’t question theirs. I think that,
I think you guys probably did a pretty good job of complying with
what the Court said you should have done for redistricting . . . .

(SR11: 1455-56 (statement of Rep. Waldman)).

On August 20, the trial court held a hearing to determine whether the Reme-

dial Plan conformed to the Final Judgment. Appellants presented three alternative

maps—including Coalition Remedial Map B, which was drawn after the special

session—and the testimony of two witnesses (SR20: 2583-2716). Appellants ar-

gued that the Constitution requires the Jacksonville-to-Orlando configuration of

District 5 to be replaced with a Jacksonville-to-Chattahoochee configuration (id.).

Appellants neither disclosed the authors of their remedial maps nor produced any

documents that shed light on their formulation and creation (SR20: 2583-2716).
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Two days later, the trial court approved the Remedial Plan. It explained that

District 5 was “much improved” and “sufficiently addresses” the concerns identi-

fied in the Final Judgment (App. 208). The appendage that extended into Seminole

County had been removed, and the district was more compact visually and numeri-

cally (id.). Appellants’ Jacksonville-to-Chattahoochee configuration of District 5

was not constitutionally compelled, and “legitimate non-partisan policy reasons”

supported the Legislature’s Jacksonville-to-Orlando configuration (id.).

This appeal and cross-appeal followed. The First DCA certified that the trial

court had passed upon a question of great public importance requiring immediate

resolution by this Court, and, on October 23, 2014, this Court accepted jurisdiction.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The trial court correctly upheld eight of ten districts and correctly upheld

the Remedial Plan. It identified two specific deficiencies and recognized that

the Legislature acted responsibly and in good faith to remedy those deficiencies.

The Legislature did not collude with political operatives to draw Florida’s

congressional districts. Without question, the operatives sought to influence the

redistricting process. But at no time did the Legislature participate in their efforts.

Appellants’ contentions rest on demonstrable misstatements of the evidence

and false comparisons designed to suggest a non-existent collusion. Their many

misstatements impose on this Court a heavy burden to separate fact from fiction.
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There is no evidence operatives secretly provided a single map to any legis-

lator or staff member. There is no evidence that any legislator or staff member

knew the operatives had drawn the maps submitted in Alex Posada’s name. There

is no evidence that any operatives sat together with legislators or staff to draw con-

gressional districts or advised legislators or staff how districts should be drawn.

None. On the contrary, the evidence is that the Legislature instructed the opera-

tives to stay away and was unaware of the operatives’ activities.

Appellants’ evidence consists chiefly of the operatives’ frenetic efforts to

make themselves relevant and on supposed similarities between the Posada maps

and the enacted plan. But these “similarities” are so superficial that nothing about

them suggests collusion. Appellants’ own maps share some of the same similari-

ties.

The trial court did not conclude that the entire enacted plan was permeated

with improper intent. It did what this Court did in Apportionment I: it considered

overall indicators and then identified the specific districts that were affected by

improper intent. There is no foundation in law or reason to redraw every district.

Remedial CD5 is constitutional. The Jacksonville-to-Orlando configuration

was created with almost unanimous support in 1996, when Democrats controlled

the House of Representatives and the Governor’s Office, and it has received bipar-

tisan support ever since. The mantra that Remedial CD5 ensures Republican dom-
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ination is untrue: the partisan balance of the Remedial Plan and Appellants’ alter-

native maps is identical.

Appellants’ Jacksonville-to-Chattahoochee district is an untested abomina-

tion. It was drawn by political consultants. It diminishes minority voting strength.

And it dramatically undermines the map’s compliance with second-tier principles.

District 14, which was protected by Section 5 of the VRA, crosses Tampa

Bay to avoid diminishment in minority voting strength. Appellants’ alternative

removes one-sixth of the district’s already modest African-American population.

The vertical configuration of Districts 21 and 22 is logical and reasonable.

At trial, Appellants’ alternative districts followed the same vertical configuration.

District 25 was drawn with a boundary in Hendry County because the adja-

cent district (District 20) was protected by Section 5 of the VRA. The removal of

District 20 from Hendry County would have guaranteed a preclearance objection.

District 26 was not drawn at the operatives’ behest. It looks nothing like the

district drawn by the operatives. Nor have Appellants shown that Homestead

could have been preserved without a diminishment in Hispanic voting strength.
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ARGUMENT

At the heart of this appeal is the contention that the Legislature drew the

State’s congressional districts to ensure Republican “domination” (Br. at 1, 11, 60,

63). The Remedial Plan, Appellants insist, reflects a “dramatic partisan imbal-

ance that resulted from the Legislature’s illegal and corrupt process” (Br. at 37).

Appellants’ initial brief teems with such baseless bombast. If their thesis

had merit, one would expect to find empirical support. One might expect to find

that the Remedial Plan contains four or five more Republican districts than Appel-

lants’ alternative maps. Or at least two or three. But it does not. The partisan bal-

ance of the Remedial Plan and Appellants’ alternative maps is identical:

Number of Republican Districts
Using the Average Vote

Received by Romney
(2012) and Scott (2010)

Using the Average Vote
Received by McCain

(2008) and Scott (2010)
Remedial Plan 15 16
Romo Remedial Map 15 16
Coalition Remedial Map A 15 16
Coalition Remedial Map B 15 16

There is no “dramatic partisan imbalance”—and there was no “illegal and corrupt

process.” Stories—even stories that appeal to preconceived notions—must be fact-

checked, and here the facts outweigh Appellants’ false assertions. The Legislature

did not conspire with the operatives, despite the operatives’ efforts. The trial court

correctly upheld the Remedial Plan. The Remedial Plan is supported by compe-

tent, substantial evidence and is constitutional.
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I. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS.

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW ON APPEAL.

This Court reviews pure questions of law de novo. Rippy v. Shepard, 80 So.

3d 305, 306 (Fla. 2012). When the question involves both legal and factual issues,

this Court reviews a trial court’s factual findings for competent, substantial evi-

dence, and its legal determinations de novo. Scott v. Williams, 107 So. 3d 379, 384

(Fla. 2013). “It is not the function of the appellate court to substitute its judgment

for that of the trial court through re-evaluation of the testimony and evidence

from the record on appeal before it.” Shaw v. Shaw, 334 So. 2d 13, 16 (Fla. 1976).

Intent is a question of fact. See Jersey Palm-Gross, Inc. v. Paper, 658 So.

2d 531, 534 (1995). Accordingly, the trial court’s determinations of intent, if sup-

ported by competent, substantial evidence in the record, must be affirmed. Contra-

ry to Appellants’ position, determinations of compliance with second-tier princi-

ples, though often dependent on undisputed facts, are not pure questions of law.

The decision of the trial court is presumed correct, and Appellants bear the

burden to overcome this presumption. Applegate v. Barnett Bank of Tallahassee,

377 So. 2d 1150, 1152 (Fla. 1979); Lazzari v. Lin, 884 So. 2d 393, 395 (Fla. 2d

DCA 2004). This presumption of correctness is inapplicable to the extent the trial

court has declared a statute invalid. In such cases, an appellate court presumes that
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the statute is constitutional. Ocala Breeders’ Sales Co., Inc. v. Fla. Gaming Ctrs.,

Inc., 731 So. 2d 21, 24 (Fla. 1st DCA 1999), aff’d, 793 So. 2d 899 (Fla. 2001).

B. THE CONSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS.

Political Favoritism. “No apportionment plan or individual district shall be

drawn with the intent to favor or disfavor a political party or an incumbent . . . .”

Art. III, § 20(a), Fla. Const. This first-tier interdiction “prohibits intent, not ef-

fect.” In re Senate Joint Resolution of Legislative Apportionment 1176, 83 So. 3d

597, 617 (Fla. 2012) (“Apportionment I”). Any redistricting will “inherently have

political consequences, regardless of the intent used in drawing the lines.” Id.

Causes other than improper intent can account for partisan imbalance. Id. at

642. For example, Democratic voters “tend to cluster in cities, which may result in

a natural ‘packing’ effect.” Id. at 643. Similarly, partisan imbalance might result

from “a legitimate effort to comply with VRA principles or other constitutional re-

quirements.” Id. Thus, demography, residential patterns, and legal compliance

can introduce an unintended partisan bias into a redistricting plan, and the Florida

Constitution does not require an affirmative effort to create a balanced plan. Id.

The extent of a plan’s compliance with second-tier standards can illumi-

nate legislative intent. Id. at 639. Thus, “strict compliance with their express

terms may serve to undercut or defeat any assertion of improper intent.” Id. at 618.
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At the same time, a lesser degree of compliance with the tier-two standards

does not per se establish improper intent. Id. at 640. Minority protection “may re-

quire the preservation or creation of non-compact districts.” Id. Because non-

compact districts may result from “legitimate efforts” to comply with voting-rights

protections, the creation of minority districts can “be misinterpreted as an action

intended to favor (or disfavor) a political party or an incumbent.” Id. If adherence

to Tier One “explains the irregular shape of a given district, a claim that the district

has been drawn to favor or disfavor a political party can be defeated.” Id. at 641.

Minority Protection. The Constitution embodies a lasting commitment to

protect the rights of minorities in redistricting. The voters placed minority protec-

tion in Tier One and thus elevated this priority to the highest rank of importance.

The sponsor of Amendment 6 stated: “When these amendments are embed-

ded in the Florida Constitution, protection from discrimination in redistricting will

become a lasting commitment to the people of Florida.” Fla. S. Comm. on Reapp.

& Fla. H.R. Select Pol’y Council on Strategic & Econ. Plan., recording of proceed-

ings (Feb. 11, 2010) (on file with the Secretary of the Senate) (testimony of Ellen

Freidin). The sponsor praised the Legislature’s efforts, recognizing that the Legis-

lature had “done a very good job” of creating and preserving minority districts, and

explained that a state constitutional provision would ensure that minority rights are

not “eroded” or “chipped away” by federal-court interpretations of the VRA. Id.
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Appellants’ efforts to portray all minority protection as a partisan scheme threat-

ens to erode the Constitution’s “lasting commitment to the people of Florida.”

Tier One contains two protections for minorities: prevention of “vote dilu-

tion” and prevention of “diminishment.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 685.

These standards are patterned after Sections 2 and 5 of the VRA, respectively.

Vote Dilution. The function of the vote-dilution standard is to compel the

creation of majority-minority districts. Id. at 622-23. It applies where (1) the mi-

nority group is sufficiently large and geographically compact to be a numerical

majority in a district; (2) the minority group is politically cohesive; and (3) the ma-

jority group votes sufficiently as a bloc to enable it usually to defeat the candidates

preferred by minorities. Id. at 622. If the preconditions are present, and if, in the

totality of circumstances, the minority group has less electoral opportunity than

other members of the electorate, then a majority-minority district must be created.

Diminishment. The non-diminishment standard reflects Section 5 of the

VRA. Id. at 619-20.1 Like vote dilution, interpretation of the non-diminishment

standard relies on “prevailing United States Supreme Court precedent.” Id. at 620.

1 In Shelby County v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612 (2013), the Court declared the
so-called “coverage formula” in Section 4 of the VRA—the formula by which
Congress selected the jurisdictions to which Section 5 applied—unconstitutional.
The preclearance process established by Section 5 is therefore no longer in effect.
Shelby County does not affect the validity of Florida’s non-diminishment standard.
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The non-diminishment standard protects “historically performing minority

districts.” Id. at 625. It asks whether minorities in a historically performing dis-

trict are “more, less, or just as able to elect” their preferred candidates after redis-

tricting as before. Id. at 624-25 (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 109-478 (2006)). If mi-

norities in a historically performing district are “less able to elect” their candidates

of choice, then the district diminishes. Id. at 625; accord id. at 655 (upholding dis-

tricts where minority voting ability in old and new districts was “commensurate”).

The non-diminishment standard thus entails a comparison in voting strength

between the old and the new districts. In 2006, Congress described the non-

diminishment inquiry as a “comparative analysis.” H.R. Rep. No. 109-478, at 71.

Congress created the non-diminishment standard in 2006 to overrule Geor-

gia v. Ashcroft, 539 U.S. 461 (2003), which had allowed States to compensate for

decreases in the minority voting strength of performing districts through the crea-

tion of coalition or influence districts. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 624. Florida

has adopted the non-diminishment standard “as intended by Congress.” Id. at 625.

To determine whether a district diminishes minority voting strength, courts

do not consider population data alone. Rather, courts review political data, includ-

ing registration and turnout rates and the results of primary and general elections.

Id. at 625, 627. Thus, if it does not diminish the ability to elect, a “slight change

in the percentage of the minority group’s population” is permissible. Id. at 625.
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One important consideration is the degree of control that minorities exercise

over primary elections. See In re Senate Joint Resolution of Legislative Appor-

tionment 2-B, 89 So. 3d 872, 889 (Fla. 2012) (“Apportionment II”); Apportionment

I, 83 So. 3d at 668. The preferred candidates of minorities have no path to elec-

toral success if minorities cannot nominate and then elect their preferred candi-

dates.

Ultimately, the non-diminishment standard requires a commonsense ap-

praisal and the rejection of sophisticated but implausible assertions. It “prohibits

the drawing of any district or plan that will reduce the ability of minorities to elect

minority representatives. Plain and simple.” Fla. S. Comm. on Reapp. & Fla. H.R.

Select Pol’y Council on Strategic & Econ. Plan., recording of proceedings (Feb.

11, 2010) (on file with the Secretary of the Senate) (testimony of Ellen Freidin).

Compactness. Tier Two states that “districts shall be compact.” Art. III,

§ 20(b), Fla. Const. Compactness ensures “that districts are logically drawn and

that bizarrely shaped districts are avoided.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 636.

Compactness “refers to the shape of the district.” Id. at 685. It is assessed

primarily by a visual examination of a district’s shape. Id. at 634. Quantitative

measures also can facilitate an evaluation of compactness. Id. at 635. This Court

has relied on two common, quantitative measures of compactness: the Reock and

Convex Hull methods. Id. Occasionally, however, quantitative measures
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will conflict or produce unreasonable results. See H.P. Young, Measuring the

Compactness of Legislative Districts, 13 LEGIS. STUD. Q. 105, 106-07 (Feb. 1988).

The Constitution does not require that districts “achieve the highest mathe-

matical compactness scores.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 635. A district that is

itself compact is not invalid simply because it can be drawn more compactly.

Compactness “cannot be considered in isolation.” Id. A non-compact dis-

trict is not unconstitutional per se, but calls for a careful assessment of the reasons

for its shape. Id. at 636, 641. For example, “compactness must yield when neces-

sary to avoid a conflict with the tier-one standard of protecting minority vot-

ing.” Id. at 675. Natural geography can also cause non-compactness. Id. at 635.

Boundaries. Where feasible, districts must utilize political and geograph-

ical boundaries. Art. III, § 20(b), Fla. Const. “Political boundaries” refers to coun-

ty and municipal lines, while “geographical boundaries” are “easily ascertainable

and commonly understood” boundaries, such as rivers, railways, interstates, and

state roads. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 636-38. “Unlike compactness,

this requirement is modified by the phrase ‘where feasible,’ suggesting that in bal-

ancing this criterion with compactness, more flexibility is permitted.” Id. at 636.

Because no standard takes precedence over other standards in the same tier,

the “Legislature is tasked with balancing the tier-two standards together in order to
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strike a constitutional result.” Id. at 639. Courts, therefore, remain “sensitive to

the complex interplay of forces that enter a legislature’s redistricting calculus.” Id.

Alternative Plans. The Legislature’s responsibility is to comply with the

threshold requirements of the Constitution—not to enact the “best” plan. Thus, the

Court’s duty is “not to select the best plan, but rather to decide whether the

one adopted by the legislature is valid.” Id. at 608 (quoting In re Senate Joint Res-

olution 2G, Special Apportionment Session 1992, 597 So. 2d 276, 285 (Fla. 1992)).

The Court “is not a referee in a contest involving apportionment plans,” In

re Interrogatories by Gen. Assembly, 497 P.2d 1024, 1025 (Colo. 1972), and redis-

tricting is not a tournament between the Legislature, which is constitutionally

charged with the regulation of federal elections, see Art. I, § 4, cl. 1, U.S. Const.,

and adversary interests. A redistricting plan is not invalid because a “resourceful

mind” has devised a better plan. Gaffney v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735, 750 (1973).

A challenger must first establish that the enacted redistricting plan violates

a constitutional standard. Then a challenger must prove, through an alternative

plan, that disregard of that standard was not necessary. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d

at 641. An alternative plan is not a proper comparison unless it “achieves all of

Florida’s constitutional criteria without subordinating one standard to another.” Id.
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C. THE BURDEN OF PROOF.

Appellants urge the Court to subject all minority districts to strict scrutiny—

in other words, to presume that all minority districts are unconstitutional and to

place the burden of proof on the defense. No argument finds less support in law or

logic, or is more antithetical to the obvious intent and language of the Constitution.

Appellants’ suggestion to presume that all minority districts are unconstitu-

tional is a lightly disguised partisan ploy to break up minority districts—despite

Tier One—and to disperse minorities into white districts for the benefit of the

Democratic Party. Its purpose is to spread Democratic voters for partisan gain,

contrary to the intent of the voters, who instructed the Legislature to protect and

preserve minority districts and to exclude partisan calculations from redistricting.

Strict scrutiny applies when government abridges constitutional rights se-

cured in absolute terms. Its function is to determine the extent of a permissible

abridgment. Here, Appellants ask the Court to apply strict scrutiny to the State’s

efforts to effectuate and implement—not abridge—rights secured to minorities un-

der the Constitution. Its application here would be incongruous, proving that Ap-

pellants’ argument is nothing but a bald attempt to benefit the Democratic Party.

Appellants cite precedents that decide racial-gerrymandering claims under

the Equal Protection Clause (Br. at 39-40, 48-50), but this is not an Equal Protec-

tion case. Appellants chose not to bring an Equal Protection claim, and strict scru-
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tiny does not apply indiscriminately in all redistricting cases that concern race.

Harris v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 993 F. Supp. 2d 1042, 1051 (D. Ariz.

2014) (rejecting strict scrutiny, despite alleged racial motivations, because “this is

not a racial gerrymandering case”). Amendment 6 should be applied according to

its terms—not mixed with Equal Protection theories to create hybrid legal claims.

A strict-scrutiny analysis would represent a complete rejection of Appor-

tionment I and this Court’s efforts to interpret the instructions of the voters. This

Court was clear that the challengers bear the burden of proof and that redistricting

plans are attended with an initial presumption of validity. Apportionment II, 89 So.

3d at 881; Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 606. It clearly stated that the minority-

protection provisions do not place the burden of proof on the defense. Apportion-

ment I, 89 So. 3d at 882-83; Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 624 n.26. In Appor-

tionment I, when the Court reviewed tier-two challenges to minority districts, it

expressly and repeatedly placed the burden on the challengers. See 83 So. 3d at

648, 650, 652, 653, 669, 679, 680. Appellants offer no reason to change course.

No position can be more hostile to the first-tier rights of minorities than this

request to treat all minority districts as suspect, disfavored, and presumptively in-

valid. In effect, Appellants ask the Court to treat second-tier standards as funda-

mental rights and first-tier standards as unwelcome abridgments of those rights.

The practical effect would be to invert the two tiers against the will of the voters,
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who clearly instructed the Legislature through the Constitution that minority pro-

tection is more important and more fundamental than the subordinate standards in

Tier Two. See Art. III, § 20(b), Fla. Const.; Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 639.

This is not the first time that Appellants have sought to invert Tiers One and

Two. The Coalition Appellants directed their map-drawers to “draw the maps with

[Tier Two] as the first priority and then look to [Tier One]” (R57: 7444). Appel-

lants’ prime objective has been to weaken or dislodge the minority protections.

It would frustrate the will of the voters if the State’s efforts to satisfy first-

tier constitutional priorities were presumed invalid and subjected to strict scrutiny,

while its efforts to comply with second-tier priorities were presumed valid. Under

Appellants’ theory, when the State effectuates the objective that the voters deemed

most fundamental, it is presumed to have done wrong and bears a burden that has

been termed “strict in theory, but fatal in fact.” City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson

Co., 488 U.S. 469, 552 (1989) (Marshall, J., dissenting). This makes little sense,

and would transform Florida’s commitment to minorities into an empty promise.

Appellants assert that minority districts can disguise partisan intent (Br. at

40), but legitimate efforts to protect minorities can also be mischaracterized as par-

tisan gerrymandering, Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 640. Those who wish to dis-

mantle minority districts for their own partisan reasons would naturally cover their
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tracks with accusations of partisan gerrymandering. The Court considered these

arguments in Apportionment I and held that challengers bear the burden of proof.

Finally, Appellants argue that the choice of standards where improper intent

has been proven is a question of first impression (Br. at 38). It is not. In Appor-

tionment I, this Court found improper intent, but continued to place the burden of

proof on the challengers. The Court rejected challenges to several Senate districts

expressly because the challengers had not carried their burden. See 83 So. 3d at

679-80. The Court did not apply strict scrutiny even after it found improper intent.

II. THE LEGISLATURE DID NOT COLLUDE WITH PARTISAN OPERATIVES IN

DRAWING THE STATE’S CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS.

Despite Appellants’ repeated assertions, the Legislature did not collaborate

with partisan operatives to draw Florida’s congressional districts.

There is no evidence in the record that any operative ever provided a map to

a legislator or staff member. There is no evidence that any operative sat together

with a legislator or staff member to draw a district, or that any operative advised a

legislator or staff member how districts should be drawn. Email communications

among the operatives do not establish an unlawful concert with the Legislature.

Thus, the repeated assertion that operatives “secretly” provided maps to leg-

islators or staff members is without the slightest factual support (Br. at 11, 12).
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Appellants cannot say which operative provided a map to which legislator or staff

member—or when, or where—because there is no evidence that it ever happened.2

Appellants turn to evidence that the operatives submitted two maps through

the public-submission process in the name of a third party and prepared scripts for

third parties to read at public hearings (Suppl. Br. at 1-2). Appellants baldly assert

that the Legislature cooperated in developing these schemes (id. at 1), but, again,

there is no evidence to support their assertion. Appellants would be hard pressed

to name the legislator or staff member who devised the public-submission scheme.

The apparent reason the operatives resorted to such methods is that legisla-

tive leaders had denied them participation in the process. If the operatives and leg-

islators were conspirators, it would have made no sense to recruit third parties to

submit maps to the Legislature. The operatives’ public-submission scheme is evi-

dence of nothing more than their exclusion from the decision-making process, and

their efforts nevertheless to influence that process and make themselves relevant.

The only congressional maps that Appellants claim were submitted on be-

half of political operatives are two maps submitted under the name of Alex Posada.

Appellants inflate the number by including maps of Senate districts (Br. at 23), and

extensively brief the operatives’ submission of Senate maps (Suppl. Br. at 3-9), but

2 Rep. Weatherford, Sen. Gaetz, and Speaker Cannon did not discuss dis-
tricts with the operatives (T4: 401-02, 473; T5: 532, 555; T6: 701-03; T13: 1670).
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this case does not, as Appellants claim, arise from the separate litigation challeng-

ing Senate districts (Br. at 1), and Senate districts have no relevance to this appeal.

There is no evidence that any legislator or staff member knew that the opera-

tives drew the Posada maps. There is no evidence that any legislator or staff mem-

ber ever suspected that the Posada maps were different from other congressional

maps submitted by the public (Ex. LP-82-B at 7), or treated them any differently.

On the contrary, the evidence uniformly indicates that legislators and staff

members neither knew that the Posada maps were drawn by the operatives nor

treated the Posada maps differently from other maps submitted to the Legislature.

John Guthrie testified that nobody mentioned Posada’s name to him (T20:

2610-11) or asked him to look for the Posada maps (T20: 2562), and that he paid

no special attention to the Posada maps (T20: 2658). He was not aware whether

the operatives had indirectly submitted maps (T20: 2561-62). Speaker Cannon

was not aware that operatives recruited third parties to submit maps (T13: 1628-

29), and Sen. Gaetz did not know who Posada was and was not told that the Posada

maps were drawn by operatives (T6: 709). There is no evidence to the contrary.

Appellants claim the Legislature admitted its reliance on three districts in

the Posada maps (Br. at 24, 81; Suppl. Br. at 8), but they do not quote the admis-

sion because there is no admission to be quoted. Appellants cite a “casebook” pre-

pared by professional staff for use by Sen. Gaetz during debate. The casebook
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summarized basic factual information about each district, including public map

submissions that contained similar districts (Ex. CP-60). For District 13, staff

chose to list maps offered by the Florida NAACP and Posada. The districts were

similar because they all sit unimaginatively on the Pinellas Peninsula—as did dis-

tricts in more than a dozen public submissions. See infra Part IV.B. This case-

book is no “admission” of collusion; if anything, its reference to the Posada maps,

together with its references to a dozen other public submissions, proves the Legis-

lature was unaware of the Posada maps’ origins.

The same document identifies the Posada maps as containing districts simi-

lar to Districts 3 and 4. Appellants do not even challenge these logical districts,

which follow county lines in a politically homogenous region of the State (T9:

1072-74). These districts cannot raise any suspicion of partisan manipulation.

Without any evidence of legislative complicity in the operatives’ public-

submission scheme, Appellants look for “similarities” between the Posada maps

and the enacted plan (Br. at 18). The few supposed “similarities” that Appellants

cite, however, consist of features too obvious and common to indicate collusion.

For example, Appellants note that the Posada maps, like the enacted plan,

contained a 40% HVAP district in Central Florida (id.). But so did Romo Trial

Maps A and B, which Appellants presented at trial (App. 153-60). If this “similari-

ty” evidences collaboration, then Appellants also collaborated with the operatives.
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Appellants observe that the Posada maps contained a 50% BVAP district in

Northeast Florida and claim that this feature “ultimately made its way” into the en-

acted plan (id.). This feature, however, was contained in the first proposal ever re-

leased by professional staff (App. 85)3 and in the first public submission ever re-

ceived by the Legislature (Ex. CP-524). Because the BVAP of the benchmark dis-

trict was 49.9%, the 50% threshold was scarcely a revelation. At trial, there was

overwhelming testimony that some of the Legislature’s attorneys and professional

staff considered a 50% threshold more defensible under Section 2 of the VRA,

given the majority-minority requirement announced in Bartlett v. Strickland and

the Section 2 challenge to the benchmark district ten years earlier in Martinez v.

Bush, 234 F. Supp. 2d 1275 (S.D. Fla. 2002) (T4: 416-22, 469, 494, 496-97; T5:

560-62, 568-70, 575, 619; T6: 679, 705-07, 763; T7: 806-07, 809; T8: 985-86;

T13: 1651, 1653-56, 1667-68, 1682; T20: 2583-88; T24: 3036). The Legislature

expressed in its enactment its intent to comply with Section 2. See Ch. 2012-2, at

2, Laws of Fla. Whether the Legislature’s appraisal was right or wrong, the 50%

threshold was too obvious to evidence a secret collaboration with the operatives.

3 The actual BVAP in S000C9002 was 49.96%, but the Senate’s software
rounded digits to the nearest tenth. Senate staff’s intent was to achieve 50.0%, and
they believed they had attained it (T4: 419, 432; T24: 2999-3000).
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Notably, the Remedial Plan before this Court contains neither a 40% HVAP

district in Central Florida nor a 50% BVAP district in Northeast Florida. Both fea-

tures were removed when the Legislature revised the districts in special session.

The final supposed similarity is that District 26 in the Posada maps, as in the

enacted plan, splits Homestead (Br. at 18). But the Posada maps split most of Flor-

ida’s municipalities. See infra Part IV.E. Thus, any municipality split in any re-

districting plan most likely is split in the Posada maps as well. Appellants’ own

alternative maps split many of the same municipalities as the Posada maps. Id.

Such false comparisons do not begin to prove collaboration. Appellants cite

no peculiar or distinctive fit—like the fit between a key and keyhole—between

the Posada maps and the enacted plan. Rather, these “similarities” are precisely

the sort of threadbare similarities that are bound to exist between any two redis-

tricting plans. They are the weakest of reeds on which to hang conspiracy theories.

The trial court did not find such vague similarities suspicious.4

Where, as here, no evidence shows that the Legislature knew or had reason

to know that a public submission was drawn by operatives, it would be unjust and

mistaken to impute the intent of the operatives to the Legislature. A rational legis-

lature will not hold public hearings or invite public submissions if the intent of un-

4 Professional staff used public submissions to identify broad concepts and
general approaches that might be important to the public—not to borrow specific
districts or boundaries (T9: 1030, 1041; T20: 2560-61; T23: 2880-82, 2897-98).
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known partisans, hiding behind third parties—or even the intent of voters and citi-

zens with partisan preferences—might, by imputation, invalidate months of work.

It is true that, while professional staff drew redistricting plans, Kirk Pepper,

an employee in the Speaker’s Office, provided drafts to his personal friend, Marc

Reichelderfer, before they were publicly disclosed (T3: 259). While Pepper’s con-

duct is inexcusable, it does not evidence a conspiracy. Pepper did not draw maps

(T3: 275), and he neither gave directions to nor influenced professional staff in

drawing districts (T9: 1048, 1061-62; T23: 2876). Alex Kelly, who provided the

drafts to Pepper at Pepper’s request, was unaware that Pepper had forwarded them

to Reichelderfer (T8: 905, 907, 909, 920). Speaker Cannon and Rep. Weather-

ford learned of the disclosures from newspaper reports (T4: 405; T13: 1630-33).

Appellants claim that the “operatives in turn gave feedback that influenced

the Legislature’s map-drawing efforts” (Br. at 15). But the only “feedback” that

they cite is an email response from Reichelderfer to Pepper that District 10 in one

map was a “bit messed up” (id. at 17)—which was not useful “feedback” and did

not “influence” any map-drawing efforts. Appellants also note an email in which

Terraferma stated that Pepper and Heffley were “huddled on a computer. Congres-

sional redistricting if I had to guess?” (id. at 15). The testimony at trial was clear

that Terraferma’s “guess” was wrong (T3: 256-57; T11: 1312-13; T15: 1970-71).
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To support an inference of misconduct, Appellants allege that the Legisla-

ture intentionally destroyed inculpatory records and intentionally structured meet-

ings to avoid public scrutiny. Both assertions are false and factually unsupported.

Destruction of Records. The allegation that the Legislature “carefully” de-

stroyed records to conceal improper intent is an outright falsehood (Br. at 25) and

contradicts the trial court’s findings. No evidence showed that the Legislature en-

gaged in the selective destruction of records. All legislative records, including

emails, were discarded or maintained in the ordinary course of business and in con-

formity with long-standing and even-handed legislative record-retention policies.

The Constitution empowers each house of the Legislature to “determine its

own rules of procedure,” Art. III, § 4(a), Fla. Const., and to adopt rules regulating

its records, Art. I, § 24(c), Fla. Const. Consistent with the established practice of

adopting rules at each organization session, on November 16, 2010, the House and

Senate adopted the rules that would govern their proceedings until the next general

election. See Fla. H.R. Jour. 6-23 (Org. Sess. 2010); Fla. S. Jour. 6-38 (Org. Sess.

2010). As is customary, the rules included provisions that regulated the retention

of records. See Fla. H.R. Rule 14.2 (2010-2012); Fla. S. Rule 1.444 (2010-2012).

By their terms, these record-retention policies applied evenhandedly to all

legislative business and all areas of legislative concern, including congressional re-
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districting. A review of the Legislature’s historical rules reveals that its record-

retention policies have remained substantially unchanged for nearly two decades.

The facts do not suggest that records were “carefully”—i.e., intentionally—

discarded to conceal misconduct. According to the rules, John Guthrie discarded

obsolete records, but was careful to retain emails related to redistricting (T7: 800).

Alex Kelly cleaned out his mailbox from time to time, but retained emails relevant

to the redistricting process (T10: 1150). Sen. Gaetz does not delete his emails (T5:

615-16). Speaker Cannon’s emails were automatically deleted from his mailbox

after approximately six months (T13: 1663). Consistent with his practice, Rep.

Weatherford periodically deleted emails that the rules did not require him to retain,

but never sought out specific emails for deletion (T4: 455-56). Kirk Pepper had for

years deleted all emails daily, regardless of their subject matter (T4: 358). There

is no plausible contention that these practices either violated legislative rules or

deviated from usual record-retention practices in the ordinary course of business.

The trial court recognized that the Legislature had no legal duty to preserve

records (App. 187), nor could the Legislature have anticipated this Court’s decision

in League of Women Voters of Florida v. Florida House of Representatives, 140

So. 3d 510 (Fla. 2014) (“Apportionment V”), which limited the legislative privilege

to subjective impressions and allowed discovery into the objective intent of indi-

vidual legislators.
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There is no support, therefore, for the assertion that the Legislature deleted

records “because” litigation was imminent (Br. at 26). While no litigation hold

was issued before litigation, see Gayer v. Fine Line Const. & Elec., Inc., 970 So.

2d 424, 426 (Fla. 4th DCA 2007) (finding no common-law duty to preserve rec-

ords before litigation); Royal & Sunalliance v. Lauderdale Marine Ctr., 877 So.

2d 843, 845 (Fla. 4th DCA 2004) (same), there was likewise no effort to conceal.

The claim that the Legislature used particular means of communication as

“techniques” to “avoid public detection” is also frivolous (Br. at 25). Appellants

offered no evidence that the Legislature chose methods of communication with the

intent to avoid detection or that those methods were not the customary and indeed

commonplace modes of communication among legislators and legislative staff.

Meetings of Bill Sponsors. Similarly unfounded is Appellants’ assertion

that legislators “carefully” (id. at 72) “structured” meetings “to keep their discus-

sions secret” (id. at 20) and “avoid scrutiny” (id. at 31). The notion that meetings

were “structured” in a particular manner in order to avoid scrutiny is pure fiction.

In January 2012, late in the redistricting process, Sen. Gaetz and Rep.

Weatherford, as chairs of the redistricting committees in their respective chambers,

met to negotiate the differences between the House and Senate proposals. Meet-

ings of bill sponsors are, as Sen. Gaetz explained, the “standard method of recon-

ciling differences in substantive bills” (T6: 687). “It happens a hundred times in
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every legislative session. . . . And so it was entirely proper, it was entirely ordinary

that, as two committee chairs, we would meet to try to work out differences that

could be reconciled” (id.). Rep. Weatherford agreed: “when you have two chairs

that are working on a piece of legislation, regardless of what it is, they have to

have a meeting at some point to discuss the differences” (T4: 411). John Guthrie

likewise testified that “this is something that happens with virtually all legislation

that . . . is passed in the state legislature, that House members and Senate members,

the sponsors of the bill, will put their heads together and try to come up with lan-

guage that can pass both chambers of the bicameral Legislature” (T21: 2701).

Clearly, meetings between bill sponsors are not unusual. They are part of

the normal procedural sequence and thus do not indicate improper intent. See Vill.

of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Housing Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 267 (1977)

(“Departures from the normal procedural sequence also might afford evidence that

improper purposes are playing a role.”). Nor is it unusual that sponsors of im-

portant legislation should report their progress to their respective presiding offic-

ers. That presiding officers do not attend bill negotiations or map-drawing sessions

is not a plot to avoid detection; it is a necessary and customary division of labor.

The notion that “private” meetings are suspicious reveals a glaring unfamili-

arity with the legislative process. During session, legislators move constantly from

meeting to meeting in a series of informal, “non-public” interactions with constitu-
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ents, staff, interested parties, and other legislators. Such face-to-face conferences

are an essential feature of the legislative process. The closed-door conferences of

legislators are no less conventional than the closed-door conferences of this Court.

To read improper intent into the mere existence of informal discussions be-

tween legislators would break down the separation of powers. In effect, Appel-

lants ask the Court to order legislators to hold meetings in a particular fashion, or

else jeopardize their work product. It is an indirect attempt to regulate the legisla-

tive process, which, as this Court has recognized, is exclusively the responsibility

of the Legislature. Fla. Senate v. Fla. Pub. Emps. Council 79, 784 So. 2d 404, 408

(Fla. 2001); Moffitt v. Willis, 459 So. 2d 1018, 1021-22 (Fla. 1984). Amendment

6, which imposes “substantive standards,” League of Women Voters of Florida v.

Florida House of Representatives, 132 So. 3d 135, 140 n.2 (Fla. 2013) (“Appor-

tionment IV”); Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 603, does not hobble the separation of

powers.5

III. THE ENACTED PLAN IS NOT UNCONSTITUTIONAL AS A WHOLE.

Appellants next ask the Court to order the Legislature to redraw every dis-

trict, even though Appellants did not challenge every district and the trial court re-

5 Nor could it. A citizen initiative is limited to a single subject and can nei-
ther substantially alter or perform the functions of multiple branches of govern-
ment, nor substantially affect or change unidentified, existing provisions of the
Florida Constitution. Graham v. Haridopolos, 108 So. 3d 597, 605-06 (Fla. 2013).
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jected Appellants’ challenges to all but two districts. Appellants mistake the tri-

al court’s findings and request relief inconsistent with this Court’s precedents.

The trial court did not find—despite Appellants’ repeated assertions (Br. at

54, 55, 58-61)—that the entire plan was drawn with improper intent. Its finding

is set forth on the first page of the Final Judgment. It found that “districts 5 and

10 were drawn in contravention of the constitutional mandates of Article III, Sec-

tion 20, thus making the redistricting map unconstitutional as drawn” (App. 165).

The trial court, therefore, found two districts invalid and determined that,

because those districts were not severable, the map could not be enforced in part:

“The redistricting plan is the result of a single act of legislation. If one or more

districts do not meet constitutional muster, then the entire act is unconstitutional.

The districts are part of an integrated indivisible whole” (App. 172).

The trial court never found that the Legislature drew the entire map—every

district—with improper intent. After all, Appellants challenged only ten districts

(SR25: 3561-62), and the trial court rejected all but two of Appellants’ challenges.

While the trial court discussed what it considered general indicators of im-

proper intent (App. 184-95), this discussion followed the heading “SPECIFICAL-

LY CHALLENGED DISTRICTS” and the subheading “Congressional District 5”

(App. 181-82). It is therefore apparent from the structure of the trial court’s Fi-
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nal Judgment that the court viewed these general indicia as support for its finding

that features of District 5—not all districts—were drawn with improper intent.

Appellants’ contention that the whole plan was motivated by partisan intent

assumes the complicity of professional staff. Upon hearing the evidence and eval-

uating the witnesses’ credibility, the trial court rejected that assumption. Alex

Kelly, Jason Poreda, and John Guthrie testified that there was no interaction be-

tween them and the operatives (T7: 887; T9: 1044-46; T10: 1108-09; T20: 2623-

25; T23: 2876, 2918-19), and the court found them all to be “frank, straightforward

and credible” (App. 186) and “insulated from the political consultants” (App. 201).

The court did not fault the whole plan, as drawn by professional staff, but two spe-

cific decisions made above the staff level near the close of the redistricting process.

The trial court adhered carefully to this Court’s decision in Apportionment I.

In that case, this Court first reviewed “overall” challenges to the Senate plan, and

found the plan to be “rife with objective indicators of improper intent.” 83 So. 3d

at 653-54. It observed that (1) no incumbents were paired; (2) on average, the new

districts were composed of 64.2% of the population of their predecessor districts;

(3) districts were numbered to permit incumbents to serve additional years; and

(4) most of the under-populated districts were Republican-performing districts.

This Court did not, however, order all districts to be redrawn. Rather, these

overall indicia supported the Court’s decision to invalidate eight specific districts.
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Id. at 686. Then, in Apportionment II, upon review of the remedial plan, the Court

rejected the challengers’ argument that the overall indicators required the Legisla-

ture to redrew all districts: “The Court did not instruct the Legislature to redraw

the entire plan or to change other, unspecified districts . . . .” 89 So. 3d at 879.

The trial court’s approach was “consistent with the approach taken by the

Court in Apportionment I” (App. 172 n.5). It found no reason to invalidate valid

districts: “What would be the point if the other districts are otherwise in compli-

ance? Such a remedy would go far beyond correcting the effect of such noncom-

pliance, but rather would require a useless act that would encourage continued liti-

gation” (App. 173). It required corrective action to cure two specific deficiencies.

If the invalidity of eight districts in Apportionment I did not require the Leg-

islature to redraw every district, then neither does the invalidity of two districts in

this case. The trial court carefully considered the evidence and correctly concluded

that alterations to two districts would correct the violations.

Appellants offer no persuasive reason to depart from this Court’s approach

in Apportionment I. To deflect attention from the obvious fictitiousness of the po-

sition that all districts were drawn with improper intent, Appellants cover their ar-

gument with vague and metaphorical language, claiming that all districts were “in-

fected” with improper intent (Br. at 54, 60). But they never explain how districts

not drawn with improper intent could have been “infected” with improper intent.
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It would serve no purpose to redraw districts that the trial court upheld, or

that no party has challenged. To do so would inject needless instability into the

State’s election process and merely aggravate voters and election officials. And

where district-specific violations have not been particularly identified, it would

be impossible to determine how, and to what extent, districts should be modified.

Nothing in the appealed orders suggests that the trial court “forgave” viola-

tions or granted the Legislature any “deference” (Br. at 60-61). Rather, the court

held that, apart from two specific deficiencies, no violations had been shown. The

analysis in the appealed orders contains not a word about forgiveness or deference.

None of Appellants’ remaining contentions supports their request.

Opposition to Amendment 6. As in Apportionment I, Appellants rehash

the Legislature’s opposition to Amendment 6. As this Court explained, however,

“evidence that the Legislature resisted efforts to make the new constitutional

standards enforceable law does not equate to evidence that the Legislature would

then intentionally disregard that law once it was in effect.” 83 So. 3d at 643.

The Legislature opposed Amendment 6 because it anticipated that political

opponents would misuse Amendment 6 to attempt to wrest from the Legislature its

constitutional authority to establish the State’s electoral districts (T4: 459, 467;

T13: 1622, 1675). Appellants have borne out those predictions (Br. at 94-99).
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Partisan Balance. Appellants note that Republicans hold 63% of Flori-

da’s congressional seats, though more voters are registered as Democrats (id. at

56). While the results of recent high-profile, statewide elections have been close,

facts clearly establish that a 50/50 balance is not the natural, presumptive balance.

Contrary to Appellants’ assertion, Republicans did not gain their advantage

in Florida’s congressional delegation under the 2002 redistricting plan. Republi-

cans won 65.2% of Florida’s congressional seats in 1994 under a redistricting plan

drawn by a federal court, and then maintained that advantage through the decade.6

Similarly, by 2000, Republicans had won majorities of 64.2% in the State

House (77 of 120)7 and 62.5% in the State Senate (25 of 40)8 under redistricting

plans drawn in 1992, when Democrats controlled both chambers.9

Thus, before Republicans had enacted a single redistricting plan, they had at-

tained majorities in excess of 60% in the State House, State Senate, and Congress.

The same voter preferences are evident in statewide races. As this Court

noted, two decades have passed since the State last elected a Democrat as Gover-

6 See U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OFFICE OF THE CLERK, ELECTION IN-

FORMATION, available at http://clerk.house.gov/member_info/electionInfo.
7 See Fla. H.R. Jour., Members of the Florida House of Representatives

(Org. Sess. 2000).
8 See Fla. S. Jour., Members of the Senate (Org. Sess. 2000).
9 See Fla. S. Jour., Members of the Senate (Reg. Sess. 1992); Fla. H.R. Jour.,

Members of the House of Representatives (1992).
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nor. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d 642. And since 2000, Republicans have won

76.9% of statewide elections for state or federal office (20 of 26).10 The “exist-

ence of more registered Democrats than registered Republicans statewide has not

necessarily translated into Democratic Party victories in statewide elections.” Id.

This history conflicts with the supposition that a neutral redistricting plan

will generate an equal division of seats. In Apportionment I, this Court identified

two reasons for the imbalance: the creation of minority districts tends to absorb

Democratic votes, given the correlation between race and party affiliation, and the

large concentration of Democrats in metropolitan areas naturally places Democrats

in a smaller number of districts. Id. at 642-43. Other reasons might include better

candidate recruitment and campaigns and superior campaign financing.

The Remedial Plan, moreover, exhibits no advantage in the number of Re-

publican districts relative to the alternative maps, all of which produce the same

number of Republican districts as the Remedial Plan.

District Continuity. The record does not support Appellants’ claim that in-

cumbents retained 69.8% of their districts (Br. at 56). Appellants do not explain

how they calculated this figure without incumbent addresses in the record, or why

the Legislature should be faulted if incumbents chose to run in districts other than

the districts of their residence. See Apportionment II, 89 So. 3d at 889 (refusing to

10 See FLA. DEP’T OF STATE, DIVISION OF ELECTIONS, ELECTION RESULTS,
available at http://doe.dos.state.fl.us/elections/resultsarchive/index.asp.
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fault the Legislature where a legislator decided to run from a district other than his

district of residence). In fact, the actual rate of district continuity for Republican

incumbents who sought reelection was far less than Appellants suppose (57.9%).

The enacted plan performed no favors for incumbents. Four Republicans—

Allen West, Cliff Stearns, Sandy Adams, and David Rivera—lost reelection (T2:

212-14; T4: 471-72). West was drawn out of his district and lost in another district

(T2: 212-13), while Rep. John Mica defeated Adams in a bitter primary (T2: 214).

Packing Democrats. Appellants produce a table showing seven districts

that purportedly reveal a “strategy” to pack Democrats (Br. at 57), but Appellants’

alternative maps offered at trial contain similarly large proportions of Democrats:

2014 Remedial Plan Romo Trial Map A Romo Trial Map B
Sink

(D) 2010
Obama

(D) 2008
Sink

(D) 2010
Obama

(D) 2008
Sink

(D) 2010
Obama

(D) 2008
CD5 65.2% 68.9% 64.1% 63.8% 65.6% 65.7%
CD9 55.0% 59.0% 56.1% 61.7% 56.1% 61.7%
CD14 63.0% 65.7% 59.2% 62.2% 59.2% 62.2%
CD20 79.6% 80.8% 80.2% 81.3% 80.2% 81.3%
CD21 63.0% 63.9% 63.4% 64.2% 63.4% 64.2%
CD23 61.5% 62.2% 61.1% 61.5% 61.1% 61.5%
CD24 86.1% 86.5% 86.1% 86.3% 86.1% 86.3%

Clearly, the explanation is not gerrymandering. Rather, five of the districts are mi-

nority districts, and, while Appellants diminish the ability to elect in two of them,

they still pack Democrats at similar rates. Districts 20, 21, 23, and 24 are located

in South Florida, where high concentrations of Democratic voters are unavoidable.
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Expert Testimony. There are compelling reasons why the trial court did

not rely on the testimony of Jonathan Katz and Jonathan Rodden (Br. at 57-58).

Katz used a statistical model to predict the number of seats that each political party

would win if the statewide vote were evenly divided. But the model generated es-

timates that bore no relationship to reality and were internally inconsistent (T12:

1391-1402). Katz did not study the effect of minority districts or urban concentra-

tions on partisan bias (T12: 1384-86) or opine on legislative intent (T12: 1376).

Katz never even inspected the enacted plan before he testified at trial (T12: 1378).

Rodden, with his colleague, Jowei Chen, produced thousands of computer-

generated redistricting plans and concluded that the enacted plan produces an

anomalously large number of Republican districts. His analysis was, however,

riddled with defects. First, he conceded that, to produce valid inferences, simulat-

ed plans must approximate legal compliance (T12: 1524-28). But his simulations

were filled with bizarre, non-compact districts (T12: 1527, 1529, 1567; T22: 2761-

63, 2768-70), many had enormous population deviations in the tens and even hun-

dreds of thousands (T12: 1541-42, 1566-67; T22: 2752-53), large numbers of mu-

nicipalities were split (T12: 1543, 1579-80; T22: 2770-72), and geographical

boundaries were disregarded (T12: 1544, 1581). While Rodden admitted that dis-

regard of the minority protections would undermine the validity of his results (T12:

1548), his algorithm did nothing to preserve four of Florida’s minority districts
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(T12: 1545-47), and he performed no functional analysis on the “minority dis-

tricts” his simulations produced by chance (T12: 1553-55, 1558-59).

During the litigation, Chen and Rodden published an article positing that the

Republican advantage in Florida results from the concentration of urban Demo-

crats, and that the new standards “lock in a powerful source of pro-Republican

electoral bias.” Jowei Chen & Jonathan Rodden, Unintentional Gerrymandering:

Political Geography and Electoral Bias in Legislatures, 8 Q.J. POL. SCI. 239, 266

(2013); accord Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 643. Rodden labored to explain

away his own scholarly work (T12: 1421-29, 1588-91; T22: 2810-12, 2825-28).11

At trial, Rodden conceded that, though the results of a single election can be

anomalous, and though other election data were at his disposal, he applied the re-

sults of only one election to his simulated plans (T12: 1581-85). Professor Nolan

McCarty, chairman of the Department of Politics at Princeton, applied the results

of five statewide elections to Rodden’s simulations, including the 2010 gubernato-

rial election, and found that the enacted plan was not an outlier after all—except in

the one election Rodden selected (T22: 2822-24). Finally, Rodden conceded that

11 Recently, Chen again attributed the partisan imbalance in Florida’s con-
gressional delegation to the concentration of urban Democrats, telling the New
York Times: “by far the most important factor contributing to the Republican ad-
vantage . . . is the natural geographic factor of Democrats’ being overwhelmingly
concentrated in these urban districts, especially in states like Michigan and Flori-
da.” Nate Cohn, Why Democrats Can’t Win the House, N.Y. TIMES, Sep. 8, 2014.
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Appellants’ own alternative maps are more favorable to Republicans than 95%

of his computer-generated plans, and are also statistical outliers (T12: 1591-92).

Selection of Maps. At trial, Appellants failed to substantiate their oft-

repeated assertion that, at each stage of the redistricting process, the House chose

to advance the proposals most favorable to the Republican Party (Br. at 24-25).

Appellants do not present a complete statistical assessment to support their

position—and never have. Instead, they note that Plan H000C9001, which the

House did not advance, was the most favorable to Democrats “based on the 2008

presidential election” (Br. at 24). The same plan, however, was the least favorable

to Democrats based on the 2010 gubernatorial election, producing 19 districts in

which Rick Scott received more votes than Alex Sink—a greater number than in

any of the seven plans then under consideration (App. 97-124). The same plan was

both the most Democratic and the most Republican, depending on the measure.12

Based on the 2010 gubernatorial election, no plan the House considered pro-

duced more Democratic districts than the enacted plan and its earlier iterations

(App. 75-78, 97-152).

12 This example illustrates the error of placing sole reliance on the results of
one election. Appellants’ expert, Stephen Ansolabehere, agreed that a proper anal-
ysis would consider multiple elections (T14: 1788) and discounted analyses based
on one election, since there are “variations from election to election” (T14: 1769).
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In truth, at each stage of the process, the House advanced the proposals that

best implemented constitutional criteria. The plan (H000C9011) that ultimately

became the enacted plan was metrically superior in all respects to its counterparts:

Plan Reock Score
Convex

Hull Score
Split Counties

Split
Municipalities

H000C9001 0.39 0.74 24 51
H000C9003 0.40 0.74 26 57
H000C9005 0.39 0.73 22 50
H000C9007 0.40 0.73 24 55
H000C9009 0.41 0.75 26 52
H000C9011 0.42 0.74 22 48
H000C9013 0.40 0.74 23 58

(App. 97-124). When the House had narrowed its options to three, it again ad-

vanced the plan with the best objective metrics:

Plan Reock Score
Convex

Hull Score
Split Counties

Split
Municipalities

H000C9041 0.41 0.74 26 44
H000C9043 0.42 0.74 22 39
H000C9045 0.40 0.74 23 48

(App. 141-52). The only clear pattern in the Legislature’s selection of redistricting

plans was the consistent preference for plans with superior objective metrics.

IV. THE CHALLENGED DISTRICTS ARE CONSTITUTIONAL.

Appellants challenge several individual districts. We address these in turn.

A. REMEDIAL CD5 IS CONSTITUTIONAL.

The trial court correctly approved Remedial CD5. Remedial CD5 is the re-

sult of a legitimate effort to comply with the tier-one imperative to avoid dimin-
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ishment in the ability of black voters in a historically performing minority district

to elect the candidates of their choice. The court correctly found that, far from be-

ing a partisan scheme, Remedial CD5 reflects a responsible effort under difficult

legal, practical, and demographic constraints to comply with first-tier priorities.

Remedial CD5 corrected the deficiencies the trial court identified. The Leg-

islature removed the incursion into Seminole County and thus preserved Seminole

County whole (S.A. 1). It redrew the district more compactly, moderating its

winding shape to the extent possible consistent with equal-population and minori-

ty-protection mandates (id.). Remedial CD5 is far more compact than any iteration

considered in 2012 (App. 85-152; S.A. 1-2). Compared with its predecessor, its

Reock and Convex Hull scores increased by 44% and 45%, respectively, and its

perimeter decreased by 124 miles (S.A. 2; App. 76). It follows the St. Johns River

along its eastern boundary from Duval County to Seminole County (S.A. 1).

While its BVAP decreased from 49.9% in Benchmark CD3 to 48.1% (App. 80;

S.A. 2), no party argues that this slight change diminished the ability to elect.
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Appellants contend, however, that the Constitution obligated the Legislature

to abandon the Jacksonville-to-Orlando configuration in favor of a Jacksonville-to-

Chattahoochee district (Br. at 98). The trial court correctly rejected that position.

At the outset, the Legislative Parties summarize certain indisputable facts:

 The Constitution required the Legislature to ensure that the ability of
black voters in Benchmark CD3 to elect the candidates of their choice
is not diminished. See Art. III, § 20(a), Fla. Const.

 It is impossible to draw a district with a BVAP even within the vicini-
ty of the Benchmark BVAP unless the district extends from Jackson-
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ville south to Orlando or west to Tallahassee. There is no third op-
tion.

 Appellants do not contest any particular feature of Remedial CD5.
They contest only the Legislature’s decision to prefer a Jacksonville-
to-Orlando district over a Jacksonville-to-Chattahoochee district.

 The Jacksonville-to-Orlando configuration has attracted strong, bipar-
tisan support for many years. It was created in 1996, when Democrats
controlled the House of Representatives and the Governor’s Office.

 The Democratic Alternative introduced at the recent special session
also contained a Jacksonville-to-Orlando district. Democrats argued
and voted for it and believed that configuration to be lawful.

 Remedial CD5 is not even a majority-minority district.

 In Remedial CD5, the Legislature did not increase District 5’s BVAP.
In fact, the BVAP decreased from 49.9% in the benchmark to 48.1%.

 The partisan balance of the Remedial Plan and the partisan balance of
Appellants’ remedial maps are the same. All plans contain the same
number of Republican districts, whether measured by the Romney-
2012/Scott-2010 average or the McCain-2008/Scott-2010 average.

1. Remedial CD5 Was Not Drawn With Partisan Intent.

Appellants argue that the North-South configuration of District 5 is the relic

of a partisan redistricting process in 2002 (Br. at 63). According to Appellants, the

district was drawn from Jacksonville to Orlando for partisan purposes, and the

Legislature even boasted that District 3 was drawn to benefit Republicans (id.).

None of these claims is true. The North-South configuration was not created

in 2002, but in 1996, when Democrats controlled the House of Representatives and

the Governor’s Office, and it has attracted strong bipartisan support ever since.
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From 1876 to 1992, no African American in Florida was ever elected to

Congress (T17: 2195-96). Black voters were fractured into white districts without

any chance of success for their preferred candidates (T17: 2209-10). At last, in

1992, when the Legislature was unable to enact new congressional districts, a fed-

eral court drew District 3, the predecessor to Remedial CD5. De Grandy v. Weth-

erell, 794 F. Supp. 1076 (N.D. Fla. 1992). For the first time since Reconstruction,

African Americans could elect and be represented by the candidate of their choice.

The court-drawn district was short-lived. In 1996, a federal court invalidat-

ed the court-drawn District 3—which followed a horseshoe shape from Orlando to

Jacksonville, west to Columbia County, and south to Gainesville and Ocala—as a

racial gerrymander. See Johnson v. Mortham, 926 F. Supp. 1460 (N.D. Fla. 1996).

In response, Democrats and Republicans in the Legislature acted together to

create the Jacksonville-to-Orlando configuration that continues to exist today (Ex.

LP-44). At that time, Democrats controlled the House of Representatives, with 63

members, and Republicans controlled the Senate, with 22 members.13 Both cham-

bers resoundingly supported the North-South configuration. It passed the Senate

by a vote of 40 to zero, see Fla. S. Jour. 784 (Reg. Sess. May 2, 1996), and the

House by a vote of 116 to three, see Fla. H.R. Jour. 1630 (Reg. Sess. May 2, 1996).

13 See Fla. S. Jour., Members of the Florida Senate (Reg. Sess. 1996); Fla.
H.R. Jour., Members of the Florida House of Representatives (Reg. Sess. 1996).
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Rep. Willie Logan (D) sponsored the bill. See Fla. HB 2745 (1996). The fi-

nal districts were amended onto the bill through a floor amendment offered by Sen.

Fred Dudley (R), Sen. Betty Holzendorf (D), Sen. Toni Jennings (R), and the

Democratic Leader, Sen. Ken Jenne (D). See Fla. S. Jour. 762 (Reg. Sess. 1996).

In 1996, the Governor of Florida was Lawton Chiles, a Democrat. Governor

Chiles signed the bill into law on May 21, 1996. See Ch. 96-192, Laws of Fla. As

enacted with bipartisan support, District 3 extended from Jacksonville to Orlando:

The claim that the North-South configuration of District 5 is the “relic” of a

partisan past, or was hatched by Republicans as the “bulwark” of a partisan gerry-

mander (Br. at 34, 62-63), is pure make-believe. Appellants presented no evidence
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to that effect. The historical evidence irrefutably proves that the Jacksonville-to-

Orlando configuration was established with nearly unanimous bipartisan support.

Nor did the Legislature proclaim in Martinez that District 5 (then District 3)

was drawn to benefit Republicans (Br. at 63, 66). In fact, in Martinez, the court

made clear that District 3, which was drawn “to satisfy the requirements” of the

VRA, was not implicated in the plaintiffs’ partisan-gerrymandering challenge:

“The plaintiffs and intervenors do not allege, obviously, that [District 3 was] polit-

ically gerrymandered in violation of the Equal Protection Clause.” 234 F. Supp. 2d

at 1345 n.93. The court and parties agreed that District 3 was not a gerrymander.

In 2012, the decision to draw a Jacksonville-to-Orlando district was made

early in the process by professional staff, as professional staff testified (T10: 1103-

04; T23: 2912-13) and their early drafts indicate (Ex. CP-1037-44; App. 85-152).

There is no evidence that any operatives influenced professional staff’s decision.

The deficiencies the trial court identified emanated from modifications

made late in the process (App. 200-01). The trial court did not fault the early deci-

sions made by professional staff, whom it found were insulated (see id. (explaining

that District 14’s configuration was determined “early in the process by profes-

sional staff” while specific deficiencies of District 5 arose in later negotiations)).
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In the recent special session, the Democratic Alternative included a Jackson-

ville-to-Orlando district (below).14 It received unanimous support from Democrats

on the House Redistricting Committee (SR7: 775). In the Senate, the same pro-

posal was offered on the floor. All Democratic Senators voted for a Jacksonville-

to-Orlando district—either the one in the Democratic Alternative or the one in the

Remedial Plan. See Fla. S. Jour. 143 (Spec. Sess. A Aug. 11, 2014). No member

of either chamber proposed a district that did not unite Jacksonville and Orlando.

After the special session, Rep. Thurston, who offered the Democratic Alter-

native in the House, testified that Democrats argued for a Jacksonville-to-Orlando

14 See FLORIDA SENATE, REDISTRICTING 2012-14, SUBMITTED PLANS, availa-
ble at http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Redistricting/Plan/H094C9061.
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district during the special session (SR20: 2680) and that he believed his proposal—

along with its Jacksonville-to-Orlando district—was constitutional (SR20: 2684).

Appellants ask this Court to believe that Democrats created and still support

a configuration intended to ensure Republican “domination.” But Appellants can-

not rewrite District 5’s compelling, bipartisan history by name-calling (Br. at

64 (“tour de force of gerrymandering”)). Overwhelming evidence supports the

finding that the Legislature did not select this configuration with improper intent.

Appellants remaining attempts to prove improper intent are easily refuted:

Appellants find “no conceivable justification” for the district’s shape (Br. at

62, 64-65), but, as the trial court explained, “the only way to get anywhere close to

45% BVAP in North Florida was a Jacksonville to Orlando district or a Jackson-

ville to Tallahassee district” (App. 207 n.1). No other configuration even arguably

avoids a diminishment in minority voting strength. And, as explained below, the

Legislature was not compelled to adopt East-West CD5. See infra Part IV.A.3.a-c.

Facts refute the theory that District 5 ensures “Republican dominance” (Br.

at 63). The partisan balance of the Remedial Plan is the same as the partisan bal-

ance of Appellants’ remedial maps, which carry District 5 to Chattahoochee. Re-

drawing District 5—the district that is supposedly “central to the Legislature’s at-

tempts to rig Florida’s elections”—makes no statistical difference (id. at 62).
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Number of Republican Districts
Using the Average Vote

Received by Romney
(2012) and Scott (2010)

Using the Average Vote
Received by McCain

(2008) and Scott (2010)
Remedial Map 15 16
Romo Remedial Map 15 16
Coalition Remedial Map A 15 16
Coalition Remedial Map B 15 16

(S.A. 2, 6, 10, 14).

Facts also indicate that the maps Appellants offered at trial were at least as

favorable to Republicans as the Remedial Plan. The next table shows the number

of districts won in each plan by statewide Republican candidates in 2010 or 2012:
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Romo Trial Map A 16 7 16 22 19 22 21 123
Romo Trial Map B 16 7 16 22 19 22 21 123
Remedial Plan 16 7 17 20 21 21 20 122

(App. 154, 158; S.A. 2). Thus, comparisons to the alternative maps indicate that

the political performance of the Remedial Plan is squarely within the mainstream.

The true impact of reorienting District 5 is this: District 2, a competitive dis-

trict that leans Democratic and recently elected Gwen Graham (D),15 would be-

15 The trial court took judicial notice of election results as reported by the
Florida Secretary of State (T4: 509-11).
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come a safe Republican seat.16 District 10, a competitive district that leans Repub-

lican and elected Dan Webster (R), would become a safe Democratic seat.17 Two

competitive seats would be lost. The plan’s partisan balance would be unchanged.

The claim that District 5 was drawn to “leach” Democratic minorities from

adjacent districts is misleading (Br. at 77). All minority districts “leach” minori-

ties and alter the performance of other districts—including Appellants’ districts.

If District 5 were drawn to the west, as Appellants propose, it would “leach”

minorities from District 2, reducing District 2’s BVAP from 23.8% to 13.4% (S.A.

2, 6, 10, 14). If the Legislature had drawn that district, Appellants would have al-

leged an intent to favor Rep. Steve Southerland (R), who narrowly lost to Graham.

Appellants note that some of the same people who participated in 2012 drew

Remedial CD5 (Br. at 66, 71), but the claim is both irrelevant and much overstated.

The invalidity of one map does not raise a presumption that particular legislators

are “bad apples” who will tarnish every map. Thus, in Apportionment II, this

Court upheld districts drawn by the same legislators whose work product was in-

16 In enacted District 2, the average vote received by Barack Obama in 2008
and Alex Sink in 2010 was 50.5%, while the average vote received by Barack
Obama in 2012 and Alex Sink in 2010 was 50.3% (S.A. 2). In Coalition Remedial
Map B, those averages plummet to 39.3% and 38.7% (S.A. 10).

17 In enacted District 10, the average vote received by Barack Obama in
2008 and Alex Sink in 2010 was 46.7%, while the average vote received by Barack
Obama in 2012 and Alex Sink in 2010 was 46.3% (S.A. 2). In Coalition Remedial
Map B, those averages spike to 56.4% and 56.1% (S.A. 10).
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validated in Apportionment I. Remedial CD5, moreover, was drawn by profes-

sional staff—whom the trial court credited and found blameless—in consultation

with legal counsel and Chairs Corcoran and Galvano, neither of whom participated

actively in the 2012 redistricting process, and one of whom was not even a member

of the Legislature at that time. The fact that the Chairs reported their progress

to their respective presiding officers in no way tainted the map (SR9: 1141-42).

Appellants argue that the Legislature merely removed a “small appendage”

(Br. at 68). The appendage, however, was Appellants’ chief and almost obsessive

complaint at trial. It was also the specific deficiency the trial court identified, and

the Legislature adopted a remedy that satisfied the trial court. Remedial CD5,

moreover, is far more compact than any iteration of District 5 considered in 2012.

During the special session, the Remedial Plan was criticized on the ground

that the Legislature’s changes were unnecessarily extensive. The proponents of the

Democratic Alternative boasted that their proposal, which retained the Jackson-

ville-to-Orlando configuration, affected only three districts (SR10: 1171-72, 1266-

67, 1278; SR11: 1422). The Remedial Plan cannot be both too much and too little,

and the conflicting criticisms suggest that the Legislature struck the right balance.

Remedial CD5 was not drawn in meetings “carefully” arranged to avoid

scrutiny (Br. at 72). Appellants misunderstand the legislative process. Bills are

drafted by their sponsors and are then subject to debate and amendments offered by
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members of both parties. As Chair Corcoran explained, the Remedial Plan was

prepared by its sponsors, just “as every member does their bills” (SR10: 1327).

It was debated. All members had an opportunity to file amendments, and two did.

The remedial process, moreover, was driven by counsel and professional

staff. The only legislators who attended the map-drawing were Chairs Corcoran

and Galvano. Appellants had the opportunity to cross-examine Chairs Corcoran

and Galvano in court after the special session, but refrained (SR10: 2587, 2691).

Appellants’ procedural criticisms are legally flawed as well. This Court has

held that Amendment 6 imposes “substantive standards.” Apportionment IV, 132

So. 3d at 140 n.2; Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 603. It does not impose procedur-

al requirements. See, e.g., Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 644 (rejecting, because

“the Florida Constitution imposes no such requirement,” the procedural criticism

that the Legislature should have disclosed district proposals at the public hearings).

The Constitution expressly commits to the Legislature the regulation of its own

meetings. See Art. III, § 4(e), Fla. Const. Indeed, the districts upheld in Appor-

tionment I and Apportionment II were likewise not drawn in committee meetings.

Despite their aggressive public-relations campaign to fault the Legislature,

Appellants did not draw their own maps in public, and have not disclosed the ori-

gins of their remedial maps. Because the Remedial Plan was not drawn in open
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meetings, Appellants urge this Court to impose maps whisked from thin air—or,

more likely, from political consultants in Washington. See infra Parts IV.A.3.c, V.

Appellants claim that Democrats were excluded from map-drawing sessions

(Br. at 72), but the evidence showed that a legislative proposal was prepared by its

sponsors, as is customary. Rep. Thurston, whose affidavit Appellants cite, never

asked to participate in the drawing process (SR10: 2677), never visited the Redis-

tricting Committee suite (SR10: 2673), never approached professional staff (SR10:

2676), and was never refused staff assistance (SR10: 2673). His own Democratic

Alternative appears to have been drawn without participation by Republicans

(SR10: 2678), and Rep. Thurston and Sen. Soto discussed their map in a private

meeting (SR10: 2678-79). And, of course, there is no evidence that political par-

ties were equally represented when Appellants’ remedial maps were drawn.

Appellants argue that Remedial CD5 retains 80% of the benchmark popula-

tion, and that gerrymandering is the “only logical explanation” (Br. at 63, 71-72).

The real explanation is that voters instructed the Legislature not to diminish minor-

ity voting strength, and Northeast Florida does not abound with African-American

communities that might comprise a district. There are few options. Indeed, unless

District 5 extends to Orlando or nearly to Chattahoochee, it cannot attain a BVAP

even close to the benchmark BVAP (App. 207 n.1; T6: 749-51; T20: 2577-80).
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For the same reason, the minority districts in Appellants’ alternative maps

exhibit similar rates of population continuity. For example, in Romo Trial Maps,

Districts 14, 20, and 24 retain 81%, 73%, and 95% of the populations of their re-

spective benchmark districts (Ex. LP-29, file: “romomap_a_pop_compare.pdf”).

Appellants wrongly assert that Judge Lewis did not examine the evidence

“closely” (Br. at 64, 67, 70). Judge Lewis gave full consideration to the evidence

and accommodated every request. While Appellants blame Judge Lewis for con-

ducting an evidentiary hearing rather than a full trial (Br. at 59 n.17), Appellants

requested an evidentiary hearing and never requested a second trial (SR14: 1969-

70). Appellants’ swipes at the trial court are undeserved and without foundation.

2. Remedial CD5 Complies With the Minority-
Protection Provisions.

Remedial CD5 complies with the tier-one minority-protection provisions.

Appellants do not contend that, as compared to the benchmark, Remedial CD5 di-

minishes the ability of black voters to elect the candidates of their choice. Rather,

they argue that the Legislature violated the minority-protection provisions because

it “packed” minorities into Remedial CD5. The allegation is baseless.

The non-diminishment standard asks whether minorities in “historically per-

forming minority districts” are “more, less, or just as able to elect a preferred can-

didate of choice” after redistricting as before. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 625.
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District 5 is the only historically performing minority district in Northeast

Florida. While the Legislature made a “slight” reduction in BVAP from 49.9% to

48.1%, see id., no party argues that this slight reduction rendered black voters “less

able to elect” their preferred candidates. Therefore, the diminishment inquiry ends.

Appellants argue, however, that the Legislature may not “pack” minorities

(Br. at 47). They cite no legal or factual support for their argument. They never

define “packing” or identify any rule to determine when a district is “packed.” Ra-

ther, they wave the word “packing” as a magic wand, hoping to remove minorities

from performing districts. Appellants turn the Constitution upside down, reading

a prohibition upon diminishing minority voting strength as a mandate to diminish.

No court has ever held that a 48.1% minority population is excessive under

any voting-rights provision. Neither has the Department of Justice. Appellants

cite no precedent to support their position that a 48.1% minority population consti-

tutes prohibited “packing” under any voting-rights law anywhere in the country.

In Apportionment I, this Court upheld a House plan that contained 12 ma-

jority-black districts and 16 majority-Hispanic districts. In Apportionment II, the

Court upheld a Senate plan that contained two majority-black and six majority-

Hispanic districts. The remedial maps that Appellants themselves submit contain

majority-black districts. Remedial CD5 is not even a majority-minority district.
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In discrete and well-defined circumstances, the VRA has been construed to

prohibit excessive concentrations of minorities, but only where minorities have

comprised large supermajorities of minority districts. Thus, the concentration of

minorities in one district can violate Section 2, but only if it prevents the creation

of an additional majority-minority district. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 622-23;

accord Bone Shirt v. Hazeltine, 336 F. Supp. 2d 976, 984-85 (D.S.D. 2004), aff’d,

461 F.3d 1011 (8th Cir. 2006) (finding vote dilution where an 86% minority popu-

lation prevented the adjacent district from becoming a majority-minority district).

Here, Appellants do not contend that the Legislature failed to create a majority-

minority district. After all, Remedial CD5 itself is not a majority-minority district.

Under Section 5, in rare cases, the Department of Justice has refused to pre-

clear districts with large concentrations of minorities, but those populations ex-

ceeded 70%.18 And those objections were made in an era when the Department

misinterpreted Section 5 to require the maximization of minority opportunities—

not merely non-retrogression. See Miller v. Johnson, 515 U.S. 900, 924-25 (1995).

At times (although not here), Appellants have argued that any district with

more than the absolute minimum number of minorities necessary to elect the mi-

nority-preferred candidate necessarily “packs.” Nothing in the VRA or the Consti-

18 See, e.g., Letter from James P. Turner to Bennett Baquet (Louisiana) (Dec.
13, 1993); Letter from John R. Dunne to E. Kenneth Selle (Louisiana) (Apr. 10,
1992); Letter from John R. Dunne to Clement Guidroz (Louisiana) (Feb. 7, 1992),
available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/records/vot/obj_letters/index.php.
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tution places a hard cap on the number of minorities who may be represented by

their preferred candidates. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 645 (noting that increases

in minority voting strength do not offend the non-diminishment standard). Just as

non-retrogression does not compel the “maximization” of minority districts, Miller,

515 U.S. at 926, so nothing compels the “minimization” of minority districts.

Appellants’ use of the word “packing” to force reductions in minority popu-

lations has no foundation in law. It is also arbitrary and undefined. Apparently,

48.1% is packing, but 45.1% and 47.3%—the BVAPs in the Romo Trial Maps—

are not. Appellants do not explain where the constitutional line falls, or why it

falls where it does. Their freeform “packing” argument has no foundation in law.

3. Remedial CD5 Is Not Unconstitutional Under Tier
Two and, Along With Surrounding Districts, Com-
plies Far Better With Tier Two Than Appellants’
Alternative.

The trial court concluded that Appellants failed to demonstrate that the Leg-

islature subordinated second-tier principles further than necessary (App. 207-08).

Judge Lewis neither conducted a careless review, as Appellants suggest (Br. at 67,

70), nor granted “deference” to the Legislature against his better judgment (id. at

61-62). Competent, substantial evidence supports the trial court’s determination.

a. East-West CD5 Egregiously Violates Tier Two.

The alternative district that Appellants offer to prove an improper subordina-

tion of second-tier principles itself egregiously violates those principles. Because
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Appellants have not presented an alternative district that even comes close to com-

pliance with second-tier principles, they have not demonstrated that Remedial CD5

improperly subordinates them.

East-West CD5 is visually non-compact. It stretches more than 200 miles in

a thin line over sparsely populated areas of North Florida. Though 206 miles long

(App. 154), in most places the district is no more than 25 miles wide. Its long,

shaft-like appearance is anything but compact. It combines far-flung communities

worlds apart culturally and geographically (T17: 2273-75), uniting downtown

Jacksonville with rural blacks in Gadsden County. At the east end, a narrow corri-

dor less than two miles wide leads from Jacksonville through Duval County.

North of Tallahassee, the district narrows to a width of 2.5 miles to avoid largely

white neighborhoods. It then continues west another 50 miles to Chattahoochee.
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The district’s hooks and fingers carve Tallahassee into pieces. A ten-mile

appendage runs east from the Capitol along Apalachee Parkway, and a thumb pro-

trudes north from the appendage and follows Capitol Circle to Interstate 10. The

district excludes this courthouse and Doak Campbell Stadium, but includes Talla-

hassee Regional Airport (to the west) and the Governor’s Square Mall (to the east).

East-West CD5 is 43% longer than Remedial CD5 (206 miles versus 144

miles). Appellants complain that Remedial CD5 combines “far-flung” communi-

ties (Br. at 65, 76), but East-West CD5 does the same, as Ansolabehere conceded

(SR10: 2635-36). Indeed, it unites even farther-flung communities: 87.4% of its

population resides at its extremities, in Gadsden and Leon Counties at one end and
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Duval County at the other (Ex. LP-29, file: “romomap_a_pop_countyshare.pdf”).

Only 12.6% of the population resides in the 140-mile stretch through Baker, Co-

lumbia, Hamilton, Madison, and Jefferson Counties (id.). The entire length of

Remedial CD5 would fit within the sparsely populated central corridor between the

two population centers of East-West CD5. East-West CD5 is so long that, if reori-

ented, it could unite Tampa and Miami or Jacksonville and Sebring. Eric Hawkins,

who drew the district, and Ansolabehere, who alone testified in its favor, conced-

ed that the district is non-compact (SR10: 2635; SR24: 3362-62; T14: 1822-23).

Numerical measures confirm the inferior compactness of East-West CD5:

Reock
Convex

Hull
Length Perimeter Area

Remedial CD5 0.13 0.42 143 583 2,031
East-West CD5 0.12 0.71 206 711 3,911

(S.A. 2, 6). Thus, East-West CD5 has an inferior Reock score, while its perimeter

is 22% longer and its area 93% greater. Its Convex Hull score is better, but only

because that measure emphasizes the absence of concavities while disregarding the

disproportion between width and length. A rectangle one inch wide and five hun-

dred miles long would receive a perfect Convex Hull score (T9: 1051-53; T14:

1790-91).

Statewide, the alternative maps produce no improvement in tier-two metrics.

The Coalition Appellants’ maps have a minimally higher Convex Hull score, but
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they split more counties and municipalities. The Romo Remedial Map splits fewer

counties and municipalities, but yields slightly lower compactness scores:

Reock
Convex

Hull
Average
Length

Average
Perimeter

Split
Counties

Split
Cities

H000C9057 0.40 0.73 80.2 286.5 21 28
Coalition A 0.40 0.74 82.3 294.7 22 30
Coalition B 0.40 0.75 81.8 292.1 23 34
Romo 0.39 0.73 82.9 302.7 19 25

(S.A. 2, 6, 10, 14).

Appellants argue that reorientation of Remedial CD5 would make adjacent

districts more compact (Br. at 75), but all districts adjacent to Remedial CD5 are

already compact—highly compact—both visually and numerically. The Constitu-

tion does not require highly compact districts to be redrawn even more compactly.

It requires that districts be “compact”—not that districts be “as compact as practi-

cable.” See Art. III, § 20(b), Fla. Const. Otherwise, litigation would be endless, as

every district can be incrementally improved forever. Gaffney, 412 U.S. at 750-51.

At the same time, East-West CD5 does extreme violence to the compactness

of District 2. Appellants’ bizarre District 2 extends an astonishing 232 miles from

Holmes County to Levy County. In comparison with District 2 in the enacted plan:

 Its Reock score is much lower (0.31 versus 0.46);

 Its Convex Hull score is lower (0.63 versus 0.78);

 It is 39% longer (232 miles versus 167 miles);
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 Its perimeter is 75% longer (961 miles versus 550 miles); and

 Its area is 30% greater (13,107 square miles versus 10,076 square miles).

(S.A. 2, 6).

The area of District 2 (above) is greater than that of Maryland. Its perimeter is

longer than the distance from Tallahassee to Toronto. Stacked through the Big

Bend region, Alternative Districts 2 and 5 resemble the horizontal arrangement of

Panhandle districts that this Court found non-compact in Apportionment I. See 83

So. 3d at 662-64. Ansolabehere conceded that his District 2 is highly non-compact

and substantially less compact than enacted District 2 (T14: 1844-45; SR10: 2636).

Professional staff considered the effects of minority districts on adjacent dis-

tricts and sought to avoid configurations that worsened the second-tier metrics of

other districts (T9: 1043-44; T23: 2888). All districts adjacent to Remedial CD5
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are compact—indeed, Appellants do not challenge them as non-compact—while

East-West CD5 badly damages the compactness of District 2.

Thus, in 2012, professional staff considered and rejected an east-west con-

figuration. Alex Kelly explained that an east-west district was not “an improve-

ment in terms of what people said over the years about District 5. It didn’t offer

any improvement in that manner” (T10: 1103). He testified that an east-west dis-

trict caused District 2 to become “a very noncompact district, stretching a signifi-

cant length, would be very difficult to represent” (id.). Mr. Poreda agreed, testify-

ing that an east-west district was “not very compact at all” and dramatically injured

the compactness of District 2 (T23: 2912-13). Mr. Kelly agreed that an east-west

configuration would yield “multiple lengthy tortured districts” (T10: 1103-04).

Professional staff were also aware that expert analysis had found racially polarized

voting in North Florida (T6: 750-51; T8: 936-37, 993) and that there was signifi-

cant public opposition to Benchmark CD4, which had extended from Jacksonville

to Tallahassee (T9: 1071; T20: 2582-83; Ex. LP-34-C at 71-75, 80, 91-94, 99-100).

The circumstances of Senate District 6 contrast sharply with this case. In

Apportionment I, this Court invalidated District 6, which extended across five

counties from Jacksonville to Daytona. 83 So. 3d at 669. The challengers showed

that District 6 could be drawn entirely within Duval County, without any erosion in

minority voting strength. Critically, this Court emphasized that it was possible to
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draw the district “much more compactly.” Id.; accord id. (finding the alternative

district “much more visually compact” and its compactness scores “much better”).

This is the opposite case. Appellants do not propose a “much better” dis-

trict. If the challengers in Apportionment I had proposed to rotate District 6 to the

west and elongate the district by 43%—extending it from Jacksonville to the City

of Perry—this Court clearly would have been unconvinced. It invalidated District

6 because the alternative district’s second-tier compliance was inarguably better.

The trial court recognized that, as a matter of practicality and constitutional

policy, districts should not be invalidated as a matter of subjective preference

(App. 208). Of course, in some cases, as in the case of Senate District 6, differ-

ences in compactness are not a mere matter of perception and preference. But the

trial court understood that, within certain limits, perceptions of compactness are

debatable. Within these bounds, the Constitution cannot compel the selection of

one district over another without inviting endless tinkering with the State’s elec-

toral districts. Compactness and minority voting strength are often in tension—

as one increases, the other decreases. Their assessment is never an exact science,

and a debatable case does not satisfy a challenger’s burden of proof. East-West

CD5 does not even come close to presenting a debatable case.
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Over the course of this litigation, Appellants presented seven maps in hopes

of drawing a “better” map than the Legislature enacted. Their repeated efforts—

and repeated failures—prove, at best, that their maps reflect potential trade-offs.

b. East-West CD5 Diminishes Minorities’ Ability
to Elect Their Preferred Candidates.

To prove the invalidity of Remedial CD5, Appellants must also show that

their East-West CD5 complies with the minority-protection provisions. Because

African Americans would be less able to elect their preferred candidates in East-

West CD5 than in Benchmark CD3, East-West CD5 diminishes the ability to elect.

East-West CD5 reduces BVAP from 49.9 to 45.1%—a reduction of 4.8%.19

(App. 80, 154). The trial court correctly cautioned that this reduction is “higher

than any approved by the Supreme Court in Apportionment I” (App. 207 n.2).20 In

fact, Appellants remove from District 5 and distribute to other districts a net total

19 Under the diminishment standard, the appropriate benchmark for compari-
son is the “last legally enforceable redistricting plan in force or effect.” Guidance
Concerning Redistricting Under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, 76 Fed. Reg.
7470, 7470 (Feb. 9, 2011); accord Abrams v. Johnson, 521 U.S. 74, 96 (1997); 28
C.F.R. § 51.54(b). The proper benchmark, therefore, is the plan enacted in 2002.

20 The trial court noted the summary-judgment testimony of Dr. Thomas
Brunell, who opined that, at a BVAP of 43.6%, the minority-preferred candidate’s
likelihood of success would be reduced to 50%—a mere coin toss (App. 184).
East-West CD5’s 45.1% BVAP approaches that threshold, and thus clearly reduces
the minority-preferred candidate’s chance of success.
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of 23,769 black residents.21 More than 20,000 African Americans will no longer

be represented by the candidates of their choice.

East-West CD5 decreases HVAP by 4.4% (App. 80, 154), even though His-

panics vote cohesively with blacks in this region (T13: 1715; T14: 1741-42), and

increases White VAP by 8.6%, from 37.2% to 45.8%.22 At the same time, the dis-

trict is reoriented from Central Florida, where, as Appellants’ expert testified,

“there is a pretty substantial white crossover vote,” to North Florida, where racially

polarized voting is severe (T13: 1713-14; T14: 1741-43, 1824-25; T15: 1901-02).

Appellants markedly increase White VAP and relocate the district to a region in

which whites are far less likely to support the candidates preferred by black voters.

“If racial elements consistently vote in separate blocs, decreasing the propor-

tion of black voters will generally reduce the chance that the minority group’s fa-

vored candidate will be elected . . . .” Ashcroft, 539 U.S. at 499 (Souter, J., dis-

senting). Thus, in the presence of racially polarized voting, the Department of Jus-

tice applied the non-retrogression principle strictly, refusing to preclear even small

21 The total African-American population of Remedial CD5 is 361,421,
which includes 8,954 Hispanic blacks. See District Demographic Profiles, availa-
ble at http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Redistricting/Plan/H000C9057. The total
African-American population of East-West CD5 is 337,652, including 6,076 His-
panic blacks (Ex. LP-29, file: “romomap_a_district_details.pdf”).

22 These data are located in the MyDistrictBuilder data grids for the bench-
mark plan and Romo Trial Map A, in the column entitled “%SRWVAP10.” The
data grids are located in the Legislative Parties’ Exhibits 27 and 29.
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reductions in minority populations.23 And Dr. Richard Engstrom, a renowned vot-

ing-rights expert who testified at trial for the Florida NAACP, found “exten-

sive” and “pronounced” racially polarized voting in North Florida (T19: 2465-66).

East-West CD5 also transforms the district’s turnout dynamics. Dr. Eng-

strom testified that, in Benchmark CD3, blacks were 49.7% and whites 39.4% of

voters who turned out at the 2008 general election—a 10.3% advantage for black

voters (T19: 2471-74; Ex. NAACP-7). But in East-West CD5, blacks would have

been 45.5% and whites 47.1% of all voters—a 1.6% deficit for black voters, and a

swing of 11.9% toward whites in North Florida (T19: 2471-74; Ex. NAACP-7).

The shift is even more stark when assessing the 2010 general election. At

that election, blacks were 46.7% and whites 45.6% of the electorate in Benchmark

CD3—a 1.1% advantage for black voters (T19: 2476-79; Ex. NAACP-9). In East-

West CD5, blacks would have been 42.0% and whites 52.7% of the electorate—a

9.3% advantage for white voters in North Florida, where racially polarized voting

23 See, e.g., Letter from R. Alexander Acosta to Nancy P. Jensen (Louisiana)
(Dec. 12, 2003) (denying preclearance where voting was racially polarized and
BVAP was reduced by 2.6%, from 51.1% to 48.5%); Letter from Ralph F. Boyd to
Gregory B. Grimes and Ronald E. Weber (Louisiana) (Oct. 4, 2002) (denying pre-
clearance where voting was racially polarized and BVAP was reduced by 2.6%,
from 50.0% to 47.4%); Letter from Ralph F. Boyd to Bruce D. Jones, Jr. (Virginia)
(May 19, 2003) (denying preclearance where voting was racially polarized and
BVAP was reduced by a “few percentage points” from a benchmark of 47.8%);
Letter from Ralph F. Boyd, Jr., to William D. Sleeper (Virginia) (Apr. 29, 2002)
(denying preclearance where voting was racially polarized and BVAP was reduced
by a “relatively small” amount, from 50.2% to “below 50 percent black”), availa-
ble at http://www.justice.gov/crt/records/vot/obj_letters/index.php.
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is pronounced (T19: 2476-79; Ex. NAACP-9). Such data as these convinced Dr.

Engstrom that East-West CD5 diminishes the ability to elect (T19: 2484-85).

In 2010, Kendrick Meek (D), an African-American candidate for U.S. Sen-

ate, received 48.9% of the vote in Benchmark CD3 (App. 80). His opponents,

Marco Rubio (R) and Charlie Crist (NPA), received 32.7% and 18.4% (id.). In

East-West CD5, Meek would have received only 40.5%, compared to 36.0% for

Rubio and 23.5% for Crist—a margin of 4.5% rather than 16.2% (App. 154).24

A comparative analysis of population, registration, turnout, and election da-

ta reveals backsliding in every indicator of minority voting strength. The data con-

tained in MyDistrictBuilder show that, by every measure, minority voting strength

is weaker in East-West CD5 than in Benchmark CD3 (Ex. LP-27; Ex. LP-29).25

Not one member of the Legislature—black or white, Democrat or Republi-

can—introduced East-West CD5 at the special session. At trial, Appellants did not

call a single minority citizen of this State as a witness, while the Florida NAACP

24 Appellants dismiss this three-way contest as unusual, but Dr. Engstrom
explained that the probative value of an election does not depend on the number of
candidates (T19: 2469). In fact, the 2010 U.S. Senate election is especially indica-
tive because it included candidates of different races (T19: 2456-57, 2469, 2525).

25 Statistics do not tell the whole story. The mere perception that a district is
no longer majority black exerts a “chilling effect” on black political participa-
tion that exacerbates the effect of a diminishment. ACLU VOTING RIGHTS PRO-

JECT, THE CASE FOR EXTENDING AND AMENDING THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT 130-31,
660 (2006), available at https://www.aclu.org/voting-rights/case-extending-and-
amending-voting-rights-act.
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called numerous witnesses who testified in strong support of the Jacksonville-to-

Orlando configuration. The only witness who advocated East-West CD5 was An-

solabehere, a paid expert from Cambridge who knew nothing about Eatonville.26

Ansolabehere never articulated a working definition of “diminishment,” and

his analysis was fundamentally flawed. For example, he studied two general elec-

tions and offered no analysis of primary elections (T14: 1706, 1741, 1752, 1756-

57, 1759). He considered only whether minorities preferred Democrats or Repub-

licans in the general election and whether the Democrat or Republican prevailed.

Ansolabehere conceded that he did not examine rates of turnout (T14: 1895-86).

This simplistic formula is not a functional analysis. It fails to consider, for

example, whether the candidate for whom black voters entertain a genuine prefer-

ence will have a path to nomination and election, or whether black voters must be

content to support the candidate nominated by white Democrats. The Constitution

protects minorities’ ability to elect “representatives of their choice,” see Art. III,

§ 20(a), Fla. Const.—not the generic candidate nominated by the political party of

26 Ansolabehere exhibited little knowledge of Florida. He knew nothing of
Eatonville or Goldsboro (T14: 1816). He knew next to nothing of the history of
District 5 and was unaware that District 5 had elected the State’s first African-
American to Congress since Reconstruction (T14: 1825-26). He did not have time
to read comments made by minorities at public hearings (T14: 1826-27) and knew
nothing about the differing interests of rural and urban minorities (T14: 1829-31).
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their choice.27 This Court has explained that a functional analysis requires an as-

sessment of primaries and the extent of control that minorities exercise in the pri-

maries. See Apportionment II, 89 So. 3d at 889; Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 668.

East-West CD5 decreases the African-American share of Democratic prima-

ry voters from 65.5% to 57.2%—a substantial reduction of 8.3% (App. 81, 155).

This reduction would loom especially large in an open primary that permits all vot-

ers to select between Democrats, see Art. VI, § 5(b), Fla. Const. (opening primaries

where all candidates belong to one party), or if a candidate with name recognition,

such as Gwen Graham, opposed another candidate that most minorities preferred.

At the summary-judgment stage, Ansolabehere even approved an iteration

of District 5 that would have reduced BVAP from 49.9% to 37.7%—a reduction of

12.2% (R9: 1168, 1175; R12: 1499). In his view, BVAPs of 37.7%, 45.1%, and

49.9% are all the same. Indeed, Ansolabehere has rubberstamped every diminish-

ment that Appellants have yet proposed. He opined that Appellants’ District 14

does not diminish, though it removes one-sixth of the district’s already modest

black population and decreases black voters’ share of the Democratic primary elec-

torate from 40.4% to 30.1%. See Part infra IV.B. And he opined that Appellants’

27 Congress emphasized that the non-diminishment standard protects the
ability of minorities to elect their “genuinely preferred candidate of choice.” H.R.
Rep. No. 109-478, at 71. Otherwise, the non-diminishment standard would degen-
erate into a “Democratic candidate protection program.” Nathaniel Persily, The
Promise and Pitfalls of the New Voting Rights Act, 117 YALE L.J. 174, 223 (2007).
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District 26 does not diminish, though Hispanics would comprise only 19.3% of

Democratic primary voters in a heavily Democratic district. See infra Part IV.E.

Alex Kelly did not concede that East-West CD5 would not diminish the abil-

ity to elect (Br. at 66, 74). He did not assess Appellants’ district, but a district he

had drawn that extended not only west to Tallahassee, but south to Gainesville (Ex.

CP-876; T8: 935). Jason Poreda opined that an east-west configuration would ren-

der minorities “less able to elect” (T23: 2912), as, of course, did Dr. Engstrom.28

Appellants suggest that an East-West CD5 would permit the creation of a

new minority “opportunity” in District 10 in Central Florida (Br. at 76-77), but this

is a policy argument—not a constitutional argument. The Constitution’s minority-

protection provisions require the creation of certain majority-minority districts, see

Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 622-23, and the protection of historically performing

minority districts, see id. at 625. Appellants’ Alternative District 10 is neither.

Nor can the creation of a new District 10 with 27.4% BVAP excuse the di-

minishment in East-West CD5. Congress created the non-diminishment standard

to forbid such trade-offs, id. at 624, and to make Section 5 “more stringent,” Shel-

by Cnty. v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612, 2619 (2013). The creation of influence or coa-

28 Appellants also note that the present incumbent in District 5 has easily
been reelected, but most incumbents are easily reelected. The diminishment in-
quiry must consider that the minority-preferred candidate will not always be armed
with the advantages of incumbency. See, e.g., Letter from J. Michael Wiggins to
Dwight W. Snow and Duncan B. McCormick (North Carolina) (July 23, 2002),
available at http://www.justice.gov/crt/records/vot/obj_letters/index.php.
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lition districts cannot offset reductions in the minority voting strength in a histori-

cally performing district. It is the performing district that the Constitution protects.

Even as a policy matter, Alternative District 10 offers no benefits. First, Dr.

Engstrom testified that the district would not enable black voters to elect their pre-

ferred candidates (T19: 2479-81, 2528-29). Most likely, it would elect the Demo-

crat that whites prefer (id.). This result might satisfy Ansolabehere’s diminishment

syllogism—minorities prefer Democrats; the district elects Democrats; therefore,

minorities are able to elect their preferred candidates—but it would not enable mi-

norities to nominate and elect their authentically preferred candidates of choice.29

Not one minority citizen of this State advocated the creation of Appellants’

District 10. While Appellants’ District 10 purports to confer influence on minori-

ties, East-West CD5 destroys an already existing influence district—District 2,

where African Americans are 23.8% of the VAP of a district that elected Gwen

Graham (D). At best, Appellants exchange one “influence” district for another.

Appellants claim that Remedial CD5 limits minority voting strength in adja-

cent “influence” districts (Br. at 73), but Tier One does not protect “influence” dis-

tricts. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 624-25. Congress perceived that, rather than

confer clout, influence districts are often nothing more than a guise for diluting

29 In 2012, the Democratic nominee in District 10 was Val Demmings, an
African American (Br. at 77). But this does not suggest that District 10—even
Appellants’ District 10—will perform for African Americans. More recently, in
2014, the Democratic nominee in District 10 was Michael McKenna, who is white.
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minority voting strength. See H.R. Rep. No. 109-478, at 70; accord Nathaniel Per-

sily, The Promise and Pitfalls of the New Voting Rights Act, 117 YALE L.J. 174,

248 (2007) (“[T]he greatest fear arising from Ashcroft was that a jurisdiction might

call something an influence district as a pretext for minority vote dilution . . . .”)

The proposed reorientation of District 5, moreover, makes no appreciable

change to the minority populations of supposed “influence” districts. The data thus

belie the assertion that Remedial CD5 “leaches” minorities from adjacent districts:

BVAP in
Remedial Plan

BVAP in Coalition
Remedial Map B

District 3 13.3% 14.4%
District 4 12.9% 9.6%
District 6 9.0% 9.4%
District 7 10.9% 11.1%
District 9 11.2% 11.4%
District 11 7.7% 7.3%

Not one minority citizen ever claimed that the failure to distribute minorities into

small, powerless communities “marginalizes minorities” (Br. at 34). None asked

to be moved from a district that elects the minority-preferred candidate to one that

does not. None asked to be part of what Ansolabehere called the “stranded popula-

tion”—the population he removes from the southern part of District 5 (T14: 1750).

For the population that Ansolabehere proposes to strand, the reconfiguration

of District 5 would have real consequences. The witnesses called by the Florida

NAACP described the challenges that confront their communities and continued

racial polarization in elections. Whitfield Jenkins testified that no African Ameri-
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can has served on the Marion County Commission since Reconstruction (T19:

2433-34). Evelyn Foxx testified that no African American has ever been elected to

a constitutional office in Alachua County (T19: 2422). To Ansolabehere, “playing

around” with east-west districts on Dave’s Redistricting App might be an amusing

intellectual exercise (T14: 1733-34), but to Mr. Jenkins, Ms. Foxx, and their com-

munities, the loss of a voice in Congress would be “devastat[ing]” (T19: 2427).

Finally, Appellants’ contention that East-West CD5 does not diminish relies

on a misconstruction of the non-diminishment standard. Appellants argue that

East-West CD5 would not render minorities “incapable” of electing their preferred

candidates (SR16: 2189). Appellants thus construe the prohibition upon dimin-

ishment to permit diminishment—as long as the diminishment does not completely

destroy or eliminate the ability to elect. Such an interpretation ignores the words

of the Constitution, the history of the provision, and the stated intent of the voters.

“In construing terms used in the constitution and presented to the voters in a

proposed constitutional amendment, this Court looks to dictionary definitions of

the terms.” In re Advisory Op. to Att’y Gen. re Use of Marijuana for Certain Med.

Conditions, 132 So. 3d 786, 800 (Fla. 2014). A “dictionary may provide the popu-

lar and common-sense meaning of terms presented to the voters.” Id. (quoting Ad-

visory Op. to Governor—1996 Amend. 5 (Everglades), 706 So. 2d 278, 282 (Fla.

1997)); see also Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 631 (holding that terms must be
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given “their most usual and obvious meaning”). In Apportionment I, this Court

turned to dictionary definitions to construe the word “compact.” 83 So. 3d at 632.

The universal connotation of “diminish” is “to make smaller or less.” See

AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (4th ed. 2000).30

The Constitution thus prohibits districts that “make smaller or less” the ability of

minorities to elect their preferred candidates. Appellants rewrite the Constitution

to provide that the Legislature may diminish, or erode, or weaken—as long as it

does not abolish—the ability of minorities to elect their preferred candidates. The

clear language of the Constitution prohibits diminishment. Period. It therefore en-

sures that minorities will be as likely as before to elect their preferred candidates.

Both Congress and this Court have recognized the unambiguous meaning of

“diminish.” Congress created the diminishment standard to prohibit trade-offs that

allow historically performing minority districts to be weakened in favor of influ-

ence or coalition districts. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 624. The question is

whether minorities are “more, less, or just as able” to elect their preferred candi-

dates after the change. H.R. Rep. No. 109-478, at 71. Congress therefore under-

stood that diminishment is measured in degrees, and this Court adopted the dimin-

ishment standard “as intended by Congress,” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 625;

30 Other dictionary definitions are in accord. See MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S

COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2002) (“[T]o make less.”); OXFORD ENGLISH

DICTIONARY (2d ed. 1989) (“To make . . . less or smaller; to lessen; to reduce in
magnitude or degree. (The opposite of enlarge, increase, augment, magnify.).”).
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accord id. at 624-25 (noting that the question is whether minorities are “more, less,

or just as able to elect” their candidates); id. at 625 (noting that a redistricting plan

is invalid if minorities are “less able to elect a preferred candidate of choice”); id.

(noting that a redistricting plan may not “weaken” historically performing minority

districts); id. at 655 (requiring that “commensurate voting ability” be preserved).

This Court, therefore, correctly rejected the position that minority voting

strength may be eroded as long as minorities retain some ability to elect—though

much lessened or impaired. Diminishment does not occur merely when the ulti-

mate line is crossed and minorities are wholly deprived of any ability to elect.

Another “fundamental tenet of constitutional construction” is that constitu-

tional provisions must be construed “in a manner consistent with the intent of the

framers and the voters.” Id. at 631. The intent of the framers and voters was to

create meaningful protections for minorities—to “add permanent protections for

minority voters that are greater than what exist today in Florida or any other state”

and to ensure that “protection from discrimination in redistricting will become a

lasting commitment to the people of Florida.” Fla. S. Comm. on Reapp. & Fla.

H.R. Select Pol’y Council on Strategic & Econ. Plan., recording of proceedings

(Feb. 11, 2010) (on file with the Secretary of the Senate) (testimony of Ellen Frei-

din). The intent of the framers and voters was to ban any district “that will reduce

the ability of minorities to elect minority representatives. Plain and simple.” Id.
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The framers and voters thus created a tiered structure to elevate minority

protection above second-tier standards. The elevation of the minority-protection

provisions witnesses Florida’s “lasting commitment” to minority voters. See id.

This Court’s interpretation is also consistent with the practicalities of elec-

tions. One recognized expert explained the diminishment concept as follows:

Districts can be arrayed along a continuum according to their ability
to perform. Diminishing a district’s ability to elect does not necessari-
ly mean reducing it from a safe district to a hopeless district (i.e., a
move from a guaranteed district to one where minorities have no
chance of electing their preferred candidates). It could mean reducing
a safe district to a competitive district, or a competitive district to a
hopeless district or any downward shifts along that very wide spec-
trum.

Nathaniel Persily, The Promise and Pitfalls of the New Voting Rights Act, 117

YALE L.J. at 243-44. In reality, no single point of voting strength enables minori-

ties to elect their candidates of choice. The results of elections fluctuate with cir-

cumstances, including the attributes and qualifications of candidates, name recog-

nition, the financing of campaigns, and the political atmosphere. A degree of vot-

ing strength that is sufficient in one election might be insufficient in another. The

Constitution therefore wisely anchors voting strength to the benchmark district.

Appellants have cited a single, opaque sentence that appears in guidance is-

sued by the Department of Justice, stating that the ability to elect “either exists or it

does not in any particular circumstance.” Guidance Concerning Redistricting Un-

der Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, 76 Fed. Reg. 7470, 7471 (Feb. 9, 2011).
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But this sentence does not begin to suggest that minority voting strength may be

diminished. The Department’s own regulations, adopted on April 15, 2011, re-

quire consideration of the “extent to which minority voting strength is reduced by

the proposed redistricting,” 28 C.F.R. § 51.59(a)(2), and a federal court recently

rejected the view that minority voting strength does not matter, as long as there

remains a glimmer of hope that minorities can elect their preferred candidates, see

Ala. Legislative Black Caucus v. Alabama, 989 F. Supp. 2d 1227, 1309 (M.D. Ala.

2013), prob. juris. noted, 134 S. Ct. 2695 (U.S. June 2, 2014) (No. 13-895), and

134 S. Ct. 2697 (U.S. June 2, 2014) (No. 13-1138) (“[The] question now is wheth-

er the [minority-preferred candidate] is equally likely to win under the new plan”).

Appellants dismiss as insignificant the diminishment caused by East-West

CD5, but, as Appellants maintain, there is no de-minimis exception to the constitu-

tional standards. “No constitutional violation can properly be disregarded as too

small in the ‘zero sum game’ of redistricting where ‘subtle shifts’ make all the dif-

ference . . .” (Br. at 88-89). To disregard diminishments “that are not sufficiently

‘flagrant’ would, invite abuse, create a limitation absent from the plain language of

the FairDistricts Amendments, and undermine the will of the voters” (id. at 81).
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While a district’s minority population can sometimes be “slightly” reduced,

Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 625,31 decreases should neither be arbitrary, nor

more than slight. If Appellants’ 4.8% reduction is tolerated, it might be a mere

way station to another 4.8% reduction in 2022, and another in 2032, until minority

voting strength vanishes. It would frustrate the will of the voters as expressed in

Tier One to permit successive, incremental erosions, decade after decade, until the

district bears no resemblance to the performing district that first engaged constitu-

tional protection. The purpose of the non-retrogression principle is to prevent

“subtle forms of discrimination,” Hathorn v. Lovorn, 457 U.S. 255, 268 (1982),

“as well as the obvious,” Allen v. State Bd. of Elections, 393 U.S. 544, 565 (1969).

c. East-West CD5 Was Drawn By Partisan Opera-
tives and Political Consultants.

East-West CD5 was drawn by national Democratic Party interests. Appel-

lants, however, appear unconcerned by the dissonance between their professed op-

position to partisan redistricting and their support for operative-drawn East-West

CD5. Nor do they give this Court fair notice of the origins of the district. Because

East-West CD5 was drawn in the vat of party politics, this Court should reject it.

East-West CD5 first appeared in Romo Trial Map A, which Appellants pre-

sented at trial. Romo Trial Map A was drawn by Eric Hawkins, long-time consult-

31 A slightly smaller population can, at times, exert the same voting strength
as a larger one. For example, as racially polarized voting declines, a smaller mi-
nority population might exert the same voting strength as a larger one did before.
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ant to NCEC Services, Inc. (SR24: 3331-32, 3350-51, 3394). While Ansolabehere

claims to have provided Hawkins “broad principles and concepts” (T14: 1731),

Hawkins performed “100 percent” of the drawing of districts (SR24: 3331-32).

NCEC is a self-described “Washington, D.C.-based Democratic political

consulting firm” that boasts “more than 60 years of experience working to elect

Democrats to all levels of government” (SR23: 3302-03, 3309-11; SR24: 3317-

23). It has served as an electoral targeting repository for the national Democratic

Party and the progressive movement for more than a generation (SR24: 3324).

The National Democratic Redistricting Trust (the “Democratic Trust”) was

formed in 2009 to fund, direct, and control Democratic redistricting litigation ef-

forts across the country (SR23: 3259, 3306-07; SR24: 3404-05, 3408-11, 3414,

3429-30). The Democratic Trust funds, directs, and controls this litigation for the

Romo Appellants (SR24: 3408, 3410, 3436). It assumed that responsibility from

the Florida Democratic Party sometime in the summer of 2012 (SR24: 3410-11).

The Democratic Trust engaged NCEC to draw congressional districts for

Florida and many other States (SR23: 3303-05; SR24: 3347). It paid NCEC to

create Romo Trial Map A, including East-West CD5 (SR24: 3323, 3328, 3338).

On advice of counsel, NCEC avoided email communications regarding Romo Trial

Map A (SR24: 3396-97) and thus created almost no written record of its activities.
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The executive director and trustees of the Democratic Trust are all former

partisan operatives of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (the

“DCCC”) (SR24: 3402, 3405-07). The DCCC is the campaign arm of congres-

sional Democrats (SR23: 3257-58). Its sole mission is to elect as many Democrats

to Congress as possible (SR23: 3257-58, SR24: 3307-08).

Before Romo Trial Map A was disclosed in this case, NCEC and the Demo-

cratic Trust shared drafts of the map, including East-West CD5, with the DCCC at

two meetings at DCCC headquarters in Washington, D.C. (SR23: 3260-66). At

both meetings, these operatives discussed the political performance of the districts

and the effect of the districts on Democratic incumbents (SR23: 3263-64, 3266).

The DCCC conducted its own political-performance analyses (SR23: 3277-78).

NCEC then presented the map to a large contingent of high-ranking Demo-

cratic politicians and partisan operatives at DCCC headquarters (SR23: 3267-68;

3272-73, 3275-76, 3285-87; SR24: 3328-3334, 3335-36, 3340-4, 3416-28). In at-

tendance were all Democratic members of Florida’s congressional delegation, with

the notable exception of the three African-American members (SR23: 3272-73,

3285-87; SR24: 3335-36). Also in attendance were Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi,

DCCC Chair Steve Israel, DNC Chair Debbie Wasserman-Schultz, and political

operatives of the DCCC and the Democratic Trust (SR23: 3268-69; SR24: 3329-
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30, 3340). One acknowledged purpose of the meeting was to “obtain the support”

of Florida’s Democratic members of Congress (SR23: 3268, 3270-71, 3285-87).

Days after this secret partisan meeting, Appellants first disclosed Romo Trial

Map A, including East-West CD5, in this litigation (SR24: 3339-40, 3427-28).

The Florida Democratic Party estimated that Democrats would gain two seats from

this litigation: one “in Central Florida [as] the result of taking Congresswoman

Brown basically north, and then the district in Pinellas County” (SR23: 3251-52).

Given the partisan interests that created and promote East-West CD5, this

Court should reject it. To discard the work product of the Florida Legislature,

which the trial court carefully considered and upheld, and substitute the partisan

handiwork of the DCCC and the Democratic Trust, would be an indelible stain.

B. DISTRICTS 13 AND 14 ARE CONSTITUTIONAL.

Appellants next appeal the trial court’s conclusion that District 14 is consti-

tutional. District 14 is a historically performing minority district protected by Sec-

tion 5 of the VRA and the Florida Constitution.32 To avoid a diminishment, Dis-

trict 14 includes parts of Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties. Appellants’ alterna-

32 While Benchmark CD11 elected a white representative, it is undisputed
that the white incumbent is the candidate genuinely preferred by the district’s mi-
nority population (T9: 1078-79). See Jenkins v. Red Clay Consol. Sch. Dist. Bd. of
Educ., 4 F.3d 1103, 1125 (3d Cir. 1993) (explaining that “there may be majority
candidates who truly may be the minority community’s representative of choice”).
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tive district, which does not cross Tampa Bay, lessens minority voting strength and

also renders District 14 and the entire region less faithful to tier-two standards.

Benchmark CD11 preceded District 14. It not only combined minority pop-

ulations in Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties, but also extended south into Mana-

tee County (App. 79). It is undisputed that blacks and Hispanics in this region vote

together as a coalition (T9: 1078-79; T14: 1755-56). In the benchmark, the BVAP

was 26.8% (App. 80), and the combined black and Hispanic VAP was 49.4%.33

Hillsborough County was one of five Florida counties to which Section 5 of

the VRA applied. See 28 C.F.R. pt. 51, app. Section 5 protected from diminish-

ment the ability of minorities who resided in the five counties to elect their pre-

ferred candidates. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 652-53. Under Section 5, the

State was required to submit proposed redistricting plans to the Department of Jus-

tice or the federal District Court for the District of Columbia, and their implemen-

tation was suspended until federal authorities granted preclearance. Id. at 624.

The House performed a functional analysis and concluded that, to avoid di-

minishment, Hillsborough County minorities must continue to be united with mi-

norities in Pinellas County (T23: 2909-10). It also found, however, that it was un-

33 The simple addition of the BVAP and HVAP would double-count indi-
viduals who self-reported as both black and Hispanic. The correct number can
be obtained from the files with names that contain “disrict_details.pdf” in the Leg-
islative Parties’ Exhibits 27, 28, and 29. Adding the population totals in the rows
“Non-Hispanic Black (including multirace)” and “Hispanic (excluding Hispanic
Black)” will provide the correct combined black and Hispanic population.
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necessary to continue to extend the district into Manatee County (id.). Thus, “the

record reflects that the House considered [the] interplay” between tier-one and tier-

two principles. See Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 650. In subsequent negotiations

with the Senate, the House’s proposal was adopted (T7: 782-83; T20: 2613-14).

The Legislature did not increase the district’s minority population. In fact,

the minority population slightly decreased. The BVAP decreased from 26.8%

to 25.6% (App. 76, 80). The combined black and Hispanic population decreased

from 49.4% to 48.0% (Ex. LP-27, 28). District 14 is also far more compact than its

predecessor and avoids the division of Manatee County and the City of Bradenton.

In enacting District 14, the Legislature stated that the district “is consistent

with Section 5 of the federal Voting Rights Act” and does not diminish the ability
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to elect. See Ch. 2012-2, Laws of Fla. The State discussed District 14 in its pre-

clearance application, and the Department of Justice granted preclearance.34

The Legislature responsibly concluded that District 14 could not be removed

from both Pinellas and Manatee Counties. Importantly, in 1992 the Department of

Justice, noting the “political cohesiveness of minority voters” in Tampa and Saint

Petersburg, refused to preclear a Senate plan that failed to unite these communities

of Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties (S.A. 17-20). When the Legislature failed

to enact a remedy, this Court adopted a Senate district that crossed Tampa Bay and

united minority communities in Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties. See In re

Constitutionality of Senate Joint Resolution 2G, Special Apportionment Session

1992, 601 So. 2d 543, 544-46 (Fla. 1992). Professional staff were aware of this

preclearance objection in the same region of the State (T9: 1080-81; T23: 2909).

While the enacted plan decreased District 14’s minority population, the dis-

trict’s minority population is slightly larger than in the penultimate House pro-

posal (H000C9043), in which the BVAP was 24.6% and the combined black and

Hispanic VAP was 45.5% (App. 146; Ex. LP-31). On the advice of counsel, the

House decided to make the small adjustment to enhance the likelihood of preclear-

ance (T4: 453; T8: 961, T24: 3027-28). Contrary to Appellants’ statement (Br. at

22), this decision was made by the House and was not the product of negotiations

34 See FLORIDA SENATE, REDISTRICTING 2012-14, LEGAL SUBMISSIONS,
available at http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Redistricting/Legal.
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between the chambers (T7: 786; T8: 959; T24: 3027-28). The adjustment caused

no splits of counties or municipalities. District 14 remained visually and numeri-

cally compact, and the minority population still decreased from the benchmark.

One thing is clear: partisan intent did not motivate this adjustment. The fi-

nal adjustment caused District 13 to become more favorable to Democrats, refut-

ing Appellants’ theory that the Legislature attempted to absorb Democrats in Dis-

trict 14 in order to enhance the Republican performance of neighboring District 13:

H000C9043 CD13 Enacted CD13
Barack Obama (2012) 50.1% 50.7%
Alex Sink (2010) 50.2% 51.0%
Barack Obama (2008) 51.4% 51.9%

(App. 76, 146).

Appellants complain that District 14 retains much of the benchmark district

(Br. at 80), but high rates of continuity are not uncommon where the Legislature

must unite minority communities—especially when preclearance is required. In

Apportionment I, this Court considered House District 70, which also crossed

Tampa Bay to unite minority communities in Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties.

The Court noted that District 70 was “strikingly similar” to the predecessor district,

but also observed that the Legislature drew District 70 expressly to comply with

Section 5 of the VRA, and it found the district constitutional. 83 So. 3d at 647-48.

The Legislature did not rely on maps submitted by the operatives (Br. at 81;

Suppl. Br. at 9-10). In the Posada maps, as in the benchmark plan, District 14 ex-
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tended into Manatee County (Ex. CP-586). The Legislature abandoned that con-

figuration. On the other hand, many public submissions that Appellants have nev-

er impugned contained districts which, like District 14, crossed Tampa Bay, but

did not extend further south into Manatee County (Ex. CP-525, 528, 540, 558, 560,

584, 585, 602, 603, 604, 607). In addition, the Florida NAACP submitted a map

that both crossed Tampa Bay and extended into Manatee County (Ex. CP-598).

Appellants cite an email chain in which the operatives discussed District 14

among themselves (Suppl. Br. at 9), but no evidence showed that any of the opera-

tives ever discussed Districts 13 or 14 with any legislator or staff member.

Appellants incorrectly claim that the Legislature expressly relied on the Po-

sada maps in drawing neighboring District 13 on the Pinellas Peninsula (Suppl.

Br. at 8). Appellants cite a “casebook” prepared by professional staff for use by

Sen. Gaetz during debate (T20: 2609). The casebook summarized basic factual in-

formation about each district (Ex. CP-60). According to John Guthrie, staff identi-

fied, for each district, public submissions that contained “similarities” to the enact-

ed districts (T21: 2655). For District 13, professional staff chose to identify the

public submissions of the Florida NAACP and Posada as maps containing districts

similar to District 13. Clearly, this notation is not an “admission” of anything.

Again, the comparison that Appellants suggest is a false one. Over a dozen

public submissions contained districts almost identical to District 13 (Ex. CP-525,
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528, 540, 558, 560, 584, 585, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608), as did every draft

prepared by professional staff (Ex. CP-1037-44; App. 85-152). This configuration

of District 13 was common because that district simply fills the Pinellas Peninsula,

from south to north. To draw it requires little imagination. Common or obvious

district features cannot prove a nexus between the Legislature and the operatives.

The inference that enacted District 13 originated with the operatives depends

on the assumption that, like a fingerprint, the configuration of Posada’s District 13

is distinctive or idiosyncratic. It is not. As long as minorities in District 14 are

protected, the State’s geography and District 14 will dictate District 13’s shape.

The trial court agreed with the Legislature. Appellants presented no evi-

dence that any operatives discussed Districts 13 and 14 with any legislator or staff

member. The court noted that District 14 contains no bizarre features that suggest

improper intent and that the decision to cross Tampa Bay was made early in the

process by professional staff, who were insulated from operatives (App. 200-01).

Romo Trial Map A proves that District 14 must cross Tampa Bay to avoid

diminishment. Alternative CD14 does not cross Tampa Bay, but it decreases by

one-sixth the benchmark district’s already modest black population, from 26.8% to

21.7% (App. 80, 154). A one-sixth reduction is not a “slight” decrease that might

comport with non-diminishment. See Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 625. Alterna-

tive CD14 also decimates African-American influence over the Democratic prima-
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ry, reducing black voters’ share of the Democratic primary electorate by one-

fourth, from 40.4% to 30.1% (App. 81, 155). These are steep reductions.35

The data show consistent reductions in minority voting strength in Alterna-

tive CD14. For example, the percentage of 2012 general election voters who were

black or Hispanic would have decreased from an already low 41.5% to 37.4%,

while the percentage of 2010 general election voters who were black or Hispanic

would have decreased from an already low 32.7% to 27.9% (App. 81, 155). In the

2006 gubernatorial election, Jim Davis (D) would have received a bare majority of

the vote (53.1%) rather than 57.4%, as in Benchmark CD11 (App. 80, 154).

Under Section 5, if necessary to protect minorities who reside in the covered

counties, the State must combine them with minorities who reside outside of the

covered counties. In 2002, the Department of Justice objected to Florida’s State

House plan because protected Hispanics in Collier County who, in the prior plan,

had been united in a performing district with Hispanics in Miami-Dade County

were instead united with Broward County in a non-performing district (S.A. 21-

26). Because Collier County Hispanics were previously part of a performing dis-

trict, the State was required to continue to include them in a performing district,

even if it required their joinder with minorities outside of the covered counties.

35 In Alternative CD14, turnout among Hispanics is low—only 5.0% of the
Democratic primary electorate and 9.2% of the general-election electorate in 2010
(App. 155). The voting strength inheres in the African-American community.
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The same principles applied here. If necessary to avoid diminishment in the

ability of Hillsborough County minorities to elect their preferred candidates, the

State was required to unite them with minorities outside of Hillsborough County.

Professional staff was aware of the objection to preclearance one decade earlier

(T20: 2597-98). If the Legislature had failed to protect minorities in Hillsborough

County, preclearance would have been denied, and the stability of the election pro-

cess that followed the redistricting plan’s adoption would have been jeopardized.

Ansolabehere opined that Alternative CD14 would not diminish, but his ra-

tionale was that Democrats would win general elections (T14: 1756-57). That does

not even begin to prove the point. The Constitution protects minorities’ ability to

elect candidates of their choice—not candidates nominated by white Democrats.

Appellants also failed to establish a violation of Tier Two. Because Appel-

lants have failed to produce an alternative district that does not diminish minori-

ties’ ability to elect, Appellants have not shown that the Legislature impermissibly

disregarded second-tier considerations. “Tier-two requirements must yield when

necessary to comply with federal law (here, Section 5 of the VRA) and Florida’s

minority voting protection provision.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 648.

Alternative CD14 fails to reflect any improvement in tier-two compliance.

The trial court correctly held that the Romo Trial Maps decrease compactness, not

only in District 14 but throughout the entire region of the State (App. 197):
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Reock Score Convex Hull Score
Remedial Plan Romo Trial Maps Remedial Plan Romo Trial Maps

CD12 0.40 0.38 0.81 0.79
CD13 0.46 0.57 0.82 0.91
CD14 0.36 0.28 0.69 0.60
CD15 0.44 0.33 0.75 0.67
CD16 0.42 0.32 0.81 0.80
CD17 0.64 0.39 0.83 0.68
AVG. 0.45 0.38 0.79 0.74

(App. 76, 154). A visual comparison illustrates the inferior compactness of Appel-

lants’ proposal:

The alternative map also splits Charlotte County, which the enacted map preserves

whole. The trial court found that, at most, Appellants had shown “tradeoffs” be-

tween tier-two principles in tension—not a violation of Tier Two (id.). Appellants’

map-drawer testified that districts in this area are interdependent (SR24: 3366-68).

Appellants criticize the trial court’s finding of “tradeoffs” on two grounds

(Br. at 83). First, Appellants argue that they should not be required to present an
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“array” of maps to establish tier-two violations, but their tier-two argument failed

because they failed to offer a single map that achieved their aims without subordi-

nating tier-two principles in some other fashion. See Apportionment II, 89 So. 3d

at 888 (upholding districts because alternative maps showed “trade-offs”—not an

increase in compliance); Mayor of Cambridge v. Sec’y of Commonwealth, 765

N.E.2d 749, 756 (Mass. 2002) (explaining that alternative plans that produce “rip-

ple effects” do not establish invalidity). Evidence that the Legislature might have

balanced second-tier principles differently does not prove a violation. The Legisla-

ture “is tasked with balancing the tier-two standards together in order to strike a

constitutional result,” and courts are “sensitive to the complex interplay of forces

that enter a legislature’s redistricting calculus.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 639.

Second, Appellants claim that the “‘tradeoff’ argument” is a mere “dance”

contrived for litigation. But Appellants did not disclose their maps or make their

arguments before the litigation. The Legislature cannot have anticipated maps and

arguments and explained in advance why they fail to show violations of Tier Two.

Finally, Appellants misread the trial court’s findings in two respects. First,

they contend that the trial court found tier-two violations but pardoned them be-

cause the violations were not “flagrant” (Br. at 81). But the court squarely held

that “Plaintiffs have not proved tier-two deviations” (SR24: 11123). Its reference

to “flagrant” tier-two deviations relates to the tier-one argument of improper intent
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(id.). The court merely made the observation that District 14 exhibited no bizarre

features that suggest improper intent. In doing so, it applied Apportionment I. See

83 So. 3d at 638 (explaining that bizarre features might indicate improper intent);

id. at 679-80 (rejecting claims of improper intent in part because the districts were

not “oddly shaped or strangely contorted” or “contorted or strangely shaped”).

Last, Appellants claim the court granted “deference” (Br. at 82), suggesting

that the trial court felt constrained to uphold District 14 against its better judgment.

There is no indication that the court upheld District 14 as a matter of “deference.”

C. DISTRICTS 21 AND 22 ARE CONSTITUTIONAL.

Appellants next argue that Districts 21 and 22 violate Tier Two and should

have been aligned horizontally—not vertically. But the vertical configuration of

Districts 21 and 22 is reasonable and constitutional. Indeed, in their trial maps,

Appellants aligned Districts 21 and 22 vertically as well.

Districts 21 and 22 are surrounded by districts drawn to satisfy state and fed-

eral minority protections (Districts 20, 24, 25, 26, and 27). The Legislature, there-

fore, had little room to maneuver when it drew Districts 21 and 22. Moreover,

Districts 21 and 22 are heavily Democratic regardless of their orientation. Thus,

Appellants do not contend that the Legislature’s configuration violates Tier One.

The vertical configuration of Districts 21 and 22 is logical. The districts are

compact. They are not visually bizarre, and their compactness scores exceed the
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scores that this Court has considered low. See Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 646,

656 (identifying districts with low compactness scores, each of which had a Reock

score below 0.25 and a Convex Hull score below 0.50). Districts 21 and 22 have

Reock scores of 0.28 and 0.18 and Convex Hull scores of 0.60 and 0.61, respec-

tively. In addition, Districts 21 and 22 faithfully respect political and geographical

boundaries. The boundary between Districts 21 and 22 divides no municipalities.

At trial, the Romo Appellants proposed the same vertical configuration con-

tained in the enacted plan (App. 153, 157). Eric Hawkins testified that, in drawing

the Romo Trial Maps, he found the vertical orientation of Districts 21 and 22 ac-

ceptable and appropriate and borrowed them from the enacted plan (SR24: 3364-

65). Ansolabehere also testified in support of the vertical districts (T14: 1883-84).
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Appellants argue that their horizontal districts are “more” compact and “su-

perior” (Br. at 84, 85), but that is not the standard for invalidating districts. The

Constitution requires that districts be “compact”—not as compact as feasible or

practicable, see Art. III, § 20(b), Fla. Const.—and Districts 21 and 22 are compact.

This Court’s duty is thus not to select the best districts, but to decide whether the

districts adopted by the Legislature are valid. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 608.

In reality, horizontal districts are not “better.” As the trial court noted, a hor-

izontal configuration causes District 21 to be “deeply invaded” by one of District

20’s appendages (App. 202). Enacted District 21 is free from such invasions.

Appellants claim, without explanation, that a horizontal alignment breaks

fewer political boundaries (Br. at 85), but their claim is incorrect. The horizontal

configuration does not make whole any counties or municipalities that are other-

wise split. The boundary between enacted Districts 21 and 22 does not divide any

counties or municipalities; thus, rotating that boundary by 90 degrees will not di-

vide fewer counties or municipalities. Nor do horizontal districts split counties less

frequently. In either case, both districts occupy parts of Palm Beach County, and

Broward County is entered twice (by two districts in one map, and twice by one

district in the other) (id.).

Alex Kelly proposed horizontal districts in final negotiations, but neither

Kelly nor Jason Poreda believed that a vertical configuration was unconstitutional
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(T8: 954; T23: 2901). All maps that professional staff had proposed had contained

vertical districts (App. 85-152).36 As John Guthrie explained, the purpose of nego-

tiation was to reconcile differences, not to revise identical features (T21: 2701-02).

Appellants note that professional staff were “overridden” by legislators, and

thus suggest some vague impropriety (Br. at 86), but the argument mangles logic.

In essence, Appellants contend that the vertical districts that professional staff orig-

inally drew and proposed somehow became infected with impropriety when legis-

lators declined an alternative configuration that staff also drew and proposed.

Districts 21 and 22 are compact and respectful of political and geographical

boundaries. They are logical, reasonable, and constitutional. The trial court cor-

rectly concluded that Appellants failed to demonstrate a violation of Tier Two.

D. DISTRICT 25 IS CONSTITUTIONAL.

Appellants next attack the boundary between Districts 20 and 25 in Hendry

County—even though the identical boundary also appears in the Coalition Map.

Appellants’ argument exhibits a fundamental failure to comprehend the basic re-

quirements of preclearance in a State partially covered by Section 5 of the VRA.

36 The House Redistricting Committee considered one proposal that con-
tained horizontal districts: the Coalition Map. Democrats and Republicans set
aside their differences and joined forces to reject that unpopular proposal, 21 to 0
(T23:2911; Ex. CP-642 at 60-61).
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If, as Appellants suggest, the Legislature had removed District 20 from Hen-

dry County—in other words, removed a minority district from one of the five pro-

tected counties—then the Department of Justice would have denied preclearance.

Section 5 applied to five counties in Florida: Hendry, Collier, Hardee, Mon-

roe, and Hillsborough. See 28 C.F.R. pt. 51, app. Section 5 protected only minori-

ties who reside in the five covered counties. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 652-53.

If the benchmark plan afforded minorities within the covered counties the ability to

elect, Section 5 barred any diminishment in voting opportunities in those counties.

Florida learned these lessons the hard way. In 1992, Hispanics in Collier

County were coupled with Hispanics in Miami-Dade County and enjoyed the abil-

ity to elect the candidates of their choice (S.A. 23). In 2002, however, Hispanics in

Collier County were removed from the majority-Hispanic district and instead cou-

pled with largely non-Hispanic populations in Broward County (id.). The Depart-

ment of Justice denied preclearance and rejected the State’s contention that an in-

crease in the number of Hispanic districts outside of the covered counties compen-

sated for retrogression within the five covered counties (S.A. 23-24).

Here, the predecessor of District 20—Benchmark District 23—afforded Af-

rican-American voters the ability to elect their preferred candidates. Benchmark

District 23 included a portion of Hendry County. If the Legislature had removed

Hendry County African Americans from a performing district, as it had removed
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Collier County Hispanics from a performing district ten years earlier, then the De-

partment of Justice would have denied preclearance on the very same grounds.

Instead, to avoid a preclearance objection, the Legislature included in Dis-

trict 20 the same Hendry County African-American population that enjoyed the

ability to elect in Benchmark District 23. A comparison of Hendry County in the

benchmark and enacted plans illustrates that the Legislature carefully ensured

that the previously enfranchised Hendry County population remained enfranchised.

The Legislature’s preclearance application noted that Benchmark District 23

included 2,763 African-Americans of voting age, and that new District 20 contains

all of the African-American population in Hendry County that was previously in-

cluded in Benchmark District 23.37 Preclearance was granted on April 30, 2012,

barely two months before the commencement of the candidate-qualifying period,

see §§ 99.061(9), 100.031, 100.061, Fla. Stat. (2012).

These are not “unspecified Section 5 concerns” (Br. at 87). It is elementary

that minorities in a protected county cannot be drawn out of a minority district, and

the Legislature has consistently specified its position (see, e.g., R77: 10211-12).

The Coalition Map—the Coalition Appellants’ original public submission to

the Legislature—contained the same boundary in Hendry County that Appellants

37 See FLORIDA SENATE, REDISTRICTING 2012-14, Submission Memorandum
– Congress, at 9, available at http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Redistricting/Legal.
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now assail (Ex. LP-29, file: “spubc0170_map_fl.pdf”).38 Remarkably, as with Dis-

trict 21 and 22, Appellants criticize features that appear in their own proposals.

Appellants argue that removal of Hendry County from District 20 would

not have been objectionable because District 25—a Hispanic district—would have

taken its place. They claim the Legislature might have diminished the ability of

Hendry County African Americans to elect their preferred candidates because

Hendry County Hispanics would simultaneously have acquired the ability to elect.

No precedent suggests that the Department of Justice would have approved

such an exchange, or that it viewed the rights of different minority groups as fun-

gible. No precedent suggests that the Department would have precleared the ex-

change of an African-American district for a Hispanic district. When asked for

precedent, Ansolabehere identified none: “I don’t know how they would treat

38 To eliminate doubt, Appellants’ map-drawer explained that his objective
was to draw the minority district in three counties, but that, “for section 5 reasons,
one of those counties has to be Hendry” (R58: 7476 (emphasis added)). Appel-
lants’ map-drawer thus shared the Legislature’s “unspecified Section 5 concerns.”
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this particular issue,” he conceded. “I don’t know how the department would treat

this issue” (T14: 1869). Florida was not required to explore this terra incognita.

Appellants also offered no evidence at trial that Hendry County Hispanics

prefer the same candidates as Miami-Dade County Hispanics. If Hendry County

and Miami-Dade County Hispanics do not vote cohesively, then District 25 would

not afford Hendry County Hispanics the ability to elect their preferred candidates.

Florida’s Hispanic population is not monolithic (T9: 1068; T18: 2342). In

South Florida, the Hispanic population hails from various countries, including Cu-

ba, Colombia, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela (T18: 2321). Cubans in Mi-

ami-Dade County tend to prefer Republicans (T18: 2373), while Hispanics in other

areas tend to vote Democratic (T14: 1741-42). In 2010, Marco Rubio, a Cuban

Republican, received little support from Hispanic voters in some parts of the State

(T19: 2481). With its large Cuban population around Hialeah, District 25 is favor-

able to Republicans under any alternative (App. 76, 154).

Appellants offered no evidence that Hendry County Hispanics prefer the

same candidates as the Miami-Dade County Hispanics who predominate in District

25.39 It is possible that Miami-Dade County Hispanics would regularly defeat the

candidates that Hendry County Hispanics prefer. Appellants have not established

that their districts would afford any Hendry County minorities the ability to elect.

39 In Romo Trial Maps A and B, 63.7% of the population of CD25 resides
in Miami-Dade County (Ex. LP-29, file: “romomap_a_pop_countyshare.pdf”).
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Appellants argue that the Senate did not perform a functional analysis and

that the House had found sufficient a version of District 20 that included less of

Hendry County (Br. at 87). As noted, the Legislature included part of Hendry

County not to increase the district’s minority voting strength (which is what a func-

tional analysis measures), but to ensure that a discrete, protected minority commu-

nity in a covered county was not deprived of participation in a performing district.

The House considered the earlier preclearance objection and agreed that District 20

should include the entire Hendry County community that, under the prior plan, had

participated in electing its preferred candidate (T7: 784; T9: 1095-97; T20: 2599).

Even a partial removal of the performing district from Hendry County

would have hazarded a denial of preclearance. In the benchmark, 2,763 protected,

voting-age African-Americans resided in the performing district (Ex. LP-27, file:

“fl2002_con_pop_countyshare.pdf”). If the Legislature had reduced that number

to, say, ten or twenty, federal authorities would have treated the new district as a

sham. The Legislature was not required to march down a perilous, slippery

slope—especially because Hendry County would have been divided all the same.

The preclearance process, of course, was still in effect when the Legislature enact-

ed new congressional districts in 2012.
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Thus, as professional staff testified and the preclearance application exhib-

its, compliance with Section 5 prompted the Legislature to draw the boundary in

Hendry County between Districts 20 and 25 (T7: 784; T9: 1095-97; T20: 2597-99).

Enacted District 25 is compact. The fact that a more compact district might

be drawn does not invalidate a compact district. And, contrary to Appellants’ as-

sertions, the trial court did not find and excuse “de minimis” violations (Br. at 88).

It merely observed that the differences in the enacted and alternative maps were

de minimis—not that it found violations but deemed them de minimis (App. 203).

Appellants note ominously that “subtle shifts” lead to gerrymanders (Br. at

89). But they do not explain what partisan purpose could possibly have been grati-

fied by a boundary in Hendry County, and the trial court found that Appellants had

not shown improper intent (App. 203). In fact, in Appellants’ maps, District 25 is

more favorable to Republicans than in the enacted plan (App. 76-77, 154-55, 158-

69). Vague insinuations of impropriety are no substitute for facts and evidence.

E. DISTRICTS 26 AND 27 ARE CONSTITUTIONAL.

Finally, Appellants complain that the boundary between Districts 26 and 27

divides Homestead (Br. at 89). Appellants failed to establish, however, that it was

possible to preserve Homestead and not diminish the ability of Hispanics in Dis-

trict 26—a historically performing district—to elect the candidates of their choice.
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The trial court credited the expert opinion of Dario Moreno, a professor of

political science at Florida International University, who has studied Hispanic po-

litical behavior since 1988 (App. 203). Professor Moreno concluded that Appel-

lants’ Alternative District 26, which keeps Homestead whole, would diminish the

ability of Hispanics to elect their preferred candidates (T18: 2316).

Professor Moreno explained that Hispanics in South Florida are ethnically

and politically diverse (T18: 2320-21) and exhibit vastly different rates of political

participation. Turnout varies dramatically between Hispanic groups, between pri-

mary and general elections, and between presidential and non-presidential elec-

tions (T18: 2323, 2325). Turnout among Cuban Americans far exceeds turnout

among other Hispanic groups (T18: 2323). In addition, Census population counts

include non-citizens who are ineligible to vote, while voter registration rates do not

(T18: 2325). Thus, sole reliance on population data can mislead. If not construct-

ed with care, a district with 60 or 65% HVAP might not perform (T18: 2341-42).

As Professor Moreno explained, Alternative CD26 votes Democratic in gen-

eral elections (T18: 2332). In Alternative CD26, President Obama received 55.2%

of the vote in 2008 and 58.6% of the vote in 2012 (T18: 2332; App. 154). Critical-

ly, however, only 38.9% of the district’s registered Democrats were Hispanic in

2010 (T18: 2332-33; App. 155), suggesting high rates of non-citizenship. Hispanic

turnout in the Democratic primary was even lower. Hispanics comprised only
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19.3% of the Democratic primary electorate in 2010 (App. 155), suggesting ex-

tremely low rates of participation among Hispanics registered to vote. Thus, while

the district is heavily Democratic, Hispanics hold little sway within the party.

Professor Moreno explained that, compared to the enacted plan, Romo Trial

Map A removed from District 26 politically active Hispanics in Westchester (T18:

2331) and added to District 26 the largely non-Hispanic municipalities of Pine-

crest, Palmetto Bay, and Cutler Bay (T18: 2328-30). Professor Moreno noted that

State House District 113 has a similar demographic profile, with a high Hispanic

VAP but low rates of Hispanic participation, and that no serious Hispanic candi-

date ran for that district (T18: 2336).

The Legislature understood these challenges. Alex Kelly testified that, giv-

en the differences in voting and registration among Hispanic groups, special care

must be taken in drawing Hispanic districts to assess a candidate’s path to nomina-

tion and election (T9: 1068-69). He recognized that it was “very possible” to draw

a non-performing district with a 60 or 65% HVAP in which non-Hispanic voters

control the primary election of the district’s predominant political party (T9: 1069).

The House performed a functional analysis (T9: 1065; T24: 2996).40 Dis-

tricts 26 and 27 were virtually unchanged from the first maps its professional staff

40 Appellants complain that the House staff performed functional analyses
“in their heads” (Br. at 14), but a functional analysis does not require higher math-
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prepared (App. 97-152). Twice, House staff tried to unite Homestead in one dis-

trict but found that the changes would affect the ability of Hispanics to elect their

preferred candidates (T24: 2911-12). The Senate agreed to the House’s configura-

tion of these districts (T21: 2706-07). Enacted District 26 is a competitive district

that enables Hispanic voters to coalesce around a Hispanic candidate of either po-

litical party (App. 76-77). No party contends that it diminishes the ability to elect.

Ansolabehere provided little support for his conclusion that Alternative

CD26 would not diminish Hispanic voting strength. He stated in conclusory fash-

ion that District 26 would be “overwhelmingly majority Hispanic” (T14: 1761).

This Court has explained, however, that the ability to elect “depends upon

more than just population figures.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 625. The Court

has required a functional analysis, which includes consideration of primary elec-

tions. See, e.g., id. at 667-68. Ansolabehere provided no such analysis. He never

explained how Hispanics, with less than one-fifth of the Democratic primary elec-

torate in a Democratic district, can successfully elect their preferred candidates.

The trial court credited Professor Moreno’s testimony, but not Ansolabehere’s.

For the first time in this litigation, Appellants advocate the Senate’s earlier

drafts of Districts 26 and 27, which did not split Homestead (Br. at 89). The Sen-

ate’s earlier drafts of District 27 were not visually compact, extending in a U-shape

ematics. House staff explained in detail how they performed functional analyses
(T8: 929-32, 973-74, 978-80; T9: 1065; T10: 1148-50; T23: 2884; T24: 2996-97).
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down the east and west coasts of Florida (id.; App. 93).41 The Senate readily

agreed to the House’s draft, recognizing that the U-shaped district “looks weird”

(T21: 2706-07). If the Legislature had adopted the U-shaped district, Appellants

would simply wield a different sword and argue that District 27 is non-compact.

Appellants contend that their configuration “improves” compactness (Br. at

89), but Districts 26 and 27 are compact. A compact district is not invalid because

its compactness can be improved. District 26’s compactness scores are low in all

plans because it includes the Florida Keys. See Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 635.

Appellants attribute the split of Homestead to the operatives, who supposed-

ly considered that split to be a grand achievement (Br. at 90). But Appellants did

not make this contention below (SR24: 4099-4103), and it should not be heard

for the first time on appeal, see W. Fla. Reg’l Med. Ctr., Inc. v. See, 79 So. 3d 1, 13

(Fla. 2012) (refusing to consider an argument made for the first time in this Court).

No evidence showed that the operatives attached any significance to a split

of Homestead. The split was not a “feature” of their communications (Br. at 93);

in fact, it was not even mentioned. The claim that the supposed implications of the

split were “well known” to the operatives is literary license unsupported by facts.

41 District 27 was designated District 18 in Plan S014C9014.
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The Posada maps split Homestead, but the Posada maps split most of Flori-

da’s municipalities—206 of 410.42 Appellants, therefore, again rely on a complete-

ly unremarkable “similarity” to establish a pretended collusion with the operatives.

Appellants’ maps also split some of the same cities as the Posada maps. The

Posada maps split Hallandale Beach and Port Saint Lucie; so does Romo Trial Map

A (App. 156). The Posada maps split Ocoee and Apopka; so does Coalition Re-

medial Map B (S.A. 12). The Coalition’s original public submission eerily split 26

municipalities that were also split in the Posada maps.43 Despite such “similari-

ties,” Appellants did not conspire with the operatives. Neither did the Legislature.

Appellants cite a single email chain in which the operatives discussed Dis-

trict 26 among themselves (Br. at 90). But the Legislature was not privy to these

communications. And Appellants’ suggestion that the Legislature “fixed” District

26 in response to the operatives’ concerns is a fabrication (id. at 91). Appellants

offered no evidence that the Legislature ever coordinated with the operatives

with respect to District 26, or that the Legislature ever attempted to “fix” anything.

42 See FLORIDA SENATE, REDISTRICTING 2012-14, SUBMITTED PLANS, availa-
ble at http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Redistricting/Plan/HPUBC0132. Select
“View Map With District Explorer” and then “Cities.”

43 See FLORIDA SENATE, REDISTRICTING 2012-14, SUBMITTED PLANS, availa-
ble at http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Redistricting/Plan/HPUBC0170. Select
“View Map With District Explorer” and then “Cities.”
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Appellants claim that the division of Homestead was among the “highly par-

tisan decisions made in the late January 2012” meeting to negotiate the final map

(Br. at 93). This claim is also false. Homestead was split in every one of the initial

proposals prepared by professional staff and published by the House on December

6, 2011 (T9: 1065; T23: 2911-12). Professional staff in the House made almost no

change to this area during the entire redistricting process (App. 97-152). The deci-

sion in January was simply to adopt the House’s version, rather than the Senate’s.

The maps refute Appellants’ new theory. District 26 looks nothing like the

Posada districts. They even split Homestead in entirely different ways (Br. at 90).

Appellants argue that enacted District 26 is more favorable to Republicans

than their alternative, but the Constitution “prohibits intent, not effect.” Appor-

tionment I, 83 So. 3d at 617. And, in reality, in the enacted plan, Districts 26 and
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27 are extremely competitive, while District 25 leans Republican.44 In Romo Trial

Map A, District 26 is a safe Democratic seat, District 27 leans Republican, while

District 25 is a safe Republican seat (App. 154-55). As with District 5, where Ap-

pellants’ reconfiguration would destroy two competitive seats (Districts 2 and 10),

their reconfiguration of South Florida would destroy two competitive seats.

The trial court correctly rejected Appellants’ claims (App. 203), and compe-

tent, substantial evidence supports its determination. The court did not confine its

search to “drastic” second-tier violations (Br. at 91-92). It did not find violations

but excuse them as de minimis. Rather, the court found no violations (App. 203).

Finally, Appellants mischaracterize Professor Moreno’s testimony, claiming

that he found only a “possibility” of diminishment, and that his opinion was found-

ed “primarily” on candidate-recruitment concerns (Br. at 82). Because these objec-

tions were not raised below, they should not be considered here for the first time.

See Anderson v. State, 863 So. 2d 169, 180-81 (Fla. 2003) (refusing to consider

contention that expert opinion was speculative when raised for the first time on ap-

peal); Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. McAfoos, 303 So. 2d 336, 337 (Fla. 3d DCA 1974).

44 (S.A. 2-3). The competitiveness of District 26 is punctuated by its recent
history. In 2012, a Democrat defeated a Republican incumbent; in 2014, a Repub-
lican defeated the Democratic incumbent. And Professor Moreno opined that,
once incumbent Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen vacates District 27, a candidate of either
party can be successful in that district (T18: 2338).
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Regardless, neither assertion is accurate. Professor Moreno testified that Al-

ternative CD26 renders it less likely that Hispanics will be able to elect their pre-

ferred candidates (T18: 2316, 2361), which reflects the non-diminishment stand-

ard. See Ala. Legislative Black Caucus, 989 F. Supp. 2d at 1309 (asking whether

the minority-preferred candidate is equally likely to win in the new district). And

his opinions were not founded primarily on concerns about candidate-recruitment.

The “primary factor” in his analysis was minimal Hispanic influence over the

Democratic primary in a Democratic district (T18: 2361; see also T18: 2331-33).

Professor Moreno’s testimony was not, therefore, founded on anecdote and

speculation, but on statistics and experience in the analysis of political behavior.

Ansolabehere’s testimony, which infers future voting behavior from mere popula-

tion figures, was speculative, and the trial court correctly discounted it.

V. THIS COURT SHOULD NOT CONSIDER APPELLANTS’ ALTERNATIVE MAPS.

Both at trial and at the summary-judgment stage, Appellants submitted to

the trial court alternative maps drawn by partisan operatives and political consult-

ants in Washington. Appellants now present to this Court three new alternative

maps, but have not disclosed any facts about their origins. Wisely, the trial court

placed no reliance on Appellants’ alternative maps, and neither should this Court.

Appellants seem entirely untroubled by their own willing embrace of maps

drawn by partisan operatives. They seem to believe that the origins of a map mat-
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ter when Republican operatives find third parties to submit them to the Legisla-

ture—but not when Democratic operatives find third parties to submit them to the

Judiciary. This Court would do well to give no weight to Appellants’ alternatives.

A. APPELLANTS’ SUMMARY-JUDGMENT MAPS WERE DRAWN BY

PARTISAN OPERATIVES AND POLITICAL CONSULTANTS.

Appellants presented themselves below as the champions of non-partisan re-

districting, but their façade crumbled quickly. Well before they presented Romo

Trial Maps A and B, which were drawn by operatives, see supra Part IV.A.3.c,

Appellants submitted professedly non-partisan alternative maps to the trial court in

support of their motions for summary judgment. But hard-fought discovery re-

vealed that these maps were drawn by partisan operatives and political consultants.

1. The Romo Map Was Drawn by Democratic Opera-
tives and Political Consultants.

The Romo Map was drawn by Eric Hawkins of NCEC at the direction of the

Florida Democratic Party and then the DCCC and the Democratic Trust. NCEC is

a Democratic consulting firm based in Washington, D.C. See supra Part IV.A.3.c.

Work began in January 2012, while the Legislature pondered redistricting.

Hawkins provided a draft to Scott Arceneaux, executive director of the Florida

Democratic Party. Hawkins noted unabashedly that the “plan is an attempt to

strike a balance between a clean map and one that is far more favorable to Demo-

crats” (R57: 7328).
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Hawkins and Mark Gersh, then President of NCEC (R59: 7589), highlighted

several districts for Arceneaux. One was District 25, then represented by Rep. Da-

vid Rivera. Arceneaux directed NCEC to draw the district ensure Rivera’s defeat,

and NCEC complied (R57: 7326; R59: 7616, 7599). Hawkins explained: “The

25th district remains a majority Hispanic district but has been constructed to fa-

vor a Democratic candidate with a 53.1% Democratic Performance” (R57: 7329).

Hawkins also drew one of Florida’s two “new” districts as a “solidly Repub-

lican” district that “pulls in as many Republican areas as possible to make the 26th

district and the far more marginal 8th district possible” (R57: 7329). NCEC packed

Republicans to enhance Democratic strength in two other districts (R59: 7600).

At the same time, Hawkins tried to create a more Democratic District 24,

which was then represented by Rep. Sandy Adams: “there is an alternate configu-

ration of FL24 that I’m working on now which would make it more competitive”;

the district “doesn’t look as clean but makes the 24th more marginal” (R57: 7323).

Rod Smith, Chairman of the Florida Democratic Party, was not satisfied.

The map was not “as favorable to Democrats as he had hoped” (R59: 7570-71; ac-

cord R59: 7569, 7582-83). Arceneaux directed Hawkins to make four changes: “I

think with the slight changes we are making we will get a good map” (R57: 7333).

One change was to add Bradenton to District 13, then represented by Rep.

Vern Buchanan. Arceneaux explained that “we have a good candidate down there”
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(id.; accord R57: 7328; R59: 7617-19). Hawkins testified that he added Bradenton

and thus united Democratic communities, making District 13 more favorable to

Democrats (R59: 7568, 7580-81). Another change was directed against Rep. Tom

Rooney, who represented District 16. Arceneaux wrote to Hawkins that District 16

“is a top DCCC target” (R57: 7333). Thus, the DCCC had identified District 16 as

one in which a Democrat might defeat an incumbent Republican. Arceneaux di-

rected Hawkins to increase the district’s Democratic performance (id.). Arceneaux

later admitted that his instruction flatly violated the Constitution (R59: 7622-23).45

On January 5, Arceneaux forwarded the map to Sen. Nan Rich (R57: 7328),

who filed the map as an amendment in committee, see Fla. S. Comm. on Reapp.,

Amendment 646136 (2012). Sen. Rich withdrew it two days later, explaining that

the map did not provide “the best reflection of the requirements of the Voting

Rights Act, the Constitution and the will of the people of Florida” (CP-638 at 34).

NCEC made further revisions to placate two dissatisfied members of Con-

gress (R57: 7341). Rep. Wasserman-Schultz and Rep. Ted Deutch insisted on re-

visions to restore portions of their actual districts to those drawn by NCEC (R59:

7634-35). Reps. Wasserman-Schultz and Deutch approved the revised plan (R59:

45 Throughout the map-drawing process, participants paid close attention to
political-performance data. As Arceneaux testified, the political performance of
each district “would be information we would want to know” (R59: 7621). Ac-
cording to Hawkins, the Democratic Party was “interested in having an increased
Democratic performance in some places” (R59: 7557). Thus, emails among the
participants are replete with references to political performance (R57: 7323-7433).
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7639-40). The revised map was not offered in the Legislature, and the Florida

Democratic Party recruited the Romo Appellants to file this action (R59: 7624-25).

On March 20, 2012, days before the Romo Appellants moved for summary

judgment, Brian Smoot, the director of the Democratic Trust, emailed NCEC to re-

quest a map for this litigation (R57: 7360). The participants elected to use the map

drawn for Sen. Rich, as revised (R57: 7359; R59: 7638-40). The Florida Demo-

cratic Party, the Democratic Trust, and the DCCC participated in making final re-

visions before the map was submitted to the trial court (R59: 7638-40, 7666).

Attorneys recommended improved compactness: “I know the difficulty of

moving lines and still maintaining Dem performance and equal population, so I re-

ally appreciate your fast work on this” (R57: 7363-64). Arceneaux also rebuffed

the suggestion: “We don’t want to mess with gains elsewhere for the sake of com-

pactness or what is the point” (R57: 7366). Arceneaux meant “Democratic gains”

(R59: 7654-55). NCEC explained that “[a]chieving a further level of compact-

ness will require time and will introduce additional political issues” (R57: 7363).

For example, the compactness of District 13 might have been enhanced by remov-

ing Bradenton (id.). To remove Bradenton would, however, have been “a detri-

ment to Democratic Performance and cancel[ed] one of the goals of the Democrat-

ic map” (id). When asked which “goals” the change would have canceled, Arce-

neaux explained that the district would have become less Democratic (R59: 7651).
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The final map made little change to that filed by Sen. Rich. In 13 of 27 dis-

tricts, more than 99% of the population was identical; in six others, more than 90%

was identical (R57: 7435-37). Little change was made to the targeted districts

(id.). Reps. Wasserman-Schultz and Deutch were consulted (R59: 7658-61), as

was Rep. Wasserman-Schultz’s campaign manager (R57: 7420-21). Rep. Deutch

approved detailed maps (R57: 7363, 7365, 7394, 7416; R59: 7553, 7584-85, 7657).

Attorneys emailed the DCCC and the Democratic Trust to request their ap-

proval: “You all have the political data Eric [Hawkins] sent. Do we want to move

forward with this?” (R57: 7385). Kelly Ward, the director of the DCCC, com-

mented that the final product “seems like a better map for us overall” (R57: 7385).

The Democratic Trust approved, as did the Florida Democratic Party (R57: 7391).

On March 26, 2012, the Romo Appellants submitted the Romo Map to the

trial court in support of their motion for summary judgment (R8: 1047-88). They

did not disclose the efforts made to construct Democratic districts. Ansolabehere

testified that the Romo Map “complies with the stipulations of the Florida Consti-

tution concerning race, party, and incumbency . . .” (R9: 1175). He compared the

Romo Map to the enacted plan and, concluding that their partisan compositions

differed, inferred that the enacted plan was politically motivated (R9: 1159-60).
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2. The Coalition Map Was Drawn by Democratic Politi-
cal Consultants.

The Coalition Map was drawn by Strategic Telemetry in Washington, D.C.,

at the direction of a “committee” that included FairDistricts, Now (“FairDistricts”)

and Democratic political consulting firm Hamilton Campaigns (R60: 7711-12).

Strategic Telemetry is a “Democratic firm” (R60: 7870). It specializes in

microtargeting, which enables political campaigns to assess the likelihood that par-

ticular voters will turn out and support particular candidates (R59: 7702-04; R60:

7815). In 2008, it provided microtargeting to the presidential campaign of then-

Sen. Obama (R59: 7705, 7707; R60: 7815). Its clients have included the DNC, the

DCCC, and the Florida Democratic Party (R59: 7706-09; R60: 7820-22, 7849-50).

Hamilton Campaigns is the oldest partisan political consulting firm in the

country (R60: 7926-31). Since 1964, it has served as a political consultant to the

Florida Democratic Party (R60: 7932). From July 2007 and June 2013, the Flori-

da Democratic Party paid Hamilton Campaigns nearly $1.7 million (R60: 7933).

Brad Wieneke, then a consultant to Strategic Telemetry, was the map-drawer

(R59: 7701-02, 7710). The aim was to produce a map that “created an equal num-

ber of seats for each party” (R59: 7720), even though, as Hamilton Campaigns rec-

ognized, urban and minority concentrations place Democrats into fewer districts

(R61: 7939-45). While it was unknown how many Democratic seats could be cre-
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ated, “the goal was to get as close to 50 percent as possible” (R60: 7765-66). The

“only real target number was getting 11, 12, 13 Democratic seats” (R60: 7765).

Before the drawing began, Ellen Freidin of FairDistricts emailed Wieneke:

“Are you clear on what principles you will use when preparing the draft?” (R57:

7450). From his “notes,” Wieneke outlined his “mapping principles” (R59: 7448-

50). Under the heading “Do not Favor Disfavor Party or Incumbent,” he wrote:

OK, generally we want a map that looks like it is doing this, but Dem-
ocrats currently have 6 of 25 seats and all 6 of those seats are minority
majority or minority coalition seats. Underlying goal is to increase
the number of safe Democratic seats and the number of competitive
seats.

(R57: 7449). “Also, probably best if we preserve Debbie Wasserman’s Seat 20.”

Hours later, Wieneke emailed Andrew Dreschler, vice president of Strategic

Telemetry, that Freidin “had a mini freak out over this email” and “didn’t want our

actual principles in writing” (id.; R59: 7710; R60: 7814). Wieneke found Freidin’s

reaction “odd” because, in his view, their communications were “covered by privi-

lege,” and the notion that their communications would be discoverable was “a bit

of a fantasy” (R57: 7449). He concluded: “If you want me to write out my princi-

ples to have a discussion with, but you don’t want my actual principles, you should
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probably call me to tell me what you actually want” (id.). Wieneke then circulated

a second email, deleting the statements quoted above (R59: 7446-47).46

Four days later, Wieneke hosted two meetings with the drawing committee

(R57: 7461-64) and emailed Dreschler a task list that arose from the meetings:

 “move CD 11 entirely within Hillsborogouh (sic) taking in Dem
friendly areas (even though it will reduce minority populations).”

 “see if we can carve a dem friendly Pinellas county.”

 “See if we can get a toss up out of CD2/Leon/Panhandle.”

 “See if there is enough dem population for a district in Dayto-
na/Volusia.”

 “Sarasota has been moving Dem, see what we can carve there.”

 “If we don’t do Jacksonville/Gainesville, see what Gainesville will
support on its own.”

(R57: 7465; R60: 7742-45).

The instruction to “get a toss up out of CD2/Leon/Panhandle” referred to an

attempt to make District 2, then represented by a Republican, “more Democratic”

(R60: 7751-52). In Wieneke’s words, “people were just hoping to get a competi-

tive seat” (R60: 7752). Later, when the map was drawn, Wieneke noted: “We be-

lieve we strengthened [District 2] to a ‘leans democratic district’” (R58: 7504-05).

46 Wieneke testified that Friedin had called him and said, “I’m upset that you
wrote this down. We need to fix this” (R60: 7740-41). According to Wieneke,
Friedin indicated that Wieneke’s principles were different from “what she had in
mind or different [from] what she wanted [him] to write down” (R59: 7734-35).
Friedin testified that his email did not reflect FairDistricts’ principles (R60: 7792).
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The instruction to create a Democratic district in Volusia County was fol-

lowed by another instruction to “try within reason to adjust [District] 24 [in Volu-

sia County] to be as strongly dem as possible” (R57: 7471; accord R60: 7845-46).

The instruction to “carve” a Democratic seat in Sarasota pursued the “overall in-

tention . . . to create a statewide map that had roughly 50/50 representation” (R60:

7752-53). “[B]y some counts, we were at 11 seats, by some counts we were at 13

seats. So we were looking to get a seat that might potentially be a future Demo-

cratic seat to even up that number” (id.). Wieneke’s instruction as to Gainesville

was to assess whether Gainesville would support a Democratic seat (R60: 7888).

Strategic Telemetry analyzed the political performance of different regions

(R60: 7832, 7856) and drew some districts as Democratic seats and others as Re-

publican seats (R60: 7854-56, 7859). It used political data “throughout the pro-

cess” to further its “objective of creating balanced maps” (R60: 7836-38, 7860-63).

The drawing committee participated in person and through dozens of inter-

active online sessions (R59: 7713-14; R60: 7861, 7864). Strategic Telemetry fur-

nished political data that classified districts as “safe Republican,” “leans Republi-

can,” “safe Democratic,” and “leans Democratic” (R60: 7763-64, 7860-61). As

districts were drawn, the committee discussed partisan performance (R60: 7764-

65). The committee “cared about the total leans Democratic, safe Democratic, and

total. They cared about the total Democratic seats. They cared about the total Re-
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publican seats” (R60: 7765). They directed map-drawers to make “lots” of chang-

es in response to the districts’ changing political performance (R60: 7860-63).47

Strategic Telemetry manipulated the political composition of Hispanic dis-

tricts in South Florida. It purposefully created one “safe Republican seat” and

“one safe Democratic seat,” while a third Hispanic district “was more of a toss-up”

(R60: 7747-49). To this end, Strategic Telemetry used data provided by Hamilton

Campaigns (R60: 7748-50; R61: 7946-47). The data enabled Strategic Telemetry

to identify precincts that voted or trended Democratic and contained heavy concen-

trations of non-Cuban Hispanics (R57: 7466; R60: 7746, 7937-38; R61: 7948-49).

It then excluded these precincts from its safe Republican seat and assigned them

to the two districts foreordained as Democratic and toss-up seats (R60: 7748-50).

As the map-drawing continued, so did the search for Democratic seats. On

October 31, O’Neill wrote to Dreschler: “Right now just trying to generally figure

out where we can pick up seats” (R57: 7468). Dreschler understood this statement

47 To construct Democratic districts, Strategic Telemetry distributed Demo-
crats strategically to enhance the Democratic performance (R60: 7767-68). “Our
intention was kind of across the board in African-American districts to lower the
number of African-Americans and certainly to lower the number of Democrats in
these districts and kind of in surrounding areas to create what we would call influ-
ence districts” (R59: 7714). This served to “spread out the Democratic vote” (R59:
7715-16). Even after Strategic Telemetry removed minorities from minority dis-
tricts, those districts were “sucking up” large numbers of Democratic voters that
could not be redistributed (R60: 7769). The objective, however, was to increase
the number of Democratic districts to “something closer to 50/50” (R60: 7833).
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to refer to Democratic seats (R60: 7843), and conceded at his deposition that an ef-

fort to “pick up” Democratic seats is inconsistent with Amendment 6 (R60: 7844).

On December 27, Wieneke wrote of a conversation with Freidin: “They

want to scoop as many Jews out of Tamarac and Sunrise as they can” (R58: 7484).

Freidin had directed Wieneke to remove Jewish voters from District 23, an Afri-

can-American district, and place them in Districts 19 and 20, which were repre-

sented by Reps. Deutch and Wasserman-Schultz (id.). Areas of Sunrise that were

not Republican (“purple/blue”) were to be moved into District 20 (id.; R60: 7866).

Wieneke was “not a fan of these moves” (R60: 7760-62). The changes

made an existing, claw-like extension of District 23 “skinnier” and breached some

municipal boundaries (R58: 7484). Wieneke believed that the objective was to

bring “better Dems” into Districts 19 and 20 (R60: 7762). At her deposition, Frei-

din stated that her intent was to protect communities of interest (R60: 7800-03).48

Dreschler analyzed the final maps in response to an inquiry from Freidin:

48 Map-drawers used first-person pronouns such as “we,” “us,” and “our” to
refer to the Democratic Party. For example, Wieneke wrote that certain precincts
in South Florida “either vote Dem or are moving our way” (R57: 7466). Else-
where, he referred to districts that lean Republican but “will trend our way” (R58:
7485). He suggested that Beattie “tag the districts that are going to trend for us and
against us” and opined that “all three of our maps should grow in our favor” (R58:
7489). And Dreschler wrote to Friedin that in certain races “we will still need a
strong candidate but the amount of money needed to win will be significantly less”
(R58: 7506). In each case, the first-person pronoun signified the Democratic Party
(R60: 7754, 7841-42, 7869, 7874-75, 7885; R61: 7950-51). Dreschler did not find
the vernacular unusual “because we’re a democratic firm” that sometimes refers to
Democrats as “we,” “us,” and “our”—and to Republicans as “them” (R60: 7870).
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On the house, we have 5 safer Dems. On the Senate, we have l safer
Dem, in Congress, we have 2 safer Dems. These 8 races, we will still
need a strong candidate but the amount of money needed to win will
be significantly less.

(R58: 7506). At their depositions, neither Dreschler nor Freidin remembered the

purpose of this partisan analysis (R60: 7805, 7884-85).

On March 26, 2012, the Coalition Appellants filed the Coalition Map in the

trial court. They did not disclose that districts were drawn to achieve political re-

sults. Rather, the Coalition Appellants argued that their map “achieves all of Flor-

ida’s constitutional criteria” and that the “Court is therefore required to impute im-

proper intent to the Legislature” (R9: 1107). They also invited the court to adopt

their map: “given the shortage of time, the Court can and should adopt a lawful

map in the record or draw its own map as part of the remedial phase” (R13: 1730).

B. APPELLANTS HAVE NOT DISCLOSED ANY FACTS ABOUT THE

ORIGINS OF THEIR ALTERNATIVE REMEDIAL MAPS.

Appellants hired partisan operatives and political consultants to draw their

earlier maps. To this day, Appellants have not identified the authors of the three

alternative remedial maps proffered to this Court. The integrity of this appeal is

implicated if the alternative maps offered to this Court’s consideration—like those

offered to the trial court—were drawn by undisclosed operatives and consultants.

Rather than contradict these facts, Appellants dismiss them as irrelevant and

accuse the Legislative Parties of an effort to intimidate them and distract the trial
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court. But the participation of operatives and consultants in the preparation of the

districts that Appellants ask this Court to impose on the State is no sideshow. It is

centrally important to the integrity of this proceeding. As this Court explained:

This Court has, for years, held that a search for truth and justice, as
our court system and our constitution demand, can be accomplished
only when all relevant facts are before the judicial tribunal. Those
relevant facts, this Court has explained, should be the determining fac-
tor rather than gamesmanship, surprise, or superior trial tactics.

Bainter v. League of Women Voters of Fla., 39 Fla. L. Weekly S689a (Fla. Nov.

13, 2014). A litigant that invites judicial reliance on an alternative map has a sol-

emn responsibility to place before the court all facts relevant to its assessment.

The political manipulation of an alternative map is relevant to the validity

of the inferences drawn from it. If an alternative map is politically manipulated,

then it cannot serve as a proper baseline against which the compare the political

performance of the enacted plan. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 678 (noting that

the alternative plan “does not appear to purposefully draw Democratic districts”).

To propose to any court a map drawn by partisans, without even a note of

caution in the interest of full disclosure, falls short of basic standards of candor and

forthrightness. And reliance on maps drawn, financed, and approved by a national

political-party establishment—such as the Romo Trial Maps—would be a lasting

embarrassment to the State. This Court should refuse to rely on Appellants’ maps.
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VI. AMICI CURIAE HAVE NO STANDING TO CHALLENGE DISTRICT 9.

This Court should disregard amici curiae’s criticisms of District 9 in the

Remedial Plan. District 9 was not challenged below (T4: 499-501; R77: 10072-

10125), and amici have no standing to argue matters not raised by the parties. Mi-

chels v. Orange County Fire/Rescue, 819 So. 2d 158, 159-60 (Fla. 1st DCA 2002).

Challenges raised for the first time in an amicus brief after a trial and after a

remedial special session are untimely. Amici did not appear below to defend Dis-

trict 9 as originally drawn or to contest District 9 as redrawn. There is accordingly

no evidence in the record to support amici’s assertions, and indeed amici cite none.

The trial court held that Tier One does not protect District 9 (App. 197), and

no party argued otherwise. The vote-dilution standard can compel the creation of

majority-minority districts, but not those in which multiple minority groups must

unite in order to attain a majority. Perry v. Perez, 132 S. Ct. 934, 944 (2012) (find-

ing no justification for a coalition district and citing Bartlett’s discussion of Sec-

tion 2’s inapplicability to crossover districts); Texas v. United States, 887 F. Supp.

2d 133, 149 (D.D.C. 2012), vacated on other grounds, 133 S. Ct. 2885 (2013).

Likewise, the non-diminishment standard does not apply to District 9 be-

cause there was no “historically performing minority district” in the benchmark.

Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 625. Because there was no performing minority dis-

trict in the benchmark, there was no district that could have been protected from
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diminishment. For diminishment purposes, the benchmark remains the plan enact-

ed in 2002—the “last legally enforceable redistricting plan.” Guidance Concern-

ing Redistricting Under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, 76 Fed. Reg. at 7470.

At the least, amici’s brief illustrates the intractably difficult decisions that

confront the Legislature in redistricting, and the naïveté of Appellants’ position,

which imputes all disagreements to improper intent. It also illustrates the contin-

ued importance of minority protection, which the voters elevated to the first tier.

VII. IF ANY FURTHER REMEDY IS REQUIRED, THE LEGISLATURE—NOT THE

JUDICIARY—SHOULD PROVIDE IT.

The trial court’s order upholding the Remedial Plan is correct. If a remedy

were necessary, however—and it is not—then the authority and responsibility to

afford it reside in the Legislature. The Court should reject Appellants’ invitation to

usurp the constitutional authority of a co-equal branch of government.

In this country, the power to pass laws has for centuries been committed to

legislative bodies elected by the people. Redistricting is no exception. Congres-

sional redistricting plans are statutes. See § 8.0002, Fla. Stat. (2014) (codifying

districts). The power to adopt and amend redistricting legislation is delegated to

state legislatures by the United States Constitution, see Art. I, § 4, cl. 1, U.S.

Const.; LULAC v. Perry, 548 U.S. 399, 414 (2006) (plurality opinion), and is well

within the Florida Constitution’s commitment of legislative power to the Legisla-
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ture, see Art. III, § 1, Fla. Const. State legislatures may alter electoral districts

even in the middle of the decade. See LULAC, 548 U.S. at 415 (plurality opinion).

Rather than seize the occasion to draw new districts, courts “make every ef-

fort not to pre-empt” the redistricting responsibilities of legislatures. Wise v. Lip-

scomb, 437 U.S. 535, 539 (1978). “As the Constitution vests redistricting respon-

sibilities foremost in the legislatures of the States and in Congress, a lawful, legis-

latively enacted plan should be preferable to one drawn by the courts.” LULAC,

548 U.S. at 416 (plurality opinion). Thus, a reviewing court must afford the legis-

lature a reasonable opportunity to adopt a remedy. Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533,

586 (1964). A court will impose a remedy only when insufficient time remains for

legislative action, see In re Legislative Districting of State, 805 A.2d 292, 298

(Md. 2012); Stephenson v. Bartlett, 562 S.E.2d 377, 398 (N.C. 2002), and only to

ensure that the absence of districts does not defeat the constitutional right to vote.

These principles have particular force in this State, where the Constitution

contains an express admonition that no “person belonging to one branch shall ex-

ercise any powers appertaining to either of the other branches unless expressly

provided herein.” Art. II, § 3, Fla. Const. This Court has wisely “applied a strict

separation of powers doctrine.” Bush v. Schiavo, 885 So. 2d 321, 329 (Fla. 2004).

Appellants cite no support for their contention that a court, absent an immi-

nent election coupled with legislative inaction, may assume legislative power and
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ordain new congressional districts. Appellants cite no case in which a court took

affirmative steps to prevent a legislature from enacting remedial legislation, wrest-

ing that power from a legislature that is ready and willing to act, or held that a leg-

islature is too ill-intentioned to be trusted to exercise its constitutional authority.

In Appellants’ leading case—People ex rel. Salazar v. Davidson, 79 P.3d

1221, 1231-32 (Colo. 2003)—the state constitution prohibited the legislature from

adopting a redistricting plan after a prescribed period. The Florida Constitution

contains no similar provision. In In re 2008 Apportionment of State Senate & U.S.

Congressional Districts, 827 A.2d 844 (Me. 2003), legislative gridlock prevented

the adoption of new districts. In Alexander v. Taylor, 51 P.3d 1204 (Okla. 2002),

the legislature had failed to redistrict a short time before candidate qualifying.

In addition to these principles of judicial restraint, which courts throughout

the country recognize, the Elections Clause of the United States Constitution pre-

cludes the adoption of a congressional redistricting plan by a state court. The Elec-

tions Clause is an express and exclusive grant of federal authority to state legisla-

tures to regulate federal elections. See Art. I, § 4, cl. 1, U.S. Const. Accordingly,

in Smith v. Clark, 189 F. Supp. 2d 548, 558 (S.D. Miss. 2002), a federal court in-

validated a redistricting plan adopted by a state court under the Elections Clause.

Because the state court was not a legislature and did not exercise legislative author-

ity delegated by a legislative act, it had no authority under the Elections Clause to
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impose a redistricting plan and thus regulate the manner of electing members of

Congress. Appellants contend that the Supreme Court disapproved Smith, but it

did not. It affirmed the trial court on another ground and therefore had “no occa-

sion to address” the Elections Clause. Branch v. Smith, 538 U.S. 254, 265 (2003).

This Court correctly rejected similar demands in Apportionment I. It refused

to bless the challengers’ alternative maps or otherwise dictate the content of reme-

dial legislation. See 83 So. 3d at 686; accord Pender Cnty. v. Bartlett, 649 S.E.2d

364, 376 (N.C. 2007) (refusing to dictate the configuration of remedial districts). It

should again reject both approaches. Either would encroach on the law-making

power and constitute an advisory opinion on the validity of unenacted districts.

The Court has no power to dictate legislative procedures. Under the Separa-

tion-of-Powers Clause and Article III, Section 4(a), Florida Constitution, which au-

thorizes the Legislature to adopt rules of procedure, courts have no authority to in-

terpret the Legislature’s rules of procedure or otherwise dictate the internal work-

ings of the Legislature. Fla. Senate, 784 So. 2d at 409; Moffitt, 459 So. 2d at 1021.

Appellants made the same unconstitutional demands in the trial court, urg-

ing the court to divest the Legislature of its authority to enact redistricting legisla-

tion and to impose their alternative maps, or to dictate legislative procedures and

the substance of remedial legislation (SR2: 63-112; SR14: 1938-59; SR19: 2455-

82). Appellants even urged the court to postpone federal elections, to discard bal-
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lots that had already been cast, and to override federal statutes that protect the abil-

ity of America’s overseas soldiers and sailors to cast their ballots (SR2: 63-112;

SR14: 1938-59; SR19: 2455-82). The trial court rejected Appellants’ lawless man-

ifesto, explaining that the Legislative Parties’ positions were “more sensible and

legally sound on almost all points” (SR3: 231). This Court should do likewise.

The Legislature predicted that political opponents would misuse Amend-

ment 6 to wrest the redistricting power from the Legislature. Appellants have now

validated the Legislature’s predictions. But Amendment 6 did “not shift in any

way the authority of the Legislature to draw legislative and congressional districts

to the judicial branch,” Adv. Op. to Att’y Gen. re Standards for Establishing Legis-

lative Dist. Boundaries, 2 So. 3d 175, 187 (Fla. 2009) (plurality opinion), and the

Court should repudiate Appellants’ misuse of Amendment 6.49

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT ON CROSS APPEAL

The trial court’s observation that partisanship in all likelihood motivates all

citizens who draw and submit redistricting plans must not stand. The court’s as-

sumption that public participation is a pipeline of improper intent, and the imputa-

tion of that intent to the Legislature and its work, tends to discourage the solicita-

tion of public participation. This Court should reject that pernicious assumption.

49 Contrary to Appellants’ argument (Br. at 99-100), the trial court correctly
refused to reopen the case to introduce an email between two political operatives
(R84: 11086-87). The email relates to State Senate districts—not congressional.
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As a matter of law, the trial court’s findings do not support a determination

of invalidity. The controlling intent is the intent of the Legislature as a whole—not

the subjective motivations of outsiders or of a small number of individual legisla-

tors. To hold that the personal motivations of a few can subvert a redistricting plan

ignores the Legislature’s nature as a corporate body and invites gamesmanship.

Finally, Amendment 6 violates the Elections Clause of the United States

Constitution. The Elections Clause confers on state legislatures exclusive authori-

ty, subject to oversight by Congress, to regulate federal elections. Amendment 6

purports to regulate federal elections, but was not enacted by the Legislature.

Amendment 6, therefore, was not constitutionally enacted and is unenforceable.

ARGUMENT ON CROSS APPEAL

VIII. THE TRIAL COURT’S OPINION IMPROPERLY DISCOURAGES PUBLIC PAR-

TICIPATION IN THE REDISTRICTING PROCESS.

The trial court criticized the Legislature’s use of a public-submission pro-

cess, which allowed any person with internet access to submit map proposals to the

Legislature (App. 190-91). The trial court stated that, while public participation:

sounds like a good idea—who can argue that openness and transparency are
not good things when it comes to government—it provided the means by
which partisan maps, secretly drawn and submitted by political operatives,
could be incorporated into the enacted map with no one in the general public
the wiser.

(App. 190). It opined that any person who submits a map to the Legislature “is

probably more likely to be motivated by personal or party politics than by an altru-
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istic desire to draw the most constitutionally compliant map possible, free of any

partisan intent. And if so, relying upon publicly submitted maps may not be the

best way to protect against partisan influence” (App. at 190-91 (emphasis added)).

The trial court’s foray into the Legislature’s internal workings, and its opin-

ions about how the Legislature should interact—or not interact—with Florida’s cit-

izens, was improper. See Fla. Senate, 784 So. 2d at 409 (“Florida courts have full

authority to review the final product of the legislative process, but they are without

authority to review the internal workings of [the Legislature].”) Indeed, its obser-

vations strike at the heart of the Legislature’s role as a representative institution

by discouraging public participation and threatening to penalize the Legislature

whenever it invites and encourages public participation in the redistricting process.

This Court has recognized that the Legislature is “the voice of the people.”

Chiles v. Children A, B, C, D, E, & F, 589 So. 2d 260, 267 (Fla. 1991); accord

Chiles v. United Faculty of Fla., 615 So. 2d 671 (Fla. 1993) (McDonald, J., dis-

senting) (“The legislature represents the people and speaks with the voice of all the

people.”). As the people’s representatives, legislators are duty bound to consult

their constituents. The Declaration of Rights provides the “people shall have the

right . . . to petition for redress of grievances,” Art. I, § 5, Fla. Const., and the First

Amendment to the United States Constitution protects the “right of the people . . .

to petition the Government for a redress of grievances,” Amend. I, U.S. Const.; see
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also City of Cuyahoga Falls v. Buckeye Cmty. Hope Found., 538 U.S. 188, 196

(2003) (“[A]ll citizens, regardless of the content of their ideas, have the right to pe-

tition their government.”). The right to petition is “inherent and absolute.”

Krivanek v. Take Back Tampa Political Comm., 625 So. 2d 840, 843 (Fla. 1993).

The Declaration of Rights also provides that the “people shall have the right . . . to

instruct their representatives,” Art. I, § 5, Fla. Const., and that right applies to re-

districting. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 603 (noting “the right of the people to

instruct their representatives on the manner in which apportionment should be con-

ducted”).

In Florida, the Legislature has long solicited public participation in redis-

tricting. In 1992, the Legislature held 32 hearings. This Court recognized that the

purpose of the hearings was “to increase public awareness on reapportionment and

to receive public input prior to the development or adoption of any redistricting or

reapportionment plans.” In re Senate Joint Resolution 2G, Special Apportionment

Session 1992, 597 So. 2d 276, 278 (Fla. 1992). In 2002, the Legislature held 24

public hearings, made available to the public the pioneering FREDS redistricting

application, and received maps from Common Cause and the League of Women

Voters of Florida, Inc.
50

In 2012, the Legislature held 26 public hearings, made its

50 See FLORIDA SENATE, FLORIDA REDISTRICTING, REDISTRICTING 2002,
available at http://archive.flsenate.gov/SenateRedistricting.
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redistricting applications available online, and received 178 map submis-

sions. This Court praised the Legislature’s efforts. Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at

664 (“We commend the Legislature for holding multiple public hearings and ob-

taining public input.”).

The Legislature and its professional staff have never viewed efforts to solicit

public comment as a sham or a scheme. The record in this case shows that profes-

sional staff used public submissions to learn about the public’s priorities. Staff re-

viewed public submissions to identify general concepts and approaches that might

guide their construction of districts (T9: 1030, 1041; T20: 2560-61, 2565; T23:

2880-83, 2897-98). Public comments and submissions provided professional staff

with valuable insights that shaped their approach to the drawing of new districts.

Rather than focus on the source of particular submissions, professional staff

reviewed submissions to identify ways to improve the adherence of the plans to the

objective, second-tier standards set forth in Article III, Section 20 (T20: 2561, T23:

2881). This process was similar to this Court’s evaluation of plans in Apportion-

ment I, which focused on the “objectively ascertainable” question of whether the

plans “compl[ied] with the tier-two principles.” Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 640.

Public participation in redistricting should not be taken for granted. In some

States, reformers have struggled to encourage legislatures to solicit public partici-

pation in the redistricting process. In Illinois, the General Assembly finally enact-
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ed a statute—the Redistricting Transparency and Public Participation Act—to re-

quire redistricting committees to hold “at least 4 public hearings statewide to re-

ceive testimony . . . , with one hearing held in each of 4 distinct geographic regions

of the State determined by the respective committee.” 10 Ill. Comp. Stat. 125/10.

Without for a moment excusing efforts to manipulate the redistricting pro-

cess, this Court should reject the presumption that citizens who participate in the

redistricting process are probably motivated by personal or party politics. Every

day, citizens appear before legislative committees or city council or county com-

mission meetings and participate in democratic processes, not for self-interested

reasons, but because their convictions impel them. It should never be presumed

that improper motives stimulate public participation in representative government.

To presume that public participation is a mere channel for improper intent,

and to penalize the Legislature’s solicitation of public comment, would damage fu-

ture efforts to involve the public in redistricting. The Legislature wishes to contin-

ue to encourage public participation. In light of the trial court’s observations,

however, the Legislature is in doubt as to the effect of public participation on the

validity of any redistricting plans it might enact. This Court should clarify that

the Legislature will not be penalized if it continues to solicit the voices of the citi-

zens it represents and encourage public participation in the redistricting process.
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IX. UNDER THE FLORIDA CONSTITUTION, THE CONTROLLING INTENT IS THE

INTENT OF THE LEGISLATURE AS A WHOLE.

As a matter of law, and even viewing the evidence in the light most favora-

ble to Appellants, the trial court’s findings do not establish that the Legislature as

a whole drew districts with improper intent in violation the Florida Constitution.

In its Final Judgment, the trial court found that a “group of Republican polit-

ical consultants or operatives did in fact conspire to manipulate and influence

the redistricting process” (App. 185). The court concluded that these operatives

“managed to . . . infiltrate and influence the Legislature” and “to taint the redistrict-

ing process and the resulting map with improper partisan intent” (App. 186).

Under Article III, Section 20, however, the controlling and dispositive con-

sideration is the intent of the Legislature as a corporate body—not the motivations

of outsiders or even a few legislators in isolation. This Court should reverse and

clarify that, under the intent standard, the intent of the Legislature is to be deter-

mined as it always has been: by assessing the intent of the Legislature as a whole.

The trial court did not find that the Legislature as a corporate body intended

to favor a political party or its incumbents. Indeed, Appellants focused on the ac-

tions of an extraordinarily small number of legislators and a group of outsiders.

Purely as a legal matter, the motivations of one or two individuals cannot be im-

puted to the entire Legislature. The intent of the Legislature—not the diverse and

unique motivations of a few individuals—controls. See Apportionment II, 89 So.
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3d at 882 (considering whether “the Legislature redrew the plan with an improper

intent”); id. at 889 (considering whether “the Legislature redrew these districts

with impermissible intent”); id. at 892 (Fla. 2012) (Pariente, J., concurring) (refer-

ring to “the Legislature’s ‘intent’”); Apportionment I, 83 So. 3d at 641 (referring

to “the Legislature’s intent” and “improper intent on the part of the Legislature”).

This Court’s decision in Apportionment IV is not to the contrary. There, the

Court explained that “communications of individual legislators or legislative staff

members, if part of a broader process to develop portions of the map, could direct-

ly relate to whether the plan as a whole or any specific districts were drawn with

unconstitutional intent.” 132 So. 3d at 150 (emphasis added). The Court recog-

nized these communications could be relevant, but not because they evidence the

personal intent of individual legislators and legislative staff members. Such com-

munications are discoverable because they might furnish evidence of a “broader

process,” and thus could be probative of the intent of the Legislative as a whole.

In the context of statutory construction, courts of this State have long doubt-

ed the probative value of the subjective views or motivations of an individual legis-

lator in determining the Legislature’s collective intent. See Sec. Feed & Seed Co.

v. Lee, 189 So. 869, 870 (Fla. 1939) (finding that personal views of individual leg-

islators are “of doubtful verity if at all admissible to show what was intended by

the Act”); State v. Patterson, 694 So. 2d 55, 58 n.3 (Fla. 5th DCA 1997) (finding
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that personal views of an individual legislator “did not shed meaningful light on

the legislature’s intent”); Fields v. Zinman, 394 So. 2d 1133, 1135 (Fla. 4th DCA

1981) (“Our doubts are not assuaged by affidavits of members of the legislature as

to what their subjective intent was since there is no indication that this intent was

expressed to other members of the legislature.”); McLellan v. State Farm Mut. Au-

to Ins. Co., 366 So. 2d 811, 813 (Fla. 4th DCA 1979), overruled on other grounds

by S.C. Ins. Co. v. Kokay, 398 So. 2d 1355 (Fla. 1981) (finding that “such proof is

generally not accepted as admissible evidence to demonstrate legislative intent”).

“What motivates one legislator to vote for a statute is not necessarily what

motivates scores of others to enact it.” Pac. Gas & Elec. Co. v. State Energy Res.

Conservation & Dev. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 216 (1983). Courts across the coun-

try accordingly refuse to impute the personal motivations of individual legislators to

the legislative body as a collective whole. Bread Pol. Action Comm. v. Fed. Elec-

tion Comm’n, 455 U.S. 577, 582 n.3 (1982) (refusing to “give probative weight” to

legislator testimony “because such statements represent only the personal views of

this legislator”) (marks omitted)); Tinsley Media, LLC v. Pickens County, Ga., 203

F. App’x 268, 273 (11th Cir. 2006) (finding “no case in which this Court has up-

held the admission of an affidavit of a legislator as evidence of legislative intent”);

Cave City Nursing Home, Inc. v. Ark. Dep’t of Human Servs., 89 S.W.3d 884, 890

(Ark. 2002) (“[T]he testimony of the legislators with respect to their intent in in-
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troducing legislation is clearly inadmissible.”); Nadler v. Schwarzenegger, 41 Cal.

Rptr. 3d 92, 98 (Cal. Ct. App. 2006) (“[E]vidence that relates to the mental pro-

cesses of individual legislators is irrelevant to the judicial task.”); Jackson v. Delk,

361 S.E.2d 370, 372 (Ga. 1987) (rejecting “the testimony of a legislator, with re-

spect to the legislative intent underlying the enactment of a particular piece of leg-

islation”); State ex rel. Lute v. Mo. Bd. of Probation & Parole, 218 S.W.3d 431,

436 n.5 (Mo. 2007) (“[A]n affidavit from a legislator only reflects the intent of

one legislator out of 197 that voted on a particular bill.”); Styers v. Phillips, 178

S.E.2d 583, 590 (N.C. 1971) (“The intention of the legislature cannot be shown by

the testimony of a member.”); In re Blair, 408 S.W.3d 843, 859 (Tex. 2013) (re-

fusing to engage in “speculation about individual legislators’ motivations”); City

of Yakima v. Int'l Ass’n of Fire Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 469, 818 P.2d 1076,

1087 (Wash. 1991) (observing that it is “well settled that the legislature’s intent

in passing a particular bill cannot be shown by the affidavit of a legislator”).

Intent, therefore, cannot be inferred from a skewed sample of the purported

subjective motivations of individual legislators, as their intent does not represent

the intent of the Legislature as a whole. See Sec. Feed & Seed Co., 189 So. at 870;

Patterson, 694 So. 2d at 58 n.3. This Court should clarify that the validity of con-

gressional districts depends on the intent of the Legislature as a whole, rather than

on the personal motivations of individual legislators and legislative staff members.
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X. AMENDMENT 6 IS INVALID BECAUSE THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

AUTHORIZES STATE REGULATION OF CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS ONLY

THROUGH THE STATE’S LEGISLATIVE PROCESS.

The Elections Clause of the United States Constitution confers express and

exclusive authority on state legislatures to regulate congressional elections, subject

to oversight by Congress. Because Amendment 6 was not enacted by the Florida

Legislature but regulates congressional elections, it violates the Elections Clause.

The Elections Clause provides that the “Times, Places and Manner of hold-

ing Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by

the Legislature thereof.” Art. I, § 4, cl. 1, U.S. Const. Under the Elections Clause,

election regulations must be enacted “in accordance with the method which the

state has prescribed for legislative enactments.” Smiley v. Holm, 285 U.S. 355, 367

(1932); accord Ohio ex rel. Davis v. Hildebrant, 241 U.S. 565, 569 (1916). In

Florida, the method prescribed by the Constitution for legislative enactments is the

enactment of bills by the Legislature. See Art. III, § 1, Fla. Const. (“The legislative

power of the state shall be vested in a legislature of the State of Florida . . . .”).

Amendment 6 purports to regulate the manner of holding elections for Con-

gress, but it was not enacted by the Florida Legislature. It therefore conflicts with

the Elections Clause and is unenforceable. The enactment of Amendment 6 by ini-

tiative petition contravenes the plain constitutional text, which empowers only

state legislatures (subject to oversight by Congress) to regulate federal elections.
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The contrary determination of the Eleventh Circuit in Brown v. Secretary of

State of Florida, 668 F.3d 1271 (11th Cir. 2012), is wrong. Amendment 6 unques-

tionably regulates the “Manner” of conducting congressional elections. It pre-

scribes how congressional elections will be held: for example, in compact districts

that utilize political and geographical boundaries. As far as it goes, Amendment 6

deprives the Legislature of authority conferred by the United States Constitution.

This term, the United States Supreme Court will resolve a similar challenge

under the Elections Clause. See Ariz. State Legislature v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting

Comm’n, 997 F. Supp. 2d 1047 (D. Ariz.), appeal docketed, No. 13-1314 (U.S.

2014). The Court will consider whether a provision of the Arizona Constitution

that purports to divest the Arizona Legislature of authority to enact redistricting

plans, and to confer that authority on a commission, violates the Elections Clause.

The decision in Brown effectively reads the words “by the Legislature” out

of the Constitution. The Eleventh Circuit’s conclusion that Amendment 6 is con-

stitutional does not bind this Court. See Doe v. Pryor, 344 F.3d 1282, 1286 (11th

Cir. 2003); State v. Dwyer, 332 So. 2d 333, 335 (Fla. 1976). Because Amendment

6 purports to regulate congressional elections but was not adopted in the mode pre-

scribed by the Elections Clause of the United States Constitution, it is invalid.
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CONCLUSION

The trial court correctly upheld eight of ten challenged districts and the Re-

medial Plan. This Court should affirm those determinations.
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